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Dr. Bari Gregg Smn'e Virginia Historical Index (Boanoke, 1934}
has become such a standard work to any student of Virginia blstory
that It Is as a relief to both reader and writer I haws adopted hie
Method of citation to avoid the canjeetion in footnotes invariably
cawed by frequent quotations fro* u&gaslne articles, to the list
used in the Virginia Historical Index I have added one magazine used
extensively, and have dropped those from which X have not quoted.
Throughout the paper the following abbreviations are used;
H

- William Haller Honing*o Statutes at large being a Collection
of all the l a w of
1 ^ ^ 7 9 2 mclas>^rand
Phll&delphl&, 1009-23),33 volumes*

J

- Journal of the Pr.atot.rlan
by the Bepartaent of History of the Presbyterian Church
in the 0. S. A., Philadelphia, 1947 being volume 25.
T»a*r». Qharterly Bl«tt>rttml and C.nwOogteaX Maxaglno.
p e p s i s s in Richmond by Mrs. lyom G. fyler, January
1940 being volume 39, nunber 3,

v

* ***» Virginia Hagaalne of History y d Biography, published by
la MimiBdw- by the Virginia Historical Society, 1940
being w i s e 5&.

«(1) - w m « p S & “H Z <****«■? Quarterly

MpK»8*JM.

first series, 1092-1919• Similarly the second series,
1921-1943» la indicated by 9(2), and the present series,
begun in 1944 ie marked 11(3), 1940 being volume 5,
In like manner, to avoid the redundant and graceless "known hereafter
as**.," X have given the full title the first tine a source Is meed and
without further notification I have used an identifying short title, un
less a restatement of title or date sewed dealvsable. For example:
Baw. John Gilli.a' «.atorlcal ColXooUop. relating to B w w k a b U
frefriodg of the Success of the Gospel (Kelso, Scotland, 1045)
edited by Rev. Horatius Bonar, becomes Gillies* Historical
Collections.

APOLOGIA
* * » #
While political events have had
their historians, and political men
their biographer®, the great struggle
for religious liberty which preceded
the Bill for Religious Freedom, ha®
never been set forth. It ha® been but
s l i g h t l y referred to in the record of
these very events over which it had a
controlling influence* And while it
ressains unknown, Virginia, both past
and present, remains unknown. The
power of the religious principle in
moulding the civil and political in
stitutions of Virginia, has not been
appreciated* The law for religious
freedom In the Statute book, cannot
be duly estimated, while the history of
the men that thought and labored and
suffered for the unrestrained liberty
we enjoy, remains unwritten*
■William Henry Foote,
1,1

1.

I.
m

EVENT IK HXSTOHT.
*

«■ *•

The causes were at work for a score
of years, out of which rose the "Great
Revival,*1 giving existence and fora to Its
glorious and memorable Mercies, and to its
deplorable and remediless catastrophe.
There were circumstance#-— some obvious,
and more unsuspected— cresting the neces
sity for that amassing revolution in the
hidden springs of our church1s life.
Einsenaorf, Wesley, and Whitefield were
not the authors of "the manner of the time; **
they were but the lightning and the thunder,
the rushing wind and the rain-torrents, in
which the long-gathering storm breaks
forth. God visits the waters, the parching
pasture, and the withering field; we gase
on the dividing of the flames of fire, the
shaking of the wilderness and the terrific
land-flood, as though they had no king over
them. In another age, how little could
those great evangelists have accomplished!
"Thou prepareat them com, when thou hast
so provided for it.»
Richard Webster,
A History of the Presbyterian
Church In Aaerlca...
(Philadelphia, 1857). 132.

Such a mass of literature has accumulated on the various phases
of the religious movement in Colonial America known as the Great
Awakening that a mere recapitulation of any event in the revival
merits no welcome.

Still no comprehensive work has yet appeared

which leaves the student with the feeling that the movement has
been properly evaluated, either its causes or effects placed in
perspective, or the chaff winnowed from the grain of social and
intellectual history.
This cannot be done until the local manifestations of the
phenomena are minutely examined.

The continual dissipation and

destruction of records makes this every year more difficult.

Even

the printing of contemporary documents has not been proof against
their extinction.
Fortunately for the study of the revival in Hanover, men
concerned in it wrote extensively.

Two institutional agencies

preserved records of its progress — the church and state.

At the

very time of its occurrence men were interested in recording it as
history, and at intervals since, denominational and secular histor
ians have attempted to reconstruct or reinterpret the movement.
But as we become interested in accounts not phrased in terms of
"vital piety" and "enthusiastic delusion" we find that the very
records we want most are missing.

In this particular case, the

burning of Richmond in 1865 destroyed the records of Hanover County
stored there for safety.

Only the title of acts and sketchy news

paper accounts of trials are left of many cases in court records.

Personal notes in letters now gone were recorded by partisan
historians by only the

" of omission.

In a few cases the prominence of & leading figure has
attracted a biographer, or the religious significance a
theologian.

For this reason the revival at Northampton,

Massachusetts, under Jonathan Edwards has received a dispro
portionate place in Colonial history.

To Virginia's disadvantage,

no biography cff Samuel Davies has been published, nor has a proper
stuffy of his theological writings been produced.

The biographers

of George Whitefleld have not covered the ground carefully.
For these reasons I have attempted to gather existing records
on a decade of this local movement, less as a narrative than as a
guide to the factors operative in the community and religious
atmosphere.
here.

Two prominent sectors of the problem cannot be covered

The first Is the problem of economic pressure, on either

the groups involved or the individual characteristics produced by
such pressure.
such a study.

It is doubtful if sufficient records remain to make
The second problem I am even less qualified to

investigate,— that of the psychological traits revealed in such
letters and other writings left from the period.
1 have attempted to evaluate the bias of writers' conclusions
as they appear against the evidence of the mass of material, and the
use of primary material fairly and effectively in secondary articles.
A large amount of available material has been overlooked by many
writers, either through Insufficient search or the unpleasant
conclusion forced by the material.

The defence of one or another

branch of the Church has led most writers on the subject to
choose the part of the story they wish to portray and to gloss
over the rest.
Very few of the sources used in this study have not been
surveyed or incorporated by other writers on the Great Awakening,
or the history of the churches in Virginia. Because of this, and
from the nature of the subject itself, no point turns upon the capit
alization or punctuation of a source.

While X have followed accurately

the texts, even to the inclusion of their mistakes and distracting
misspelling, and have indicated all questionably deciphered words or
clearly understood fragmentary words through the use of brackets, I
have felt it unnecssary to include the archaic calligraphy of the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.

Consequently X have lowered

all superior letters and have spelled out the ampersands and like symbols
which might retard comprehension.

Where X have, In a few cases, reproduced

the quotation verbatim, et literatim et punctuatim. it is clearly so
indicated.
The quotation §at the opening of each chapter is essential to the
following text, and Is not merely an embellishment.

It epitomizes the

sense as well as introducing the reader a tempo to the following discussion
In contemporary or histriographicallv proper expression.
IX.
There occur from time to time In history events and movements
which appear on the surface, and from a distance, to be spontaneous.
Of such a nature are the scattered religious revivals of the
decade from 1730 to I74O which initiate! the movement known

America as the »Great Awakening. * Quite apart from the religious
significance of this revival, the upheaval caused by emotionalism
and increased sectarian activity has a definite place in the
history of the period for its effect upon the social life and the
intellectual development of the Colonies.
Even at the tiaej^this revival occured it was recognised as a
■V'
definite movement, and one
of importance. It was given a name;
i
contemporary writers could put their fingers on dates and geographic
cal spots of its inception; its leaders were recognised and their eval. " ..VI
nation has been upheld lay history to a aurpJ&sing extent; and the
revival-had so spent itself^,«dthi^^l^;^^6r|i^
that they could see it as a whole, and write of it as history. Many
of its events were written and printed at the time; and, unlike many
historical movements so recogniaed at a later date, it was led and
opposed by capable men, as ready with their pens as with their
tongues. They rushed into printas often for oonbr©sr~a$r at for
edification, and those who followed them were zealous in gathering

;

ami editing their sermons and writings.
Fortunately for those who would study the events of this period
in Colonial history, a second revival followed early in the National
period, bringing with Its renewed interest In the faith of the fathers
a new interest in the great men of their fathers* youth.

From the

fast-fading memory of the elders, writers of the time of the second
revival culled the memoirs and incidents of the "Great Awakening, *
preserving notes missed by contemporaries or found in documents
unknown to their fathers.

In times of religious decline, revivals of the past are of
little interest, and books of sermons are little sought after.
Documents concerning churches and ministers are discarded, and a
low valuation is placed on clerical exploits, movements of rel
igious thought, and the influence of religion on secular affairs.
Nor , in the past, has every phase of human life, trite and domestic
as well as exceptional and public, been considered a proper field
historians.

for

So until recent years revivals and sermons were left to

the writers within and for the clergy, or, at best, to church historians.
In recent years, however, a different approach to history, and to
the influence of religion in an Intellectual and historical capacity, has
brought a flood of books, monographs and articles on this phase of
Colonial history.

Much remains to be done, much to be redone, and we

are learning how much as been lost.

It has been a century since the

only book devoted solely to the Great Awakening, and to its entirety,
has been written.

This book is Joseph Tracy*s

The Great Awakening.

A History of the Revival of Religion in the Time of Edwards and
Whitefield (Boston, 1842).

Many topics have been exhaustively covered

in monographs and theses, yet there is no complete history of religion
In the Col nial period. (1)
So it remains for some to write the broad and definitive histories,
and for others to dig out the Incidents and details, and to check the
(1) Outstanding work in the treatment of sections of the movement has
been done in recent years in such books as 0, H. Maxson's The Great Awaken
ing in the Middle Colonies (Chicago, 1920), Wesley II. Gewehr*s Hie Great
Awakening in Virginia. 17AQ-1790 (Durham, 1930), and the many books by
Dr. William W. Sweet, of Chicago. Although Dr. Sweet*s books bear the
titles of histories of religion, they are rather histories of churches
and denominations and the influence of these ecclesiastical bodies on the
American frontier.

accurateness and proof of earlier writers.

To this latter group

belong® this inquiry into the grass-roots history of a small move
ment, insignificant beside its renowned parallels under Wesley,
Edwards, and Zinsendorf, but of the same movement and leading to the
same end.

Here must be found the "circumstances— some obvious, and

more unsuspected— creating the necessity for that amazing revolution
in the hidden springs of our church*s life."
Each of these separate contribut6r® to the Great Awakening had
something unique In its genesis.

In the first stirrings of discontent

and the fora taken by the dissenting movement centering in Hanover
County are such differences and such factors.

Perhaps they are less

obvious than in most revivals, and in many cases they are lost to
record.

To single out and delineate these factors is the purpose

of this study.
Merely to recount the actions leading to the formation of the
first Presbyterian congregation in this section would give this
paper little validity outside the session records of that church.
But in seeking the cause for dissent in Hanover County In the 1730* a
we are examining a condition widespread in the Colonies, and recur*
ring throughout all the history of the Church.

And in the reasons

for the dissenting movement here are the reasons for the Great Awaken
ing everywhere.

To understand the movement we must work upstream

from the great flood of the revival that carried all of the Colonies,
Britain, and most of Europe before It to new expressions of religious
feeling, and which generated bitter controversy over a period of many
years.

The various headwaters must eventually be reached, much alike

in appearance, and all contributing to the effect of the flood.

Here

was a definite spot, and here was a short period of tia© f-yet,
unlike most of the other local beginnings, her© was no definite
outstanding personality to lead the way.

Thekey to the dissent

ing movement in Hanover is the key to the reason for the whole
Awakening.

Bor do I think that key will be found in a single

thesis, or in history at all; for if the key is not theological,
as religion would have us believe, then it rests, in all probab
ility, in the field of the science of psychology.

But its mani

festations are history, and there are records and the lives of man
to prove it; and in the history of thought, clear lines of ideas,
expressed in this case in writings, oratory, and action well past
the period of the Revolution, can be traced to validate a study of
an event that is of interest to more than thesession of a church,
or the adherents of a system of theology.
III.
There are a number of reasons why the group in Hanover County
should be singled out for study.

They would merit study if for no

other reason than their success in establishing a number of flourish
ing churches which disrupted the sway of the Established Church in
that section — end for the influence those churches had on the future
of the Presbyterian Church and the struggle for religious freedom in
Virginia.

For that reson, most authors writing on the Great AWakening

In America, and all authors writing on the rise of the Presbyterian
Church in the Colonies, mention and to soma extent appraise the
importance of the Hanover churches.
The rise of dissent in Hanover is marked by unique features,
which, neither adding to or detracting from the importance of the

1

movement, single it out from the origins of other Presbyterian
churches in Virginia in the same two decades.

Each factor con

tributing to the dissent from the Established Church, and causing
it to become finally a Presbyterian congregation, should be exam
ined to determine its influence and relative importance on the
direction of the movement.
The first factor which strikes one in reading the simple
accounts of the genesis of this group is the part played by a few

OOlLtOE OF ffliiUttfrUglf

books in the hands of earnest readers.

The complete absence of a

dominating personality in those earlier years only accents the
predominant position of the books,

Wh&t was in those particular

books to inspire men, and to force them to action?

Certainly other

men read religious books in Virginia, yet without leaving the
Established Church.
In similar movements of the early years of the Awakening, both
in Virginia and elsewhere, there was in almost every case a strongly
inspired and gifted man to lead the movement.

And if there was not a

single person, there was at least the heritage of a similar religious
experience in the lives of the parents or grandparents of the congre
gation (as in the case of Presbytorianisia in the Valley of Virginia,
in their Scottish and Ulster background).

Of the man to whom the

movement may be attributed, — and has been attributed by admirers of
each, none came early enough to be justly credited with its origin.
George Whitefield stimulated the thinking and action of the Dissenters
in Hanover, yet on his first trip to Williamsburg none of them heard
him preach.

While It is true that it was a book of his sermons which

played a prominent part in the formation of the reading sessions, yet

it was the book and not the personal influence of the man which
accomplished the result.

To William Robinson the Presbyterian

Church was indebted for the acquisition of ih© congregation, and
the group was indebted to him for their discipline and soundness at
a time they might have faltered.

But the congregation existed as a

separate organisation before he made his first missionary trip to
Virginia.

Without the ministry of Samuel Davies Hanover neVer would

have become a name to be honored and respected throughout the
Presbyterian Church In America.

Yet for a decade, perhaps, before

the young minister came South to visit a congregation he did not
wish to accept, the church had maintained its zeal and identity.
If the name of any one man could be singled out in Hanover as the
founder, it would be that of Samuel Morris.

But neither the attachment

of his name to the reading houses, nor the prominent place he holds
in the narratives in church histories Is sufficient to establish
leadership above that of the others in the group of men who first
left St. Paul’s Parish and found the answer to their religious seek
ing in books and the preaching of itinerant ministers.
If there was nothing exceptionally immoral, or unorthodox, or
personally antagonizing in the ministry of Reverend Patrick Henry (1)
in St. Paul’s Parish, perhaps in the dullness, or conformity to the
standards of the Church in his day, and in Virginia, or the cumulative
effect of the state of religion in the colony exhibit some reason fbr
the dissatisfaction of his parishioners.

Here again is perhaps no

personal antecedent, but a local situation which was the epitome of a
(1) Throughout this paper, the nans© Patrick Henry is applied only to
the rector of St. Paul’s Parish. In the slight reference to the
patriot, his nephew, the younger man is specifically so designated.

condition giving rise to a definite reaction, such as might have
been found in & hundred cases in Europe and the Colonies in this
period of religious foment.
The Great Awakening had a number of local beginnings which
merged into a sweeping revival, no other local manifestation rising
from such a set of factors.

For this reason Hanover stands apart from

its sister movements; for this reason these earlier years ©f the
Hanover church have been insufficiently studied, as a clue to the
springs at the headwaters of this Awakening, and other religious
revivals.

II.
THIS ESTABLISHED CHURCH*
* * *
Alas! *Tis too evident that some,
who seem In an ecstacy of detestation
against Itinerary preaching, do give
greater evidence of a party spirit than
we whom they accuse of it. For how
sealous are they in their attempts to
reclaim persons that have joined us?...
Many can witness, they were never so much
hated and ridiculed for drinking, swearing
and other viqious extravagances. if they
went to church, as they are for turning
Presbyterians. •. •They are told since they
joined with us, they are in danger of per
ishing, iho* they were manifestly reformed
in their lives; tout while they continued
In the church, tho * they were less moral
they were told no such thing. ••.Satires,
etc. are published In the Gazette, to
alarm the world of these dangerous animals.
They ere presented, indicted, fined; and
all are armed against them, as if they
were like to conflagrate the Colony, and
consume Focos and kraal
— Samuel Davies, quoted in
"Samuel Davies, Colonial
Revivalist and Champion of
Religious Toleration," a
typed PhD. thesis^ (University
of Chicago, 1942) by George H.
Boat, 70.

It is impossible to consider the state of religion in the
eighteenth century, particularly the first half
In the other Colonies, or at h e m in Britain—
its poverty of merit*

in Virginia,
without regretting

Even the most passionate defenders of the

Established Church, or of the conservative element in the dissent
ing sects, deprecate the immorality, coldness, lethargy in things
spiritual, and ignorance among both the clergy and laity*

In

many cases the clergy could not call their charges to greater
spirituality because they themselves were remiss in their ministry,
or, worse still, flagrantly conspicuous for their immoral behavior. (1)
The successful ministries and pious lives of the rectors of
the Established Church in Virginia who rose above the mediocrity
and spiritual ineptness of the greater number stand out with
exceptional brilliance, the comparison enhancing intrinsic worth.
The letter of recommendation given by the vestry of St. Stephen's
upon the removal of Rev. Hugh Jones from that pariah in 1726
discloses a ministry of this types
...whilst he was our minister, Che2 behaved
himself so well as to merit and obtain the best of
characters. For he not only instructed us in powerful
doctrine, and elevated our devotion by his fervent
prayers, and was most diligent in the discharge of
the duties of his sacred function, so as to give
general satisfaction In all respects, but also gave
us an extraordinary example in his sober life and
edifying conversation. And we furthermore attest that

(1) A fair statement of the stand taken by the partisans of the
Established Church la found in G. tiacLaren Brydon's "The Virginia
Clergy," The Virginia Magaalne of j&stoqr and Biography. XXXII,
212: "The whole period in England was marked by formalism and
chilling of spiritual life, and Virginia suffered from the same

he and his family, for their handsome, candid and
familiar behaviour, and peaceable disposition, and
just dealings, received the love, friendship, and
respect of all the neighbourhood. (1)
The early ministry of James Blair, Bartholomew Tates,
Anthony Gavin, James Craig, and James Maury recall the tradition
of Alexander Whitaker and forecast the devoted ministry of
Devereux Jarratt. (2)

Bad the majority of the rectors been of

their stamp in all probability there would have been no need for
an "awakening” in Hanover, and a separation from the Church would
have been even less probably.

condition.w This view is eminently above that of Philip A. Bruce
in his History of Virginia (Chicago and Hew fork, 1924) X, 285*
"The character of the clergy did not sink below the standard of
conscientiousness observed in the same class in England, and as a
rule they were graduates of Ehglish Universities and of excellent social
connections in their native country.* To me, that is an inadequate
criterion which no degree of accurateness of historical fact, can
redeem. It does not indicate the spiritual poverty of the clergy in
Bhgland, and somehow introduces a note of social approval for a more
valid spiritual appraisal. Ho doubt the majority of the clergy woo served
a devoted ministry in quietness were not heard from in the reports to England.
(1) William B. Sprague, Annals of the American Pulpit (New Xork, 1859),

V, 11.
(2) There is no intention in this paper to cast discredit on the
Establishment or Its ministers, nor have X relied on the reports of,
its detractors. Even a cursory reading of the Fulham Transcripts, the
Dawson Papers, the Virginia Miscellaneous Papers (all in the Library of
Congree), or William Stevens Perryfs Historical Collections Relating
to the American Colonial Church (Hartford, 1870), will show a similar
contemporary apprMaal of the religious state of Virginia, and that from
within the Church. Of course, the Presbyterians judged the Establishment
harshly, and the Dissenters in Hanover spoke of it as uncharitably. This
was not unilateral! the Bishop of Oxford spoke truly when he wrote George
Whitofield:
.and all sects of Christians are too apt to think hardly of
those who are not of their own church, and especially of those who leave

&

totem I

the eighteenth or twentieth centuries, or the conditions in laigland. The
story is retold, less accurately but with pains-taking sincerity, in
Bishop William Meade*a Old Churches. Ministers a£d Families of Virgirp.,
.
a
(Philadelphia, 1857).

It was with less charity than candor that an unknown writer
in ISLliiaiaaburg or Yorktown wrote of another:

..h© will not

want admirers in this depraved age of Virginia wherein all manner
of vice seems to reign with Impunity which is sufficiently evincst [?1
by the notorious lives of the clergy as well as laity.*1 (1)

Bishop

William Meade went directly to the point in his blunt statements
Such being the corrupt state of the Church in
Virginia, it Is not wonderful that here, as in I&iglarad,
dissatisfaction should take place, and dissent begin.
The preaching and seal of Mr. Hhitefleld, who visited
Virginia about this time, contrasted with the sermons
and lives of the clergy generally, contributed no doubt
to increase dissatisfaction. The pious Mr. Davies,
afterward President of Princeton College, made the first
serious inroad upon the unity of the church. (2)
The tendency to speak of the low state of religion in
Virginia in the first half of the eighteenth century should not be
taken to imply a depraved state among the people of all classes and
parishes.

Many godly ministers not only preached effectively the

Gospel entrusted to them, but also lived upright lives as an example
to their congregations.

There is no reason to doubt William Byrd's

(1) This letter in the photostat MSS of the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel, in the library of Congress, is neither signed nor
addressed, but placement suggests 1721 and internal evidence Yorktown
or Williamsburg.
(2) Meade, Old Churches. X, 15* It has been fashionable to apologise
for Bishop Meade9s viewpoint, to explain his evangelical attitude as
an unfortunate accident with mitigating clrcumstances requiring expla
nation. This stand scorns to have been augmented in recent years by
both a renewed interest in the Colonial history of the Established
Church and internal church problems over the same questions faced in
Bishop Meade's day. He was not expressing a necessarily Puritanical
bias In treating the spiritual condition with scant sympathy, as a
study of contemporary accounts, particularly the Fulham and Larabeth
Transcripts, will show. Defenders of the Established Church who lean
over backward to excuse its ministers and the vitality of the period
cannot be defended on the grounds of the difficulty of access to these
accounts, as Perry's finiinotion* contains material enough if no other
is consulted.

sincerity when he records in his diary: "I said my prayers
devoutly, having read a sermon in Dr. Tillotson. " (1)

The

New^-Lights might have scrupled at the acceptance of everything
in Byrd's conduct, but they could not but have approved these
passages: ”! wrote a letter to England, notwithstanding it was
Sunday.!f (2)5 and r,I denied tay man G-r-X to go to a horserace
because there was nothing but swearing and drinking there." (3)
William Byrd also gives us a tantalising glimpse into an
area seldom mentioned in this period,— and one significant in
appraising the religious life of his own class.

’In the evening

we talked about religion and ay wife and her sister had a fierce dis
pute about the Infallibility of the Bible. '* (4) The same dis
satisfaction which drove Morris and his friends to seek a more
satisfying religious life, drove the more skeptical critics of the
Church to Deism and Free-thought.

In 1733 Walter Jones, of Copley

Parish, Westmoreland County, wrote the Bishop of London: "Colston's
works begin to peep in this dark corner of the world, but do believe
that in a very short time the encouragera and pursuers of his books
will be found out to their great shame and reproach.' (5)

(*) 2*9. Secret Diary of William Byrd of Westovar 1709-1712, edited by
Louis B. Wright and Marion Tinling,(Richmond, 19&X), 4 - I feel Justi
fied in using these quotations from Byrd's dlatatL even though they f a H
many years earlier than the Hanover revival notmbnly because he was a
contemporary and writes of St. Paul's and contingent parishes, but
because the seeds of the revival were laid over a period of years.
(2) Secret

Diary of William Byrd, 55.

(3) Secret

Diary of William Byrd, 75.

(4) Secret Diary of William Byrd, 29.
(5) Fulham Transcripts, letter dated 27 March 1733

Mors serious to the religious life of the Colony was the
charge made by William Robinson, of King William County, in a
letter to the Bishops "But I assure your Lordship, *tis common
talk that Spencer the Deist is recommended to be a parson*" (1)
If true, it would not be the first time such a thing had been
tried, for James Blair had written the Bishop of London thirteen
years before that Colonel Nicholas Smyth w a s % great admirer of
Mr. Wbolston.

There are very few here tainted that way.” But

Nicholas and his friends had sent a schoolteacher, named Mead, to
England clandestinely for orders, and their proposed parson had
skipped out on them with the money they had collected for his trip. (2)
If the Commissary thought there were few freethinkers in the
Colony, the Governor differed in opinion.

That same year, 1735,

Governor Gooch wrote the Bishop: "But my Lord *tis a melancholy
truth, the Church and Clergy have many enemies in this country.
Freethinkers multiply very fast having an eminent layman for their
leader, and the current runs in game places almost without opposition. (3)
H.
Particularly in sections of southern and western Virginia was
the Colony undersuppliod with churches and ministers.

While Virginia

was never as ill-equipped as North Carolina, in that respect, there
(1) Fulham Transcripts, letter dated 2? July
(2) Perry, Collections. 35$, letter dated 24 March 1734/5.
(3) "The Virginia Clergy," 32 V 332, letter dated 8 July 1735. This
attitude continued among many of the educated In Virginia. A reflection
may be seen in a letter from Richard Bland to Thomas Adame, 1 August 1771,
regarding a previous letter: "If you think tt*© language will bear printing,
I give you leave to make that part of it publick, for I am mighty desirous
the Clergy scheme for an American Bishop should be made as publick as
possible to stir up an opposition to it from the Dissenters, who will
be terribly scourged by the Ecclesiastical Floggers, as the act of Toleration
is not in fb rce in this country." 5W (1) 156.

were similarities in the conditions.

When Governor Gabriel Johnston

opened the General Assembly of the latter Colony, on 6 February 1739,
he summed up the religious needs of the people In this manner:
The establishment of the public worship of Almighty
God, as It is the greatest foundation of the happiness of
society, and without which you cannot expect his protection,
deserves your earliest care. That in such a wide extended
province as this, inhabited be British subjects, by persons
professing themselves Christians, there should be but two
places where divine service Is regularly performed, Is really
scandalous: It Is a reproach peculiar to this part of His
Majesty's dominions, which you ought to remove without loss
of time. (1)
Even where the Virginia government had set up parishes, and
intended sending ministers, along the frontier there were vast areas
with no place of worship within scores of miles.

The frontier

parishes were too large to be properly supervised, and the condition
of religious instruction and ministration was more gratifying on the
books In Williamsburg than to the inhabitants of the back country.
Many of the missionaries sent by the evangelical denominations
of the Middle Colonies were on their way to answer the pleas of
frontiersmen of North Carolina for preachers when they passed down
the Valley of Virginia, and certainly this was true of the Presbyterian
missionaries.

William Robinson was leaving the Colony for North

Carolina when overtaken by the delegation from Hanover with their
request that he visit them.
Certain practices of the Established Church'in Virginia
differing Aram the Church of England grew out of this problem of
(1) Virginia Gazette. 30 March 1739.

undorsuppiied parishes.

As early as 1$32 an act had been parsed which

presaged the difficulty which was to face the Church when a Commissary
would be appointed to act in the place of the Bishop of London.

The

law was "An act that the Mynister apooyni Beacons in racaoate places to
read common prayer, £... deacons where having© taken orders can be
found.•. 1. * (1)

The fruit of such a practice was to fee seen in several

instances in the years of the Great Awakening when “reaoate places"
found leadership in lay readers.
The experience.of Rev. James Craig, upon becoming minister of
newly erected Cumberland Parish In Lunenburg County, may be taken as
typical of the prospect facing tbs Established Church in frontier
communities.

He found the people Ignorant both of religion and even

of their hornbooks.

Those who had any "sense of religion** were badly

divided into Church of England, Dissenter and Antipaedobaptists.

The

distance from churches, lack of ministers, lack of books and the
immorality of their former rectors all contributed to the poor state
of religion.

Asking for books against the Antipaedobaptists, he

wrote the Commissary:
And sorry I am to say, that if the clergy in the
Establishment had acquitted themselves, as they ought to
have done, w© should have had no occasion at this time to
us© this or any such expedients to curb or expell Enthus
iasm and superstitution.
Halifax and the Upper Parish in Brunswick would be
much better without ministers, than to be constrained to
maintain two brutes in that character. Th© most abandoned
wretch despises a man, who, Instead of being an example to
those under his care, exhibits the most infamous pattern of
drukeness, debauchery, litigiouan©as £?1, and profaneness.
People will rather put themselves under the guidance and
(1) 1 H 208

direction of the ®>st ignorant Enthusiast who lives a
moral life, of whatever persuasion he be, than under on©
of such a character. This Is exactly the case in Halifax,
and if it is not so in Brunswick, it is because nobody has
attempted any such thing there, (1)

in.
The Dissenters attending the Morris Reading-houses who lived in
Hew Kant County may have had a longer period of discontent behind them
than those of Hanover.

The original parish of Hew Kent County was

St. Peter’s, the east side of which was cut off in 1684/5 to form
Blissland Parish.
parish:

In I696 Rev. Hicholas Moreau wrote from this now

**As to me, my Lord, I have got into the very worst parish of

Virginia* and most troublesome nevertheless. * In explaining Quaker
meetings there in the past two years, he continues:

"If ministers were

as they ought to be, I dare say there would be no Quakers or Dissenters
among thera. ” (2)
If Bliss!arid was "the very worst parish of Virginia,** its parent
parish, St. Peter’s, was not much better.

Rev. John Lang, rector of

St. Peter’s, wrote the Bishop of London In 1726: "I observe the people
are very zealous for our Holy Church, as it is established in ihgland,
so that (except gome few inconsiderable Quakers) there are scarce any
Dissenters from our communion, and yet at the same time supinely ignor
ant in the very principiee of religion, and very dabauched in morals •” (3)
(1) James Craig to Thomas Dawson, 8 September 1759, Dawson MSS. The
rector gives also an account of the rise of the Antipaedobaptists in
Halifax County under the leadership of William Murphy and Samuel Harris.
(2) Meade, Old Churches. I, 334.
(3) Perry, Collections. X, 346. This lead Bishop Meade to conclude:
It is not wonderful that this should be among the first parts of our
State in which dissent began, as we are informed m s the case under
Samuel Davies, some twenty or thirty years after the date of Mr. Lang’s
letter. " Old Churches. I, 385.
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John Land's successor In St. Peter*© Parish was David Hossom.
The opening of the young minister*s forty-year pastorate was aus
picious.

Born in fJewburyport, Massachusetts, David Mossom was the

first native American presbyter in the Church of England. (1) let
little is remembered of his filnlstry (apart from performing the
marriage ceremony of George ’
Washington and Mrs. Custls) except the
dryness of his sermons. (2)
To the north of St. Paul’s Parish, Hanover, across the Pamunkey
River, lay St. Margaret*a Parish, King William County.

This parish

was formed in 1720 from St. John*s Parish.When Caroline County
erected in 1728 St. Margaret’s was extended
county.

was

to include the new

In 1744 & new parish was formed in King William County of

the part of St. Margaret*© in that county, and upper St. John’s,
and named St. David’s.

Part of Caroline County lay in Dryedale

Parish (erected in upper King and Queen County from St. Stephen’s
in 1723) after the county was augmented in 1742. (3)
While dryness marked the pastorate of Mossom, as accounts record
it, that of Alexander Whit© in St. David’s Parish was marked by
contentiousness. In the decade in which the Dissenter© in this section
decided in favor of the Presbyterian Church, the misunderstanding
and bickering

among . White, Patrick Henry and John Brunskill added

nothing to the spiritual enrichment of their parishes.

(4)In the

(1) Meade, Old Churches. I, 386.
(2) This is noted in the chapter on preaching, page
(3) George Carrington Mason, f*The Colonial Churches of King and Queen
and King William Counties, Virginia,” 23 W(2) 44l*
(4) This quarrel, as taken from the Dawson MSS, Is on page

life of the Colony he is most noted for having sued, with John Caiasa
and others, in the famous trials over the Two Penny Act of 1763. (1)
Alexander White had some Ideas more commendable to us today than to
his parishioners.

When he attempted to baptise some Negro children,

as Instructed by the Commissary, be was prevented by a

'’bully.*As

he felt this baptism to be a

him,hewrote

matter of conscience with

the Commissary for advice in prosecuting the man.
There is one great impediment attending the
instruction of Negroes in the Christian faith, and
that is the aversion that most masters of slaves have
to this pious charitable design; imagining, or at
least pretending, that their being christened (especially
among white children) will make them impudent, mutinous,
and rebellious; thinking t hereselves as good as white people,
Which objection, tho* it has no strength to it, yet *tia
more Cthan3 x can do to remove It with some obstinate people. (2)
Next to the Eev. Patrick Henry, the man most closely connected
with the Dissent centered in Hanover was Rev, John Brunakill, Sr., of
(1) 19 W(l) 21.
(2) White to [William Davison1, 4 July 1?48, Davison MSS. He was ordained
in 1745 to preach in Virginia and is not mentioned In any other parish.
He received the King’s Bounty for Virginia (hereafter following the
name of the minister, r1CB cdate3rt) 12 June 1745#“— which does not mean he
actually came to Virginia at that time.
On the question of instructing the Negroes in Christianity, the
leaders of the Established Church and Samuel Davies and his fellowlaborers were in total agreement. Ifilli&m Dawson [?J wrote Dr.
Bearcroft in 1744: "At the next meeting of the General Assembly I
design, God willing, to recommend and enforce from the pulpit the
instruction of the Negroes in the Christian faith, and the day
following, to put into the hands of the several members the Lord Bishop
of London’s letter on that subject, which, 1 hope, will effectually
supply the defects of ray own performance. * (Dawson MSS) Dawson had
recently received 115 copies of the Bishop’s letter from England. For
Davies’, Todd’s and Wright’s work among the Negroes, see the letters in
the Appenidx of Gillies’ Historical Collection. 502, 503, 506, 521* and
The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley. A. M ., Nehemlah Gurnock, ed.,
fKew fork, n.d.), IV, 125, 149, and 194.

St. Margaret’s Parish, Caroline Comity.

Confusion in understanding

the parishes held by various ministers in this period Is caused by
the presence of three John Brunskills in the Church in the Colony at
the same time.

The John Brunskill of Henry’s and Davies* letters

came to Virginia in 1716 (KB 6 May 1715)# and must have been sent to
Wilmington Parish in James City and Charles City Counties soon after
his arrival. (1)

After his eight-year pastorate there Wilmington Parish

mas divided and new parishes formed, leaving Brunskill without a cure.
He felt that the parish had been divided unjustly, unwisely, and without
the wish of the people.

But the fact that had invested heavily In his

property there gave ardor to his pleas for its re-establishment. (2)
While he believed that the parish had been divided at the Instigation
of an influential layman, there was also friction between Brunskill and
Commissary Blair over the division.

Brunskill wrote the Bishop of

London through friends over Blair's head ("this I had sent myself
immediately to the Bishop, but for fear of its being intercepted here.”)
Blair showed his feelings on the subject in a letter to the Bishop
concerning Brunskills Hr. Brunskill too is taken care of, and has got
a very good sweet scented parish.

I hope your Lp. will not be very

troubled with any more of his cosplatnts. * (3)
The "good sweet scented parish” given Brunskill must have been
(1) Ferry, Collections. I, 277.
f&) John Brunskill to the Bishop of London, 27 June 1724, Fulham
Transcripts. He was still trying to resurrect the parish six years
later, as is shown In a second letter in thLs collection, dated
29 June 1730.
(3) Blair to the Bishop of London, 25 May 1725# Fulham Transcripts;
also quoted in 19 B(2) 454*
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St. Margaret's in Caroline County.

The new pastor became ea^broiled

in quarrels with his parishioners and with his neighboring clergy
men* (1)

His losses in property when Wilmington Parish was dissolved

did not keep him from buying new land in King William County and
settling down for a full twenty years or longer* (2)
Despite the quarrelsome nature of this John Brunskill, he was
the best man of the three.

His eldest son, John Brunskill, Junior

(KB 11 October 1752), rector of Hamilton Parish, Prince William County,
was accused in 1757 by his vestry of intoaperanee, and other irregular
ities, and was dismissed by Governor Dinwiddle. (3)

Of the third

John Brunskill nothing need be said except that he came from England
during Davies' ministry (in 1756) to Raleigh Parish, Amelia County,
and was still there in 1776 when he was deserted by his congregation
as a Tory*
Among the people of the parishes throughout the Colony,
particularly in neighboring parishes, the tales of immorality in
the lives of the clergy furnished a topic of never-failing interest.
Nor was this confined to the gossips*

To serious churchmen and

(1) In 1736 Brunskill1s parishioners presented a petition to the
Council protesting his refusal to preach at a chapel of ease. 14 W(l) 115*
His quarrels with Henry and Whit© are noted elsewhere.
(2) The Virginia Council Journal shows that Brunskill owned four
hundred acres in King William County in 1728. 33 V 22.
(3) 0. MaeLaren Brydon, 33 V 43fn; Meade, Old Churches. I, 167;
and R. S. Thomas, The loyalty of the Clergy of the Church o£ E&gjand
in Virginia to the Colony in 1776 and Their Conduct fRichmpnd. 19Q7T.
4: "There were counties, like Prince William, where the Rev. John
Brunskill, Jr., in 1757, not only disgraced his Church, but disgraced
humanity; and like Amelia, where the Rev. John Brunskill in 1776 was
only a little better." Thomas' treatment of his subject is both
prejudiced and injudicious.

their equally devout parishioners, either laxity or overt violation
of the moral code was a matter for prayer and sorrow.

Hot so with

the enemies of religion or of the Established Church.

To those who

cared nothing about religion, and on whom the parish levies were
burdensome, there was the vulgar pleasure of ruining down the clergyj
to the Quakers and Dissenters these not Infrequent incidents were
added proof of the decay of the Established Church and of its incapacity
to lead them spiritually.
Both before and during the dissenting movement in Hanover parishion
ers (particularly on the frontier) were vexed and shocked with the conduct
of clergymen not truly dedicated to their mission.

Of course, this was

in no way confined to the Church of l&igland, but in Virginia there were
so few others at this time that the phenomena became identified with the
Established Church.

Perhaps the worst case, in its possible relation

to the inhabitants of Hanover County, was the dismissal and exile of
James Keith, of Scotland, from neighboring Henrico Parish.

Keith was

not only charged with fornication, but his character was so unsatis
factory that friends of the girl refused to let her wed him to mitigate
the censure. (1)

While the Governor's letter to the Bishop of London

shows no harsh censure, he does recognize the effect on the people.
Writing of the arrival of Anthony Gavin (KB 17 June 1735), in September
of 1735* Gooch said: ”1 intend to send him to the parish Mr. Keith
left, a very good one, where, I make no doubt, his conduct will make
amends to the people for the failings of that unhappy gentleman. ” (2)
(1) James Blair to the Bishop of London, 10 January 1734/5, Fulham
Transcripts. James Keith (KB 4 March 1728/9) came to Henrico Parish
prior to 1730.

(2) 32 V 333.

Whether or not Mr. Gavin In his year as rector of Henrico Parish
succeeded in making amende we do not know.

Yei that worthy gentleman

fell into another fault which from time to time aroused the people
against their ministers.

In 1736 Gavin became rector of St. James'

Parish, Goochland, reetainlhg until the parish was split into
Albemarle, St. James Northern (north of the James Elver) and St. James
Southern.

Although the vestry book cf St. James Hortham stated in

1744 that each parish might chose a rector, Gavin insisted on retaining
his cure in St. James Hortham, knowing that he was not desired.

As

in the case of Alexander White, of St. David's, Gavin's parishioners
probably failed to appreciate his frank, outspoken attitude against
slavery.

In a letter to the Bishop of London in 1738 he described

the condition in his parish? "I struggle with many Quakers, who are
coutenanced by high-minded men, but I wrestle with wickedness in
high places, and the Lord gives me utterance to speak boldly as I
ought to speak." (1)
When, In 1748 in the midst of the Hanover revival, William Kay
came from Lunenburg Parish, Richmond County, into the area of
Presbyterian activity in southern Virginia, he was accused of lies,
swearing , drunken®ss and other irregularities.

Although the

vestrymen of Lunenburg wrote that this was untrue, and that they had
not given him a "character" to get rid of him, the notion must have
been prevalent among the people. (2)
(1) Quoted in Meade, Old Churches. I, 456.
(2) Various letters in 1748 in the Fulham Transcripts. In one, quoted
in Perry's Collections I, 392, Kay defends himself to the Bishop against
charges, and complains that his wife left him with a baby after cohabiting
with "vestrymen" she suffered to seduce her. There must have been those
among his new parishioners who enjoyed the false with the true, in both
his legal battles and personal affairs.

In Hanover County Itself, In neighboring St. Martin's Parish,
the first minister was an unfortunate choice, to the people's
detriment.

Rev. William Swift (K3 to Benaude & May 1722) had

arrived in Virginia under a cloud and was sent by the Governor
to St. Martin's, despite the Governor's assurance to the Bishop
that he was n...confident he will be very caste and faithfully
discharge his duty in the care of Souls.n (1)

After Swift's

death, in 1734# the Governor was to write again: *Mr. Dunbar
is the very bad Man, now Mr. Swift is gone.*' (2)
Gone Mr. Swift was, but not forgotten.

The conditions

indicated by these examples from the parishes close to Hanover
County continued through the period of Davies' ministry, and until
the Revolution swept away the power of the Establishment.

Trans

cripts from the records in Fulham Palace tell the depressing tale
of minister after minister being evicted for immorality a— John
Ramsay of St. Anne, Albemarle, asked by the vestry to leave for
negligence and drunkeness in 1767, Rev. Dade of Fairfax Parish
dismissed the following year for adultly, Patrick Lunan of Upper
Parish, Mansemond, charged with evil living.
It must be admitted of the Groat Awakening, that even after
years of its tenure in Virginia, there was no marked improvement
throughout the Colony as a whole.

Perhaps the antagonism of the

conflict between the two groups excluded any influence by the one
(1) 32 7 222, 223.
(2) 32 V 332.

upon the other, or the efleets were confined to too small, and
possibly a socially restricted, group.
In 1766 Davies’ pupil, James Waddell, then minister in
Lancaster Gbunty, wrote Georg© Whitefield:
If© have but melancholy prospect© of religion
among us; and when it will seem proper to God to
change the seen©, is a dark, disconsolate uncertainty.
The love of pleasure, and a proneness to every vice
are so remarkable in the people of this colony, that/
It would require your address, in evexy minister almost,
to procure an outward reformation; and irhat must it
require in two, or three, to produce the same effect,
against the prevailing torrent of impiety, rendered more
rapid, and bold, by the addition received from,! believe,
by far the greatest part of the clergy? (1)
In a second letter he shows how little conditions have
changed in the pre-war years, as he asks Whitefiold for a
preacher with funds ( nfor a script and staff would not do here")
to Itinerate in Virginias
He would no doubt bo opposed by the unhappy clergy,
who oppose the peculiar doctrines of the Hew Testament
almost In every sermon vis Justification by faith, and
the influence of the Holy Spirit; but such opposition
would ratter animate, than discourage.
This attitude was not shared by the clergy of the Establishment,
yet in their letters are heard echoes of the plaintive voice of
men doing what they think to be right and unable to see a reason
for the lack of response in others.
the Bishop of London:

In 1732 William Dawson wrote

T,It is however, ay Lord, fa} matter of

(1) James Waddell to George Uhitefield, 5 August 1766.
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concern as well as surprize, not to be dissembled, that infiddlity
and profaneness are not yet totally subdued by the joint endeavours
of a clergy famed for its piety and learning.
?*X can with pleasure assure your Lordship that religion here
is more prosperous and flourishing, notwithstanding our common
inability to display her charms." (1)
Recognizing the moral shortcomings of Virginians, the Rev.
Alexander Forbes in 1724 described condition© aginst which the Church
hade little progress in following years:
As to their moral defects in vertue and piety they
are generally much the same as among the rest of mankind.
Drunkansss is a most common sin in which multitudes seem
to be hardened thro* the decietfullness thereof. Rash
swearing is too common, many thro' folly and ignorance
glorying in that shame. Great numbers, I think, are more
ashamed of chastity and modesty, than of impudlcity and
ribaldry. (2)
Added to the inability of the ministry of the Church to effect
a change, was a certain amount of blindness on the part, certainly
of some, of the clergy.

With a totally unjustified smugness, a

rector wrote Thomas Dawson in 1750: "...even under the disadvantages
it tthe Church of England] labours under at present to t lie northward,
[itl gains ground apace upon the Presbyterians, and other sectaries
the spawn of them; with whose pretended sanctity, and nonsense, the
people in general are most heartily sick and nauseated." (3)
(1) Fulham Transcripts.
(2) This report, dated 21 July 1724, found in the Fulham Transcripts,
is printed in Ferry's Coliectixms. 323 - 334- It contains the most
scathing indictment of the clergy a fellow-clergyman could make.
(3) H. Addison to Thomas Dawson, 10 December 1750. Virginia Religious
Papers, Library of Congress. This appears to be the letter of a rector,
perhaps in Maryland, but no less applicable for that reason [see Perry,
Collectiona. I, 5353*

IV.
When the Established Church was faced with the problem of Dissent
it a>uld have met it with indifference, expecting the enthusiast* to
wear out and the movement with it, or it could meet the challenge with
action.

The reaction in different part® of the Colony, and at different

times, depended largely on the character of the churchmen in the
community.

In many places lassitude prevailed, and other communities

were spurred to periodic action.
When Edmund Gibson became Bishop of London, in 1720, he sent
instructions to the Colonies containing this section:
III. The less assistance you have from the
Spiritual Power to restrain vice and immorality, the
greater need there Is to engage and secure the assistance
of the Temporal Power in that pious and important work. ...(1)
Even where the churchmen were charitable enough to Include the
local dissenting movement under neither "vice** nor "immorality" the
principle enunciated by the bishop was applicable.

If It cannot be

historically demonstrated that the devoted ministers of certain
parishes had the aid of Spiritual Power Ira directing the lives of
their flock, it can be shown that In parishes under an immoral
clergyman, or a succession of them, Dissent — in the fora of Presby
terian®, Quaker®, or freethinkers, it mattered not—
fertile ground.

sprang up in

And in many cases the Church found it necessary to call

in the Temporal Power to uphold its position.
If we put the most charitable construction on the acts of the
clergy of the Establishment, we might take the statement of David Currie
(1) Fulham Transcripts.

and John Leland, rectors in Lancaster County, to Commissary
Dawson as typical of the opinion held by the clergy concerning
the Dissenters:
Could we persuade ourselves that nothing but
the pur© glory of God, the advancement of true religion
was intended by these gentlemen, or was the number of
Dissenters in these parts sufficient to support such an
undertaking we should not be alarmed; but when they have
no other means to compass their designs, than that of
drawing off the people from their Established Church, who
can forebear using their best endeavours to put a stop to
such proceedings? When the people!s affections are alien
ated from their teachers, they are likely to give but little
heed to any advices they may offer, then how soon may they
be brought to the greatest contempt both for their persons
and doctrines? Which tho* but little thou^it of at present,
may in time tend to give a mortal wound to •.„ [the Church of
England3; and tho* it be supported by nothing according to
them but the sorry sanctions of a civil establishment, yet
we hope is so acceptable ...[to God that wo shall never
depart from, or change, it]. (1)
While the Rev. Patrick Henry probably headed the clerical
opposition to the movement, here he had the aid of his neighboring
rectors who quarreled with him over other matters. (2)

He had

from the very beginning opposed the Dissenters in his parish, but
when Samuel Davies arrived in 1747 the contest became almost a
personal one, as it was between Davies and Peyton Randolph.
1747 Henry wrote the Commissary:

In

"I’m sorry my letter, when laid

before the Council, had not the desired effect.

I am ready to

(1) David Currie and John Leland to Commissary Dawson, 12 April 175®,
Dawson MSS. Meade, Old Churches, I, 123, states that Currie was
rector of Christ Church, Lancaster from 1743 to 1792, and John Leland
wasL rector of Wycomico In 175® (I, 132). The role played by Leland
and cRev. Menaies in opposing the Dissenters in Hortham Hock, as
told by James Gordon In his diary (see bibliographical notes for
source), is so inconsistent with the first sentence quoted above that
the whole letter appears open to question of motive.
(2) The petition to the House of Burgesses in 1751 protesting the
action of the Dissenters around Hanover is signed by Henry, Mossom,
Brunskill, John Robertson and Robert Barrett (Perry, Collections.
I, 3®1). On other occasions Henry had the support of John Caom and
William Stith.

prove the truth of every fact set forth therein, and which ay
breihern, if they had sign’d the letter, must have believed upsjfn
my tostimony,— there being but few things in it that they themselves

would otherwise know." (1)
The attitude that seems to have been taken by most of the clergy
and many eminent layment^-was voiced by Benjamin Waller, clerk of the
General Court, in the early stages of the Hanover revival:
Calm reason gentle persuasion and good example are the
ways most agreable to the Gospel to reclaim a thinking [sic,
— man?] but where too great a delusion prevails and obstinacy
presides, often milder methods have been in vain attempted,
a little rigor should be used, not. so much to reclaim a per
verse Enthusiastic (for there will be little hopes of that
when reason and the Scripture cannot convince, and he makes
obstinacy a point of conscience) as to deter other unthinking
mortals, whose strongest passion Is often fear. Is these
simple wretches, who vainly imagine they In their folly have
formed a new light brighter than that given by the author of
light, do not as X hear preach against the fundamentals of
religion, but only persuade people from frequenting the Estab
lished Church, by despising and reviling its service, I think
they come under these laws. (2)
Waller was not a blind adherent to his cause, missing altogether
the source of trouble, for he admitted that If the clergy showed the
anxiety over the spiritual condition of their flock they showed over
worldly matters much of the trouble could be averted.

He continued:

"...the immoral and scandalous lives some of them lead gives th©
enemy too much occasion of reproach; and weak minds often judge of
(1) Henry to William Dawson, 29 April 1747# Dawson MSS.
(2) This letter by Benjamin Waller is found in the Dawson MSS. It
is badly mutilated and the address is missing. But fragmentary
evidence indicates It m s a letter to William Dawson, dated 30
January 1744, and it seems to refer directly to the Hanover group.

a sect of religion by the outward shew of Its teachers and professors,
and prefer superficial and hypocritical appearances to solid principles.
If the heads of the chinches would join pious example® to gentle and
charitable persuasions..•* tine poor deluded people might be more
easily brought to see their error than by severe measures they would
call persecution for, conscience sake, (l)

Waller than listed for

the Commissary the laws which seemed to him to apply in the case upon
which he had been consulted, and advised the Ccrtnissary to have them
presented for not attending church, and by the powers he possessed in
a spiritual court by virtue of his authority as CoKmissary.
In no case does the action of the Church appear as an official
crusade against the Dissenters.

Keither Janes Blair nor the Dawson

brothers offered leadership in action to bring the full penalty of the
law to bear on them.

On the contrary, while these men were classified

by the Presbyterians as just and magnanimous men, Davies said of the
King’s Attorney General in Virginia, upon his arrival in England while
Davies was there in 1754? r,I find Peyton Randolph, Esq., my old
adversary. Is now In London; and will no doubt oppose whatever is
done in favour of the dissenters In Hanover.H (2)
Peyton Randolph was ably seconded by other prominent laymen,
some of than on the Council,— almost certainly Including Thomas

Lee— , as well as the competent Waller and vindictive Edwin Conway,
of Lancaster County.
(1) Benjamin Waller to t-illl&fa Dawson], Pawson IfS3, 30 January 1744*
(2) Davies* diary, 4 March 1754, quoted in Foote, Sketches. 1, 2$6.

V.
The Bishop of London (In whose see Virginia lay), from his vantage
point at the center of the Baplre, rightly took a different view of the
Hanover movement from that taken by Patrick Henry.

That he should have

given It the attention he did, when its comparative importance la
considered, commends his attention to the remote corners of his diocese.
His reaction would have surprised the disaffected worshippers in
Hanover, for, amusing as it appears to Presbyterians today, he persisted
in considering the Hanover revival as a Methodist movement.(1) When
Patrick Henry saw his congregation falling away in large numbers the
movement loomed great and called ibr action by himself and the Church
in the whole Colony.

The Bishop saw the same thing happening every

day, both in England and abroad. Undoubtedly to him it was almost
entirely the work of George Whitefield, to be classified and treated with
other Whitefield Incidents.

If he took Cognizance of the spontaneous

character of the movement before Whitefield *s arrival in Hanover, and
if he realised it might lead to a separation from the Church, he could
(and did) cite the actions of the Moravians under Zinzendorf•
The familiar means of combatting Whitefield in England presented
themselves to the Bishop as the proper means of meeting the Hanoverian
movement, and he wrote his Commissary in Virginias

(1) Bor was he alone in this misapprehension* A letter from a Mr. T.
Wilson, Walbrook, London, to Commissary Dawson, 29 September 1747, in
the Virginia Miscellaneous Religious Papers states: "Tour worthy
Governor*s zeal In relation to the Methodists is very much commended
by several of our most eminent men in Church and State, to whom I have
communicated the printed papers. **

Here has been lately published a small preamble
entitled Observations upon the conduct and behaviour
of the Methodists; which the Bishops are dispersing
in their Dioceses, as an antidote against the spreading
of that Sect. Mr. Whitfield has declared his resolution
to answer It; and as he is shortly to come to the
Plantation, he will, no doubt, bring over with him a
number of those Answers. Forty copies of the Observations
are ordered to be sent to you, and the like number to the
other Coamassaries, in whose Jurisdiction these people
have been already very troublesome, and probably will be
so again, When the Observations, which are a charge of
numerous irregularities against him and his followers,
shall be compared with the Answers, every one will be
his own Judge, whether or no, or to what degree he has
taken [of ?] the charge. (1)
The degree to which the religious condition in Virginia was
affected by the character of the Bishop’s Commissary cannot be
determined.

Although the relation of Janes Blair, and to a
*

decidedly smaller degree, that of liiliam and Thomas Dawson,
has been examined by more than one writer, it has usually been
an incidental or oblique examination.

The controversial character

of the strong-minded Blair has been discussed or considered by
every writer on the Established Church in the Colony and its
clergy, on the Colonial government, or on the College of William
and Mary, but for all the research and interpretation he doeB
not emerge as a clearly defined character.
James Blair, son of Rev. Robert Blair, was educated at
Marischall College, Aberdeen, and received the degree of Master
of Arts at Edinburg!)University in 1673 at the age of seventeen. (2)
(1) Edmund £Gibson3 Bishop of London to William Dawson, no date,
Dawson MSS.

..>»

(2) the article "James Blair, Commissary, ** Historical Magazine of the Protestant
Episcopal Church. XXV (June, 1945)# 86-118, by G. M&cLaren Brydon Is one
of the latest studies on Blair, and I have considered it more accurate,
in both facts and interpretations, than the earlier accounts.

Although brought up in a Presbyterian atmosphere, Blair
preferred the Church of England to that of Scotland, and rather than
conform to the usages of the national church he went to England with
a small group of clergymen who believed as he did.

There, because of

his circumstances (or his Scottish ordination) he was denied &
satisfactory ministry, but it is possible that at that time he laid
the basis for his future political power.

In 1685 he was sent to

America by Henry Compton, Bishop of London.
A full discussion of the life of Blair and his work in Virginia
would be oat of place.

In a few respects, though, he had a direct

bearing on the Hanover revival.

He had been for a period rector at

Varina, in Henrico County, where his influence was probably spiritually
uplifting.

In his younger days Blair was evangelistic and probably

had more of the puritan in his nature and preaching than the majority
of his fellow-clergymen.

An example of this, together with a conment

on his ability as an impartial observer, is recorded by Charles
Campbell, quoting Blair on swearing:
I know of no vice that brings more scandal to
our Church of England. The church may be in danger
from many enemies, but perhaps she is not so much in
danger from any as from the great nuafcer of profane
persons that pretend to be of her, enough to make all
serious people afraid of our society, and to bring
down the Judgments of God upon us: ’’by reason of swearing
the land moumeth.11 But be not deceived: our church
has no principles that lead to swearing more than the
Dissenters; but whatever church Is uppermost, there are
always a great many who, having no religion at all, crowd
into it, and bring it into disgrace and disreputation. (1)

(1) Charles Campbell, History of Virginia (Richmond, 1847), 435

When Francis Nicholson became Lieutenant-Governor of Virginia
in 1689 Bishop Compton established the office of Commissary in the
Colony, appointing Blair, then rector at Jamestown, to the office.
In training, ambition and ability Blair fitted the requirements of
the office, but It is difficult to say that he made a successful
Commissary.

One of the privileges of the office was a seat on the

Council and an undetermined amount of legal authority.

As Blair was

also ambitious for the college he established in 1693# he so thoroughly
mixed the affairs of church, state, and education in his conduct that
it Is difficult to separate his motives for any specific action.

To

his admirable characteristics must be added with less admiration a high
temper, thorough Scotch obstinacy, a certain amount of pride, and an
ambition that could, and did, crush opposition when the Commissary felt
that he was in the right— a not infrequent occurrence.
Functioning as Commissary, Blair was often more practical than
strict in his governance of the clergy.

During his first thirty-five

years he suspended only two ministers, explaining to the Rev. Ur.
Alexander Forbes: "Because of the want of clergymen to fill vacancies,
I choose rather to lean to the gentle than the severe side. (1)

This

desire an the part of the Commissary to keep the parishes supplied with
ministers despite their quality had an immediate effect on the subject
of this paper.

It may also have led to some misunderstanding of

(1) This letter, dated 20 June 1723# is quoted from Perry’s Collections.
I, 251, in Daniel Esten Motley’s "Life of Commissary James Blair...,"
Johns Hopkins University Studies. XIX-10 (Baltimore, 1901), 20. This
account is the best known and fullest published story of Blair’s life,
though its early date excludes many of the facts included in the
writings of G. liacLaren Brydon.,

Blair’s ability.

An unknown writer charged: "It Is said the Commissary

gives himself little trouble, either in reforming the lives of the
clergy by precept or example or any other ecclesiastical affairs.” (1)
Many of Blair's troubles as Coiamissary arose from special problems
within the Church, and in the Church’s relation to the Colonial
government, which are outside the scope of this study, but which
cannot be ignored as explaining many actions and attitudes often ascribed
to religious intolerance by partisan writers.

The first of these was

the number and character of Scotch ministers in Virginia*

The Bishop

of London explained to Dr. Philip Doddridge:
Of those who are sent from hence, a great part are
the Scotch or Irish, who can get no employment at home,
and enter into the service more out of necessity than
choice. Some others are willing to go abroad to retrieve
either lost fortune or lost character. (2)
Some of the Scotch ministers, like Blair, were fine men and
excellent pastors, but were prevented by their ordination from
serving in England.

Both Blair’s championing of his compatriots,

and his chariness in speaking of his own ordination s6*.*ed to incite
the envy and prejudice of his personal enemies, and those who die*
liked the Scotch clergymen.

It would be of more than idle interest to

know to what extent this affected both Blair *s attitude toward the
Presbyterians, and the attitude of both clergy and laity in office
during the period of the Awakening.

There is no recorded meeting of

Blair and Makeraie, although they probably did meet.

While his exper

ience with Presbyterianism in his early ministry was not such that he
(1) SPG Photostats, LC.

See footnote (1) page

(2) Foote, Sketches. I, I48.

.

would favor thorn, still he might rot have held the opinion of the
native rectors that Presbyterian congregations were merely fanatic
gatherings of sporadic nature, outside the churchly ken. (1)
The second problem facing the Established Church at this time
was the importance of the vestry# and its specific relationship to
both the clergy, as representatives of the Church, and the Governor,
acting as the representative of the King in his office as head of the
Church.

The power of the vestry was very real, built up over the span

of a century Into something quite different from its position in
England.

The Hanover revival came in the heat of contention within the

Church and Colonial government over the power of the vestry, finding
burgesses and political leaders divided where as good churchmen they
would have otherwise been united in their opposition to Dissent.

The

aid-century revival added a new complication to the problem, and Thomas
Dawson, when Commissary, was forced to admit to the Bishop of London:
"Tho* by our laws, none shall be admitted to be of the Vestry, who do
not subscribe to be conformable to the doctrine and discipline of the
(1) While It has no direct bearing on the Hanover movement, the expla
nation of Blair’s position as given by Dr. Brydon is of importance
to the condition in general of the Church under Blair’s tenure as
Commissary. "It must be clearly understood that although in his later
years James Blair declared, and truly, that he had received episcopal
oridantlon, this does not mean that he was ordained as a minister of an
Episcopal Church distinct and separate from the (Presbyterian) Church
of Scotland as an organization different from the Established. Church
of Scotland. ...But the actual fact was that he was a minister of the
Church of Scotland even though he had been ordained by a bishop. This
fact will perhaps explain Commissary Blair’s unwillingness to give too
much, detail about his ordination to the convention of 1717, when
Governor Spotswood was thirsting for his blood." G. MacLaren Brydon,
"James Blair, Comissaiy, 89# 90.

Church of England; yet many Dissenters are Vestry-men, wherein
I humbly request the favour of your Lordship’s advice,r? (1)
The problem of the position of the vestries continued through
out the years of the Establishment, tout the personal problems
caused by Blair1s background and powerful position in the Colony ended
with his death.

Hone of the Coraaiss&ries following Blair had more than

a fraction of his power.

The fact that the office never carried with

it the weight or spiritual control It should have possessed was
probably due to the precedents set by Blair. (2)
Several years before Blair’s death, in a letter dated 21 May 1739#
Governor Gooch recommended William Dawson to succeed Blair as Com
mas sary, and predicted his election as President of William and Mary. (3)
Of this professor at William and Mary, Gooch had previously written?
*He is a very good man, sober, modest, and truly religious.11 (4)
But the virtuous William Dawson left an undistinguished record
as Commissary.

Coming Into the office in 1743, the year the first

Presbyterian missionary preached in Hanover, and serving until his
death in 1752, after Davies was well established, Dawson’s term in
office Is marked only by obscurity.

Upon his death, William Dawson

was followed in his office as Commissary by his brother Thomas, rector
(1) Fulham Transcripts, letter dated 16 August 1751* There can be
little doubt of the Bishop’s attitude, but,as more than one Governor
could testify, forcing compliance from the vestries was another matter.
(2) This failure on Blair’s part is explored, but possibly with injusice
to Blair, by Dr. Brydon. Motley's conclusion is much more favorable to
Blair, but he may have been less concerned with the welfare of the Church.
(3) 33 V 57.
U ) 32 V 233, letter dated 23 July 1730.

of Bruton Parish, but who was elected with less unanimity than his
amiable brother.

Apparently Davies found both of the Dawsons fair,

even friendly, nan*
his dealings.

It was Thomas Dawson with whom he had most of

The Virginia Cassette for 31 October 1755 notes the

election of Dawson to succeed William Stith as president of William
and M&iy, thus uniting again the two offices which had been separated
since his brother's death.

It can be assumed without hazarding Im

probability that tine letters from these two men in their office as
Commissary to the Bishop of London reflected a more stern attitude
toward the young Presbyterian minister than they evinced in personal
\
contact with the talented and attractive visitor from Hanover. (1)
It was probably this very amiability which caused the office of
Coamissary to drop even deeper Into obscurity during the tenure of
Thomas Dawson.

When Governor Dinwiddle tried, and dismissed, John

Brunskill of Prince William from hi& cure, Bawaon doubted his power
to take such action, yet could do nothing about it.

Dawson *s successor,

William Robinson, thought, and stated, that Thomas Dawson had a secret
consciousness of his unworthiness for the office he held. (2)

He

followed a well-loved brother, and the cares of a family with at least
on® black sheep bore heavily upon him.

This, together with his duties

of a double office which taxed even Blair's ability, drove the Commissary
to drink to excess.

In a day when hard drinking, and occassionally

drunken clergymen, passed without comment, the extent of Dawson's
(1) In the Lenox Library there is a 1756 edition of the laws of the
College of William and Mary inscribed: tTThe gift of President William
Dawson to Rev* Samuel Davies. n (6 W(l) 1?6) Many references In Davies'
writings indicate a friendly personal relationship with the Dawsons,
Stith, and others.
(2) William Robinson to the Bishop of
Collections. I, 463ff and other letters.

CLondon], Perry's

surcease In drink caused him to be arraigned fey the Board of Visitors
of the College.

The amiability, and pathetic plight, of Dawson

preserved for him his office, even in the face of his disgrace, but
it added nothing to the effectiveness of his office as Commissary*
It is impossible to excuse the Comaassaries entirely from blame
for the condition of the clergy in the first half of the eighteenth
century, but the facts do not Justify critising them too harshly.

Too

many personal and political problems not connected with the office
of Commissary entered into their failure to make the of flee all It
might have been to unduly emphasise that position either in the
effectiveness of the message of the Established Church, or in the
overt opposition of the Establishment toward the Dissenters.
From the conditions sketched in this chapter, and the attitude
of the Church toward Dissenters as they knew it, came some of the
thou^its of a certain group of worshippers in St. Paul's Parish,
Hanover County, when they deliberately decided to ce&ae attending their
parish church for spiritual guidance.

43.

III.
PATTEBHS OF DISSEflT.
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And therefore, gentlemen, since the workers of a
deceitful work, blaspheming our sacraments, and reviling
our excellent liturgy* are said to draw disciples after
them, and we know not whereunto tills separation may grow,
but may easily fbretel into what a distracted condition
by long forbearance, this colony will be reduced, we are
called upon by the rights of society, and what, £ am
persuaded will be with you as prevailing an inducement,
by the principles of Christianity, to put an immediate
stop to the devices and intrigues of these associated
seiam&tles, who having, no doubt, assumed to themselves
the apostacy of our weak brethren, we may be assured
that there is not any thing ao absurd but what they
will assert and accommodate to Uieir favourite theme,
railing against our religious e stablishraent; fur which
in any other country, the British dominions only excepted,
they would be very severely handled.
— Governor Gooch, charging
the Jury In Williamsburg,
25 April 1745, from the
B a fc a

fllM M ffcfta » “ «*▼«>» b7

Fbote In Skatchea. I, 136.

•.. [being] assured your Excellency will continue to
us those liberties we have enjoyed, particularly the free
exercise of our religion, according to our consciences,
and the practice of the Established Church of Scotland:
and humbly hoping, that, whereas we have In times past
lain under some restraints, from which our brethren in
England, under the same religious Establishment, are
happily exempted, your Excellency will grant us all the
liberties and Iwunities of a full Toleration, aoeording
to the laws of England, and p a r t i c u l a r l y according to an
Act of Parliament, commonly called the Act of Toleration.
— Memorial to the lari of
Loudoun upon his arrival in
lew York, dated 10 August 1754,
from the Presbytery of Hanover,
MSS Minute Book of Hanover
Presbytery.
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i.
Dissatisfaction with the Established Church, and dissention to
one of the sects of the day, or to free thought or deism, was not a
new thing in Virginia.

Seventeenth century experience with Puritans

of the English type had left an unpleasant impression with both the
people and the government.

Nor was there a more cordial feeling

toward the Catholics and Quakers.

The few successful experiments In

dissent were little known among the people, and then they were usually
associated with non-English groups.
From the earliest days there had been a "low church” tradition
within the Established Church which at times approached open Puritanism.
At times the conflict between the Established Church and the Dissenters
was heightened by the feeling of the more strictly ritualistic English
ministers against their brethren of the extremely "low church” group.
This conflict has a legitimate place In this study, not only because the
Presbyterians in eastern Virginia were the eighteenth century heirs and
remnants of this sother country struggle, but because the memory of it
strengthened the ministers of the Established Church in their opposition
to Presbyterianlam. (1)
The evangelical heritage runs straight through the history of the
Colony, at times broad and at times narrow, from Sir Thomas Dale, Alex
ander Whitaker, and Patrick Copeland to the contest between the English
and Scotch clergy during the time James Blair was Commissary.

When

Governor Berkeleyfs chaplain, Rev. Thomas Harrison, fled the Colony he
(1) As late as 1750 Commissary William Dawson received a letter from
England in which the writer [Thomas Sherlock, Bishop of London?3 agrees
with Dawson that he would not ordain those trained as Presbyterians in
Scotland and Ireland except ”...I am afraid you would soon find a
scarcely of clergymen to supply the churches.” Dated 25 December 1?50,
Dawson MSS.

said the Puritan revival of 1643 had left Virginia with a thousand
Puritans.

But persecution and a cooling of the evangelical fervor

of Commonwealth days reduced the number to a handful by 1680. (1)
A living historian of the Episcopal Church in Virginia has found
in the evangelical heritage of the Established Church In the Colony
a very logical, but certainly not the only, reason for the lack of
Presbyterian activity in Virginia in the latter part of the seventeenth,
and opening years of the eighteenth, centurys
Perhaps one may find in the Calvinism of the
Established Church in Virginia the reason why no
strongly sustained effort seems to have been made
during the first century and a quarter to organise the
Presbyterian Church among the many Scottish emigrants
who cause into the colony.
The Scottish Presbyterians who came to Virginia in
its first century were members of the Established Church
in their own land and they never looked upon themselves
as dissenters. They felt at home in the Calvinistie
atmosphere of the Established Church of Virginia and saw
no compelling reason to organize themselves under the
handicaps of a dissenting body. It was only after the beginning
of the great revival in 17ip and the coming of the great
numbers of Scotch-Irish into the Shenandoah Valley that
the Presbyterian Church as an organized body began to
grow strong in the older part of the colony east of the
Blue Ridge Mountains. (2)
In Norfolk County, near the Elizabeth Elver were four preaching
stations supplied by a minister named porter.

Hothing is known of

Porter except that he was a survivor of the Puritan ministers in
the Colony, and that he was a resident minister of non- Anglic an
(1) Among other accounts, tills is noted in Edward Mack*a Our Presbyterian
Heritage in Eastern Virginia (Richmond, 1924; from the Onion Seminary
Review) ,5. On the whole this article Is too severe on the Established
Church, and the author’s interest has led him to slight inaccuricies.
(2) G. MacLaren Brydon, *The Hugjsnots of Manakin Town and Their Times, *
42 V 330 - 332.

worshippers.

Porter died in 1683, a year before Francis M&kemie

arrived to minister to the congregation for about a year. (1)
This is the only Presbyterian congregation which can be traced
directly to the Puritan tradition.

There are glimpses in records

at scattered places during their period that indicate there were
nonconformists, or Presbyterians, or other Dissenters of the evangelical
school who retained their individualistic religious belief and customs.
The most that can be said of these non; conformists in relation to the
Great Awakening is that they may have formed the nucleus of dissenting
congregations, or have left an attitude in their neighborhoods of
discontent with the practices and doctrine of the Established Church.
The coming of Francis Makemie, father of Presbyterian!am (as we
know it) in America, is said to be the result of a letter written by
Judge William Stevens, of Maryland, to the Irish Presbytery of Leggan,
asking for ministers for America. (2)

The young Scotch-Xrish

Presbyterian minister came to Barb&does, and to Showbill, Maryland,
early in the 16801s.

On the Eastern Shore he married the daughter of

a wealthy merchant of Accomac County and spent the remainder of his
life in this pastorate. As early as 1690 he Is mentioned in the
court records of Accomac County, and on 15 October 1699 he applied
for, and was granted by the court of that county, *the first certi
ficate of qualification under the Toleration Act, known to be on
(1) W. H. T. Squires, The Else of the Presbyterian Church in Tidewater
Virginia (Norfolk, n.d.), 2.
2) Te
evenTe

i at Acnftwmankn, av bha Bantam fihnata at Virginia in tha
ttury (Richmond, 1911), by Jennings Cropper wise, 281ff.

record.H (1)

He was successful both as a minister and as a

merchant, and left in his will among other property **07 house
and lott at the new towns in Princess Anne county, on the Eastern
Branch of Elisabeth River, as also my lott and house or frame of
house in the new towne on Woralye *s creek, called tlrhana, as also
my lot Joyning to the new meeting House Lott, in Pocoraoke town. " (2)
The varied activities of Francis M&kemie would have made him
outstanding in any period of the Colony1s history, and in versatility
he and Samuel Davies were quite similar.

Makemie is supposed to be the

author of A Plain and Friendly Perswaslve to the Inhabitants of
Virginia and Maryland for Promoting Towns and Cohabitation (London, 1705).
His licensing and plea for toleration foreshadows Davies1 own struggle.
In his missionary Journeys and the establishment of the Presbytery of
Philadelphia, the first Presbyterian court in America, he laid the found
ation for the final establishment of that denomination in Virginia. (3)
(1) This license is recorded in L. P. Bowen's The Days of Makemie (Phil
adelphia, cl&$5}), 309, and other places. Rev.^Bowen spent seven years
of investigation in producing this semi-fictional account which was
published by the Presbyterian Board of Publication. Although he drew
on both Samuel Miller's Life of the Reverend John Rodgers (Mew York, 1813),
and Foote's Sketches, he produced much that is of value from the records
of Eastern Shore courts and other sources. Of & later date, but adding
little to our knowledge are Wise's The Early History of the Eastern Shore
of Virginia, quoted above, and Susie M. Ames' Studies of The Virginia
Eastern Shore in the Seventeenth Century (Richmond. 1940)• A less
satisfactory biography is I Marshall Page's The Life Story of Reverend
Francis Makemie (Grand Rapids, Mich., 1938) • Foote devotes two chapters
In his first volume of Sketches. 40-84, to Makemie and his fight for
religious freedom. Miller, in the account noted above, accepts as fact
Makemie's appearance before the Governor and Council of Virginia, while
Foote says, "We have. •.only strong conjectural evidence, besides tradition,
of his being called before the legal tribunals of Virginia." Sketches. 1,48.
(2) Foote, Sketches. I, 45.
(3) Makemie himself is supposed to be the author of A Narrative of a New
and Unusual American Imprisonment of Two Presbyterian Ministers: and

The historian Beverley wrote, in 1705, of the Discenters,
noting Makemie•a congregations:

"They have no more than five conven

ticles amongst them, namely, three small meetings of Quakers, and two
of Presbyterians.

*Tis observed, that those counties where the Presby

terian meetings are, produce very mean tobacco, and for that reason
can't get an orthodox minister to stay amongst them; but whenever they ^
could the people very orderly went to church." (1)

After Makemie *s

f

death one of Beverley's meetings disappeared, for the Presbytery of
Philadelphia wrote the Presbytery of Dublin in 1710: "In all Virginia
there is but one small congregation, at Elisabeth River, and some
few families favoring our way in Rappahannock and York." (2)
This congregation on the Elisabeth River was the remnant of
Porter's congregation.

Makemie had visited them (by accident, being

blown in by a storm while on a trip southward), and ministered to
them.

He later provided them with a minister, a Mr. Josiah Hackle,

who ministered to the congregation from about 1692 until his death,
about 1716. (3)
Prosecution of Mr. Francis Makemje One of Them. For Preaching One Sermon
At The City of Mew York (rBoston3, 170777 Ihe story of his trial before
Lord Corribury, with which Davies was probably familiar. Two articles
by Joseph Brown Turner in the Journal of the Presbyterian Historical Soc
iety point up the work of Makemie. In "Church Records In the Presbytery
of Sew Castle, VII, 391* he makes a good case for the establishment of the
church at On&ncock, Virginia, in X684. In "Some Recently Discovered
Makemie Letters," VII, 231-233, he calls attention to two letters discovered
by Lyon G. Tyler at Tappahannook. Dated 9 September 1705 (from ililliaiasburg)
and 4 July 1706 (from "James River") they show Makemie in the unusual lUnction of
attempting to preserve an absent Man's inheritance for him,— also noted in a
letter from Robert Beverley to this man, dated 12 September 1708.
(1) Robert Beverley, The History and Present State of Virginia (London, 1705), 27.
(2) Quoted in Bowen, The Days of

from Records of the Presbyterian Qiurch.

(3) Squires, The Rise of the Presbyterian Church..., 2, describing Hackle as
a "rich old bachelor." The following certificate is recorded: "These are

v^,

Fro© the death of Josiah Mackle until 1730 the records of
the activity of Presbyterian ministers or the worship of Scotch
and Scotch-Xriah membera of that denomination are too sketchy to
form any idea of its prevalence in the Colony.

By 1730 even the

knowledge of those congregations, and the possible preaching of
Makemie in Urbanna, had died in Virginia.

Mo reference is made by

Peyton Randolph or Governor Gooch to Makemie*s license to preach under
the Act of Toleration, and it is certain that the people of Hanover
knew nothing of those dissenting congregations.
II.
Scattered throughout the Colony were settlers from Ulster and
from Scotland, and in praetieally every town there were Scotch mer
chants.

Although brought up in the Established (Presbyterian) Church

of Scotland, most of them conformed quietly, and probably willingly, to
the Established Church of Virginia*

From the records we gain no impres

sion of them separate from that of their sober, law-abiding, churchattending neighbors.

In later years it was to be these people who

established Presbyterian churches in the towns of Tidewater Virginia.
But at the time the men of Hanover broke away from the Established
hi'
Church they received no help or encouragement from the Scots. During
the years of Davies* ministry a masher of petitions in different sections
were presented to the courts to be allowed to erect meeting-hoboes, and
in most cases the group was composed of, or let by, Scots.
to certifie his Matties Justices of the peace for Princess Anne county that
instead of a house at Henry Holmes, last ye&re nominated but never made use
of, there is a house appointed as a place of meeting for Religious Worship
upon the Land belonging to Mr Jacob Johnson at Wolves neck in Little Creek
precincts, and likewise another place appointed for the same purpose and use
of Religious Worship upon the lands belonging to Mr. Thomas Scott in Eastern
branch, which therefore I the subscriber desire may be Recorded as given
under ay hand this 9th May, 1700. J. Mackle Pr*sented and publiquely read

In South side Virginia, except on Elisabeth River, there was
practically no Presbyterian activity prior to Davies* ministry in
Hanover.

From Isle of Wight a rector wrote in 1724s "The Anabaptists

and Quakers are always very busie in these remote parts among the
inhabitants distracting and poisoning their minds with various doctrines,
and undersdneing the Church*n (1)
In Chesterfield County, just up the river fro® Isle of Wight,
Presbyterian activity in the 1750* a was clearly led by Scots, and
easily may be attributed in part to the success of Samuel Davies, who
often preached in the county.

In 1755 the December court of Chester

field County received this petition!
On the petition of Dudley Brooke and others of the
Presbyterian denomination, that they intend to make use of
a place of public worship on the land of Andrew Aimonst in
this county, and praying that their said petition be regis
tered, ordered that the same be recorded, and thereupon, the
same Dudley Brooke, Wm. Lacy, and Jacob Trahne, subscribed
to the said petition, took t he usual oaths, repeated and sub
scribed the tests. (2)
The following year the Chesterfield congregation applied for a
supply to the Presbytery of Hanover, telling "...of their earnest
desire to hear the Gsopol from same of our members: the Preafcyteiy
conclude to consider them as vacant congregations, to which they will
appoint supplies, as far as possible* * (3)
Of dourse,

Presbytery»s considering them vacant congregations did

in open Court held 9th May 1700, and ordered to be Recorded. Test:
PA. ARGUS, Cl. Cur." Edward W. James, "Will of Josias Mackle," 7 V 362.
(1) Alexander Forbes to Bishop of London, 21 July 1724, Fdlham Transcripts.
(2) Quoted 8 W{1) 128-129.
(3) MSS Minutes of Hanover Presbytery, Union Theological Seminary, Richmond.
In this vicinity, Petersburg asked Presbytery for & minister in 1757, and
Davies preached to the Dissenters there.

not close the matter of the Chesterfield churches, for two years
later, in 1758, the rector of the Established Church In Chesterfield
wrote the Cosmtissary:
I beg leave, Sir, now I am writing to you, to put in
mind of an affair, which I could only hint to you, when I
v?as at town. That, if any Dissenters should appear in
behalf of an unlicensed meeting house, which has been lately
built in a corner of my parish, you will take care to oppose
them. It was chiefly promoted by same Scotch merchants and
others in Petersburgh of another county and parish. It meets
with no encouragement from the gentlemen or generality of the
people of my parish, except on [e wrongheaded?! colonel, and
a w r y few others. But if factious and restless people may
build an house, when and where they please, without leave or
licence; the peace and security of the Established Church will
be precarious. This method of pro fee! eding must appear to
be audacious, irregular and illegal, and inconsistent with any
lawful toleration, and will always X hope be opposed. Therefore
I hope you will take care to disappoint them if they should
apply for a preposterous license now... • (1)
The rise of Presbyterianism in Chesterfield stands, then, as an
addition, and apart from the Hanover account.

More closely akin to

the Hanover movement in its origin, and connected with it after 1750
by the ministry of Davies, Todd and Waddell, was the beginning of the
Presbyterian churches in the northern Heck.
Here again it was the Scots who took the lead.

They faced the

opposition of both the Established Church and of wealthy planters who
ridiculed the Hew Lights.

Their difficulty in obtaining a license for

their meeting-house, of fines for non-attendance at church, and the
other obstacles to religious freedom was the same story as that of
their brethren to the south
(1) George Trask to Thomas Dawson, 9 December 1758, Dawson MSS

In the year 1730, In the northern Meek between the
Potomac and Rappahannock Rivers there lived one John Organ,
a pious schoolmaster from Scotland. He found nothing con
genial to his taste in the stagnant services of the Estab
lishment, and gradually withdrawing from the church, he
collected around him a few neighbours, to whom he read books
of devotion. Their numbers gradually increased so much, that
they sought a regular preacher. The Synod of Philadelphia,
to idiom they applied, sent them a minister named Anderson,
who organised a church, that was alive early in the pres«it
century. (1)
There seem to have been Presbyterians in Northern Heck from the
time of Makemie until Davies* arrival, but the records of the church
concerning them are vesy confusing, and open to differences of in
terpretation.

James Anderson, who was sent by the Presbytery to

Northern Neck had entered the Colonies in 1710 through the Rappa
hannock, but went north the following year.

From the appeals made

to the Synod of Philadelphia, and the ministers delegated to preach
in Virginia between 1719 and 1738, there may have been sporadic
religious activity in thin section, if "Potoiaoke in Virginia" can
be considered in Northern Neck. (2)
(1) Robert H, Howlson, & History of Virginia (Richmond, 1843),
Howlson*s account is based on M i l l e r John Rodgers. 28, 29, which
is also quoted by Foote, Sketches. I, 355* Miller continues: nA very
small number of Presbyterians fro® Scotland, and a still smaller number
of Dissenters from South Britain, were thinly scattered through the
Colony; but they were so few and so destitute of religious zeal, that
no ecclesiastical organization different from that of the Establishment
seems to have been thought of (except on a small scale on the Eastern
Shore...) until between the years 1730 and 1743*• • ."29.
(2) G. MacLaren Brydon ably supports this view in "The Hugonots of
Manikin Town and Their Times," 42 V 330 - 332, believing that the
congregation of "Botomoke" was in Stafford (now Sing George) County,
He quotes the King George County Court Order Book 5 January 1721/2:
"The Grand Jury’s presentment against Timothy Heading and Sarah his
wife, for not going to Church is ordered to be dismist with costs, they
allodging to the Court that they were dissenters and of the Presbyterian
Communion. ” It was in Northern Neck that Hugh Stevenson, a Presbyterian
minister, in 1733, received "harsh and injurious usage. ..from some
gentlemen in Virginia," and complained of it to the Synod of Philadelphia.

An appeal from Northern Neck to the Presbytery of Hanover in
1757 for a supply was followed by services there by Davies, Patillo,
Todd and others.

The most complete record of the trials and the

progress of a group of Dissenters in Virginia is found in the diary of
Colonel James Gordon.

This gentleman and his brotter John came from

Ireland in 1738#r-he settling in Lancaster County while his brother
settled in Drbarma.

At the time the known fragment of Gordon’s diary

opens in 1753 the church there was well established, with at least two
churches (one in Northumberland), and was led by a group of prominent
men.

Although they faced the opposition and ridicule of the Established

Church, represented in Northern Neck by two unfortunately weak rectors,
the wealth and position of the leading men protected them somewhat from
the rigors which proved so discouraging to the Hanover group. They were
aided and ministered to by Davies and other members of Hanover Presbytery,
and fthitefield in 1763 spent several days among them.

But the story of

Northern Neck, particularly if the references in the minutes of the
That body sent a petition to the General Assembly of Scotian** asking them
to intercede "so as to lay a restraint on some gentlemen in said neigh
bouring province, as may discourage them from hampering such itinerant
ministers by Illegal prosecutions; and fi it may be, to procure some
assistance from his majesty for our encouragement by way of regiua donum.*
Samuel J. Baird, A Collection of the Acts, Deliverances, and Testimonies
of the Supreme Judicatory of the Presbyterian Church from its Origin in
America to the Present Time (Philadelphia, 135677*308. Hugh Jones reported
to the Bishop of London in 1719 (30 May) that the vestry of Hanover Parish,
King George County, had built a chapel and levied a salary to support a
layman of ffBntbasisstical principals" although there was an Established
minister resident. Perry, Collections. I, 246. When Josiah Mackle, in
Norfolk, drew up his will in l?l6 he included this paragraph: "It [eal.
I give my more schoolastick books of the learned languages at L&ttin;
Greek and Hebrew to be equally divided between Mr. Henry, Mr. Hampton and
Mr. Mackness, non-conforming ministers at Poatomoake or thereabouts."
7 7 35S - 361.
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Synod of Philadelphia refer to this same group, constitutes a complete
story in itself.

Although the progress of religion there antedates

that in Hanover, there is not only an absence of any record of connection
between the two, but almost positive assurance from the accounts of
Morris and Hunt that the Dissenters in Hanover were completely unaware
of any dissenting group in Northern Neck. (1)
III.
Thus far the accounts have been of the rise of churches, or religious
Snterest, in the Tidewater.

But at the time these groups wereN struggling

with lack of leadership and the opposition of the Established Church,
Presbyfcerianism had been planted and was flourishing on the western
frontier.

In 1705 the Colony had passed liberal land laws hoping to

attract settlers to the frontier, but with little success.

Later the

policy was changed, and large grants were mads to entrepreneurs on
condition that they settle colonies on them.

These men advertised their

land in the Middle Colonies among the newly arrived immigrants, and with
success, particularly among the Scotch-Irish and the Germans.
In 1732 Joist Hite brought sixteen families to the Vanmeter tract
near Winchester, and behind him came groups of immigrant colonists.

One

of these groups became the nucleus of the Presbyterian congregation on
the Opeckon.

Within fifteen years the back-country

whs

dotted with

Scotch-Irish colonies, most of which became the home of a church.

While

most of them were in the Valley, some, notably Michael Moods* settlement
(1) The history of the Presbyterian? In Northern. Neck is covered thoroughly
in ^Origin and Early History of Presbyterlanism in Virginia, n a typed
thesis by I). L. Beard in the library of Hie Union Theological Seminary,
Richmond. Araistead C. Gordon wrote, in 1913# an account of his ancewtor*s
life entitled Colonel James Gordon of Lancaster (171A-1768). Cn.i.l. The
diary of James Gordon runs through many issues of the William and Mary College
Quarterly Historical Magazine, beginning 11 W(l) 9H.

at Wood’s Gap, Albemarle, and John Caldwell*s In (what is now)
Charlotte and Prince Edward Counties, were in the unsettled land
east of the Blue Ridge.
John Caldwell was typical of the capable men who left Ireland
and came to America in the first half of the eighteenth century,
bringing with them their families, their servants, their friends,
and their religion,

fie and his family landed at New Castle, Delaware

ID December 1727 and moved west to Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.
During the pastorate of John Thomson at Chestnut Level, Pennsylvania
(1733-1744)# John Caldwell was & member of his congregation.

This

relationship was to have a great effect on the history of the denom
ination in Virginia in later years.

Of significance in this same

connection was the arrival of the dispirited John Craig about 1734
looking for a Job and a life work.

Us taught school in the community

and under the leadership of John Thomson prepared himself to enter
the ministry.

Be was licensed by the Presbytery of Donegal in 1737*

The following year John Caldwell determined to lead a colony to a
tract of land in Virginia he had visited.

But before he brought his

group to Virginia, Caldwell presented the following petition to the
Presbytery, which Thomson took to the Synod:
Upon the supplication of John Caldwell, in behalf of
himself and many families of our persuasion, who are about
to settle in the back parts of Virginia, desiring that some
members of the Synod may be appointed to wait on that Govern
ment to solicit their favour in behalf of our interest in
that placeovertnred, That according to the purport of the
supplication, the Synod appoint two of their members to go and
wait upon the Goveroour and Council of Virginia, with suitable
instructions in order to proeure the favour and countenance of
the Government of that province to the layihg a foundation of

our interest in the back parts thereof, where considerable
numbers of families of our persuasion are settling... . (1)
The letter they carried was a dignified request for the "free
enjoyment of their civil and religious liberties,n on the grounds of
"Inviolable attachment '* to the house of Hanover, and "unspotted
fidelity’* to Sing George.

Hor was Governor Gooch on his part un

mindful of the feelings of his new colonists.

Be knew the hardy

character of these pioneers, and he placed a proper valuation on
their settlements as a defence against the Indians.

There was no

insincerity in hie reply to the Synod.
Sirs By the hands of !fr. Anderson, I received an
address signed by you, in the name of your brethren of the
Synod of Philadelphia. And as 1 have been always inclined
to favour the people who have lately removed from other
provinces to settle on the western side of our great
mountainss So you may be assured that no interruption
shall corse among, them, so as they conform themselves to the rules
prescribed by the Act of Toleration In England, by taking the
oaths enjoined thereby, and registering the place of their
meeting, and behave themselves peaceably towards the govern
ment. This you may please communicate to the Synod as an
answer to theirs.
Tour most humble servant,
Williart Gooch. (2)
Gooch was himself a tolerant m n in religious affairs, and,
being a Scotchman, in sympathy with the Presbyterians as children
of the Church of Scotland.

But it is not difficult to see in all the

Governor’s relations to the Presbyterians, to the Hew Lights, and
to hie own Established Church associates, that ho was an adroit
(1) Quoted in Foote, Sketehee. I, 103. All accounts agree on the reason
for Gooch’s attitude toward the determination of these settlers to
maintain their religious separation, and toward the Synod of Philadelphia,
with his eye cocked toward his unprotected frontier. Appendix Number One
in Rev. Edgar Woods* Albemarle County In Virginia (cCharlottesvillea, 1901),
362, 363 contains a list of subscribers to the salary of Rev. Samuel Black,
written from "Ivy Creek," 29 March 1747# the names in the list are prepon
derantly Scotch, and the congregation is described as "Orthodox Reformed
Presbyterian. w
(2) Quoted In Foote, Sketches. I, IO4.

politician (in the best sense of the word) and more concerned with
the welfare of the Colony intrusted to his care than with the
religious sects within it, as long as they did not trouble the
government.

The land these people were coming to was not divided into

parishes, and if they had been, there would have been insufficient
support to draw a minister there. (1)

They were separated by many

miles from the Tidewater settlements of the Colony, and the Governor
saw little danger of a conflict between the two groups.

As long as

the newcomers bore the brunt of the frontier hardships, both in an
economic and & military copaclty, he was quite billing to allow them
the freedom of conscience they asked, and which he recognized as
allowed under the English Act of Toleration.

For many years the

absence of conflict between the region to the west and the Established
Church bore out the Governor1© opinion.
As in the case of the religious interest in Northern Heck, to tell
the story of the repid spread of Presbyterianism in the Valley and
Piedmont Is to stray too far from the Hanover tale.

For, according

to the accounts of the Hanover leaders, their break with the Church was
practically complete before they know of this dissenting religion to
the west.

The part it did play in converting the lianover revival to

Presbyterian!sm will be noted.

The fact tlsat the majority of the

congregations of the west remained with the old synod in the schism
of 1741 further lessened their influence on the contest with the
Established Church, which was borne almost entirely by the Hew Side

I
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(I) John Craig, referred to above, wrote of the conditions existing in
Augusta County before the French and Indian Wars "When we were erected
into a county and parish, and had ministers inducted, of which we had
two, they both in their turns wrote to me, making high demands. I gave
no answer, but still observed our own rules when there was no particular
laws against them. w Foote, Sketches. IX, 31.
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ministers*
We have examined the rise of Presbyterian! sm in Virginia
apart from the Hanove^contribution* seeking the roots of each
congregation* and showing their relation* or lack of relation*
to the peculair situation in and around Hanover*

In no case Is

there found a direct connection between the dissatisfied people
of this section and any other Presbyterian group in the religious
ferment of the period before 1743*
III.
To consider only the rise of Presbyterian!sm in Virginia,
however* la to look at only one phase of the movement* and to
rob this study of its thesis* that is was not a denominational
expansion* but a religious discontent seeking a mode of expres
sion which it m s to find in a particular sect*
From the seventeenth century Virginia had in common with
the other Colonies a heritage of dislike and distrust of the
Quakers.

While her government was more lenient than seme in its

application of the laws against the Quakers* those laws were in
no way liberal* nor could Virginia be said to have been free of
persecution of the unloved sect*

There was more attraction to the

Quakers* as there was to the Presbyterians of Makemie* s day* in the
laws and conditions of the Middle Colonies* yet a few of them bore
the persecution of Virginia as their co-believers endured it in
Hew England.

Their doctrines were an offense to the Anglicans* and

scarcely less so to the Presbyterians.

There was no community of

interest between the Quakers arad other Dissenters* except that of

ridicule and persecution.

While it was convenient for the

defenders of the Established Church to lump Quakers* Antipedobaptists, Mew lights,and "papists” together for purpose of
scorn* members of the four groups did not make such a classi
fication themselves.
Of all dissenting groups, though, the Quakers are the only
group with whom we know the Dissenters of Hanover were familiar. (1)
How early these unwanted sectarians came to Hanover* or when their
doctrines were first spread among the people* there is no record*
In 1721 John Harris and Thomas Stanley went from Hanover to the
Richmond meeting to have their congregation recognized. (2)

This

group built a meeting-house* called the Cedar Creek Meeting-House,
north and east of the South Anna Biver beyond Ground Squirrel
Bridge (near Montpelier poai©ffice$. As a mark of the universal
ity of the awakening of the late seventeen thirties, it should be
noted that these Quaker congregations in and around Hanover also
experienced a revival in this period.

In many ways this group

anticipated much of the trouble to be encountered by the other
Di ssenters, and their presence may have been an additional factor
in the bitterness of the rectors of this section in their denun
ciation of the Hew lights.
(1) A. H. Newman in The Mew Schaff-Beraog Religious Encyclopedia. (Mew
York* 1908), I* 471, devotes a paragraph to the activity of the
Baptists in Isle of Wight and Surrey Counties under Robert Nordin
about 1714* While the group in Hanover probably had heard of them,
they did not consider themselves In the same position theologically.
(2) Mrs. Douglas Summers Brown, "Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting and its
Meeting House,” 19 W(2) 293-298. Mrs. Brown has taken much of her
information and figures from the Henrico Minutes, 1721-1749, and
the Cedar Creek Minutes, 1750-1775* As a Quaker community Cedar Creek
was established semetime before 1720.

(,0

the Quakers aroused the authorities of Hanover County as
well as the Church by their refusal to pay tithes (to support
mthe hireling priest11}, to present their children for baptism,
or to be married In the legal manner*

In 1724 three of the

Quakers were imprisoned for their refusal to pay their tithes.
Four years later the meeting was stirred with a revival of
religious under the influence of Joseph Newby, who came from
North Carolina.
set up.

Many converts were won, and new houses were

That same year, 1739, the Hanover congregation m s

expanded into a Monthly Meeting containing Hanover, Caroline
and Louisa Counties*

With this renewed activity and expansion

on the part of the Quakers, it is no wonder that the Church in
these parishes should look with alarm on further falling away
of their members*

The same practices of the Quakers which had
V

aroused the ire of the government were to be foreseen in the
New Light zealots, who, while they were to make no denial of
the government's right to tax them, they were to follow the
Quakers in their insistence upon their own mode of baptism
and marriage*

If the new Dias enters in Hanover owed no doctrinal

debt to the Quakers, it is quite possible that they saw in the
Quaker example the path for escaping the Established Church's
hold over their personal lives*

We could not dismiss without further

proof the idea that In their thinking and conversation the example
of the Quakers was present in the formulation of many of the arguments
and actions of the New light Dissenters* (1)
(1) The activity of the Quakers as described in this paragraph has
been drawn from Mrs. Brown* s "Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting and its
Meeting House," 19 W(2) 293-298.

Apart from the groups already considered, there were only
two other non-Anglican settlements

in Virginia with

which the

Hanover Dissenters might have been

in contact.

first was

their near neighbors, the Huguenots of Hanakin.

The

Although this

group, as emigrants from France under the persecution following
the revocation of the Edict of Mantes, wgs intensely Calvin! stie
upon its arrival in America, it had gradually been absorbed into
the Anglican communion.

Their last minister of the Geneva model,

Jean Cairon of Zurich, had died in 1715# and as their foreign dis
tinctiveness wore away so did their religious differences. (1)

The

Huguenots enriched the Anglican Church with many of its outstanding
Colonial ministers.

The proximity

of the Huguenots

the hold of Calvinism on this section

of the Colony.

may have affected
It mightalso

have been remembered that the Colonial government had recognised the
Justice of special consideration for this group lit the earlier years.
A similar exception was made by the government for the Genaans
to the north of Hanover.

In 1714 a group of colonists were persuaded

by the Baron de Gr&ffenrled to corns to Virginia, after the coloniser
and his band had suffered much hardship, both in North Carolina and at
sea.

They settled the town which came to be called Gemaxrna, on the

Rapidan twelve miles from the Rappahannock.

Hot only were they exempted

from all public levies for seven years, but because of their racial and
language differences the new parish of St. George was erected for them
Urn* 'fiit+i)
inAEssex County. (2)
(1) This religious acclimation, and the Calvinist!c bent of the Church of
England in the preceding century is nicely covered in Dr. Brydon's "The
Huguenots of ilanakln Town and Their Times,* 42 V 325-335*
(2) The various German settlements near Germanna are discussed in Lester
J. Cappon's Iron Works at Tuball: Terms and Conditions for Their Lease As
Stated by Alexander Spotswood on the Twentieth Day of July 1739 (Charlottesville,
1945), 7, 8*
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It lii d e U | | i t M from the present tins,
to look book to an oeourm^ii apparently so
trivial as the discovery of a few leaves in
an old book, and trace the many important
events connected with it§ to see the workings
of providence accoaplishing His purpose*, and
carrying on His great designs of nsroy in our
favored land* It is delightful to think on
the ways of the Almighty, and contemplate the
dealings and dispensations of the God of our
Fathers*
— — John Holt Rice, in
Hewoir of the Rev. Sansl

H& S sbM ji Saffir

emI and U t f a r y lfama} (Richmond, March 1819)
lid - 117.

Illiteracy has been often, In the history of our country, a mark
of frontier life*

Even whan It docs sot boar the stigma attach^ to

It In settled communities, Its effect is felt In the Hires of the
people.

Moreover, in Virginia in 1740, among those people oho could

read and write, the economic condition of the majority prohibited
the ownership of books, which were not too easily obtain&d anywhere in
the Colony.

The combination of these disadvantages produced a poverty

of religious education Justifying the despairing comments of the ob
servers of the eoelety above the fall line in Virginia.
This condition caused an unknown rector to writes
There is Indeed one great disadvantage and inconvww*
lenee which X am afraid too many in low-life labour under,
and which is one great reason why our Church and Sacraments
are generally so thin, namely, the want of proper books,
proper treatises, upon these and other religious subjects.
•
*'
.
*
*
.
.
.
.
*
»
A parcel of books well chosen and distributed by the
'minister, or any other person, who le sensible of the advan
tage of such distribution, will put a new life into the
practice of religion* Pious books distributed seasonably,
in families which live without any sense of religion, and'
consequently are running headlong to hell, may, by the bless
ing of God, recover them from the misery that threaten them,
and make them serious and devout. (1)

The writer of this letter desired to have books sent him to
sell for a small sum, believing (and quoting Bishop Wilson for
emphasis)} "...that the best of books, when lightly given, will
be lightly valued, and as lightly made use of.*1 He wanted certain
(1) This letter in the Virginia Miscellaneous Keligioua Papers in the
Library of Congress is mutilated or Incomplete, so that neither name
nor address, nor date, remains legible if existing.

books, by name, "...which, as they are both short and plain, are
most likely to be read and considered} and' they make a much deeper
impression upon the mind, than either general admonitions from the
pulpit, or particular admonitions by word of mouth.*
A letter similar to that quoted above was written by dames Craig,

in 1759, from Cumberland Parish, Lunenburg.

This rector specifies the

books which he feels will remedy the situation to & certain extents
There Is a great demand for books on the Sacraments
of Baptism, and the Lord* s Supper, on Infant Baptism, Family
Hership, Beveridges Sermons on the Common Prayer, Direct!one
for the Decent Performance of Public Worship, Bp. Gibson’s
two Letters for the Instruction of Wegroes, and against
Enthusiasm, the serious address to Godfathers and Godmothers,
etc. (1)
This need was felt by the clergy of the Established Church and
the Dissenters alike.

John Thomson, the conservative Presbyterian

minister in Amelia (now Prince Edward) County, who preferred the
Established Church to the fanatics of his own denomination in Hew
Brunswick Presbytery, wrote the following in the Introduction to his
Explication of the Shorter Catechism:
Again, it’s well known that o f late Tears great Kumbors of
Families of Presbyterian Dissenters have come from the
Earthward to inhabit the back new Parts of this Colony, whose
Inclination, it may reasonably be presum’d, is, and will be,
to enjoy Gospel Administrations agreeable to their Education;
who yet, by Beeson of their Circumstances In the World, are
very unable to support Ministers of their own Persuasion to
preach constantly among them, and instruct them. Another
Ineonveniency they labour under is, a Difficulty of being
supply1d with good and edifying Books, such as might, in some
Measure, supply the Want of Preachings Our Merchants Stores
(1) James Craig to Thomas Dawson, 8 September 1759, Dawson MSS. The
inevitable result of such a lack of religious training Is shown in
other parts of this letter quoted elsewhere in this paper.

so far as I apprehend, not being commonly furnished with
such Plenty and Variety of these, as of other Coods, and
particularly with such Books as are adapted to instruct
in the Doctrines and Principles of Religion. (1)
the lack of religious books, particularly in the newer sections
of the Colony, may be coupled with the else and inadequacy of minist
erial supply in the counties to the west of the fall line to supply
a very dear reason for the eagerness with which the settlers welcomed
the Presbyterian missionaries.

Hanever County, in a state halfway

between frontier arid culturally established, was not in the same
category with some of the counties described by Thomson's and Craig's,
or Davies', letters.

Yet we know, even without the specific statement

in the letters of the Presbyterians to their brethren in Britain, that
there was & great gap between the means and education of the land owners,
like John Henry and his stepson John Symes, and the "poorer sort,* who
obviously were attracted to the Morris Beading Houses.

The presence

of libraries in the horses of the planters influenced in no respect the
need of many of the laborers, servants and poor farmers.

To them,

the conditions described in the letters cpobed above may well apply*
And it was to these people that Samuel Morris began reading the hooka
of the great evangelistic ministers of England,
(1) John Thomson, An Explication of the Shorter Catechism... (tUlHamsburg,
1749), *To the Reader,* v. Thomson continues:'
and meditating
on those Things, and particularly on the Condition of great Numbers of
Presbyterian Families that of late have settled in the back Parts of this
Colony, and who labour under so great a Scarcity of Ministers of their own
Persuasion to labour among them, to teach them both the Doctrines and
Duties of Christianity! it came into my Thought to try to compose aomethihg
of a plain and easy Collection or System of the Principles of Religion,
such as might suit the weak Capacities of the youngest and more Ignorant,
end which might, In seme Measure, supply the Want of some other Perfor
mances of this Sind, which are easy to be had in Plenty in some other
parts of the British World... .*

The various accounts of the beginning of tbs dissenting movement
record the names of the books and authors most instrumental in changing
the thought of the men who read them. Few of them, however, are described
as belonging to a definite individual.

Samuel Miller in his biography

of John Bodgers, states that a few leaves of Boston’s Fourfold State.
belonging to a pious Scotswoman were given by her to a "wealth? planter**»
He was so pleased with the contents that he sent with his next cargo
of tobacco an order for a cop? of the book.

It was through the reading

and stud? of this book that the planter later related he was "brought
to salvation. » (1)

Another member of the pariah church, Samel Morris,

procured through means not related, a cop? of Mart$Ji Luther1a Commentary
on St. Paul* a %pistle to the Galatians. (2)
These two books are the first known and most easily identifiable
vehicles through which certain concerned Christiana in Hanover learned
that there was a more deeply spiritual, or at least a more emotionally
satisfying, type of religious experience than that preached to them from
Sunday to Sunday by the Reverend Patrick Henry.

But where these two books

had stirred the imagination and conscience of these pious men, a third
book, & contemporary "best seller,11 put them in touch with the movement
and the man through whom their newly acquired Interest was to become known
(1) Miller, life g£ John Bodgora. 31. The bodes are given their common title
in the narrative, and will be more thoroughly identified later in the chapter.
(2) Miller, Life of lohn Rodgers. 32. Miller, relying on his information
from Rodgers, was probably inn&curate without meaning to distort the truth
when he described Samuel Morris as "another wealthy planter.**
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A uyo\mg Scotch gentleman,“ who is no further identified

in any of the accounts, gave Morris a copy of White fields Semens*
published in Scotland in 1745* Cl)

This present of a 1743 edition of

these semens Is the second definite date in the revival in Hanover.
Although Samuel Morris had been holding meetings previously, It was
not until after he received this volume ths^, the first of the reading
rooms was built* (2)
From the account of the genesis of the Hanover revival as Samuel
Morris told It to Davies we are now ready to examine the narrative of
this thesis.

All that has preceded is the background, of the movement;

the remaining factors will be considered as e&eh becomes apparent in
following the narrative.
Before the revival of 1743, there were a few who were
awakened, as they have told me, either by their own serious
reflections, suggested and enforced by Divine energy, or on
reading some authors of the last century, particularly Boston,
Baxter, Flavel, and Bunyan. There was one Mr. Samuel Morris,
who had for acme time been very anxious about his own salvation,
who after obtaining blessed relief in Christ became zealous for
the salvation of his neighbors, and veiy earnest to use means
to awaken them. This was the tendency of his conversion, and
he also read to them such authors as bad been most useful to
himself, particularly lather on the Galatians, and his table
discourses, and several pieces of honest Banyan's. ^ these
means some of his neighbors were made wore thoughtful about
their souls, but the concern was not very extensive. (3)
(1) miler, life of John Rodgers. 35.
(2) Morris9 account to Daviess rtIn the year 1740 Mr. WhitefieXd had
preached at Williamsburg at the invitation of Mr* Blair, our late
coranissary. But we being sixty miles distant from Williamsburg, he
left the colony before we had an opportunity of hearing him. But its
the year 1743 a young gentleman from Scotland had got a bods of his
sermons, preached in Glasgow, and taken from his mouth In short hand,
which, after I had read with great benefit, X Invited my neighbors to
come and hear them; and the plainesa and fervency of these discourses
being attended with the power of the bird, many were convinced of their
undone condition, and constrained to seek deliverance with tins greatest
eolidtude.w See footnote ^3) below.
(3) Because this account la the basis of almost all later writing on the
movement, I have included this entire letter of Davies9 as Appendix One,
as it is recorded in Gillies9 Historical Collections. 429 — 433*

A full H a t of the books used by the Dissenters In and around

Hanover, unci those brought and preached from by the Presbyterians,
can not be reconstructed.

But w© do know from-the various accounts

they they Included the following:
4 Commentary on St. Paul*a Solatia to the Galatians by Martin
Luther (1443 - 1544), an English translation of the ^reat Geraan
reformer* e Vorlesung fiber den Galaterbrief wrlttan in 1516/17.

It

is illogical to think that this work was present long without its
equally well-known companion volume Preface to St. Paul1s Epistle to
the Romans (Vorlesung fiber den Rdkaerbrlef. 1515/16), and this is
certainly true In the case of the Presbyterian minister©.

Nothing is

to be gained in speculating on the possible editions used, except to
note that Is was an English translation.

A third work of Luther* s

which played a part in the religious education of the Virginians was
that collection of his short comments collected, and published even
today, under the title of Lather9s

Talk. (1)

Second only to the writings of Martin Lather in the interest and
thinking of the "converted" were the books of fdLehard Baxter (1615 ~
1691), the beloved pastor of Kidderminater, England.

The Saints*

gyerlaettng Reat; or. A Trmtd.se of tb» Blessed Otatc of th. Satnta in
Their Enjoyment of God in Glorr and Baxter1s A Call to the Unconverted
to Turn and Live, in on© of their numerous and popular editions, are
noted in accounts of the Hanover revival and of Davies* Virginia ministry.
(1) Charles Campbell, History of Virginia '(.Philadelphia, .1*860),. 439.

A contemporary of Baxter's was Joseph Alleine (1634 -1668), a
like-minded minister and subject of a memoir by Baxter.

An Alarm to

Unconverted Sinnersi in a Serious Treatise on Conversion is the bode
of his mentioned by name, but it is possible that it was not the only
one used.
A third great English divine whose name was associated with those
of his contemporaries we have already noted was John Flavel (1630? —
1691).

No single book of Flavel* s is mentioned by name, but it Is

most likely that The Fountain of Life Opened; Or. 4 Display of Christ,
la Bis Essential and Mediatorial Glory (first published in 1671)$ or
Prophane Swearing Comdem'd At The Bar Of Beeson ( which was re-printed
in Charlestown, Massachusetts as early as 1731) were included*
In the generation following that of the evangelical giants we have
already noted was Thomas Boston (1676 - 1732), whose Human Nature In Its
Fourfold State. Of Primitive Integrity. Entire Depravation. Begun Re
dovery. and Consummate Happiness or Misery....

was the book directly

credited with beginning the revival, according to Morris* narrative.

There

were other books by Boston with titles similar to that of the Fourfold
State that must have delighted the hearts of the New Lights.
Two English ministers who preached and wrote during the period
covered by this study should be noted, both because as friends of Samuel
Davies they were interested in, and exerted their influence to support,
the claims of the Dissenters in Virginia, and because their writings are
mentioned in the letters of the Great Awakening.

The first of these was

Philip Doddridge (1702 - 1751) whose early death prevented the meeting
Davies had hoped to have with him*

Thje Rise and Progress o£ Religion In

The Soul was a naust* on the reading list of Colonial Presbyterians,
as la was to be In each of the great waves of religious interest in the
\
nineteenth century. Davies wrote Benjamin Fawcett in March 1755 that
he had distributed this book among other sent from England, to both
whites and blacks in his congregations * (1)

The second writer Is that

same correspondent Benjamin Fawcett (1715 - 1780) whose atm A Compassionate
Address To The Christian Negroes in TlndLnla.... was included in the list
of hooks distributed.

This pamphlet also brought down the wrath of Edwin

Conway, of Lancaster, on the Presbyterians. For their importance In the
latter part of Davies* ministry, the works of one other English divine
should he noted.

The hyena and paraphrases of Psalms by Isaac Watts

(1674 - 1748) were the becks most eagerly sfcughttby the slaves in Davies*
congregations, as well as their white brethren.

On his trip to England

Davies visited Dr. Watts* study as a shrine. (2)
The printed sermons of Whltefleld, as well a$ his connection with
the Hanover group will be noted later in this study. :
III.
Any survey of the revival in Hanover that Ignores the content of
the books which caused Morris, Bunt, Bice, and their friends to conclude
they were net being taught the full Gospel and its purity* must be
superficial.

This is difficult to deal with as history, and has led me

to make the statement earlier in this study that certain aspects of the
revival lie in the fields of theology and psychology more legitimately
than In that of history.
Mo profound study of either theology or ecclesiastical history is
(1) Gillies, Historical Collections. 502.
(2) Foote, Sketches. I, 255*
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needed, though, to appreciate the place played in the history of the
Church by Paul* s letter to the Galatians, and Luther* s commentaries
on that letter*

Foote succintly states the introduction of this book

to the Hanover narratives "Another gentleman got possession of Luther
<m Galatians*

Deeply affected with what he read, so different from

what he had been hearing frcss the pulpit of the parish Church, he never
ceased to read and pray till he found consolation in believing In
Christ Jesus, the Lord his Righteousness*H (1)
the letter written in a white heat of feeling by the Apostle
Paul to the Christians in Galatia of his belief in the freedom of the
true Qirlstian from the Ifoaaic Lae, and of the all-sufflctency of
faith as opposed to a doctrine of works, is moreclearly and less
passionately developed in the Epistle to the Eemans.

When ono

considers the importance given rites and observance of outward forms
of righteousness in any "established* religion (having r.r reference
to.legal establishment), the revolutionary impact of a dedicated study
of this doctrine of Paul’s Is apparent*
A modern scholar evaluates this Epistle and Luther* s book on
it in teams precisely applicable to the Hanover situations
It is not too much to say that this letter of Paul
is the Christian declaration of independence..» » Ever
since, with its bold affirmation of the distinctive Christian
beliefs, the Epistle has worked with a quickening and awakening
power. It was through an Intense study of Galatians that
{I): Foote, Sketches. I. 120.

it

Luther arrived at the convictions which had their issue
in the Bsfanaation. Hie Cownsn&arr on Galatians was the
Manifesto with which he launched hie great novenent.
Most of the later religious revivals have likeid.se found
their inspiration in this epistle; and there are signs
that sone of its characteristic ideas are again beginning
to vitalise the Christian thinking of our own tins. (1)
Understanding the basic relationship between the Epistle to
Galatians ami that to the Banana, a siateaent wade by Dr, George
W, Hleharda In the Sprmt lectures in Riehnond in 193& reveals
something of the stirring depth of this doctrine, and its relation
ship to the incident in Hanover s
BSaerbrlef always has been to sons an asset,
to others a liability, fhc BBaerbrlef divided the
priadtive church; Augustine read the HBnafbrief in the
garden In Milan when he decided ft>r Christ; Luther in
the tower-roan of the Monastery saw light breaking
through the gloan when he read the BBnerbrieft Schlelernacher in M s own way found help in the BSnerbriefs
Wesley was converted in the Aldersgate Street Meeting in
London while hearing Luther9s introdaction to the HbMerbrief: Barth published his notes on the BSMerbrief and
precipitated a crisis aaong theologians after the war of
the nations.

|

Perhaps as long as the world stands, when the twilight
and chill of evening settle upon the Ghureh, when sen
expect God to serve then and do not look to God to save them
that they May jserve Him, «en here and there will light their
torches, and their hearts will be strangely warned at the
fires that bu^t in the Baneibiicf. (2)
■:i
the Majority of the books read by the group in Hanover which left
the Established Church were written by the great evangelical divines
of Siglami who lived during the religious tuxwoil of the Civil War
years.

Virginia hhd rejoiced as the number of Puritans dwindled in

the seventeenth century* but their children were to feel the impact
Scott, ffae Literature of the Mew TestaMsnt (Mew
(2) QMrg. W. Richard., C r m t i v O a a t w u r g l M Ja

Tork, 1938), 22X.

(fc»

of tlmt doctrine.

The English principles which were crystallised la

the Jerusalem Chamber la Westminster beeew the creed of British
Presbyterlaniaia.

When the split occurred la the Synod of Philadelphia*

the Westminster Confession regained the basic creed of both groups*
but the Hew Light presbytery seised upon the literature of the evangel
istic writers of that crucial period* and their spirit* as the true
Interpretation of their own fervid faith.

The friends of the Hew Light

Presbyterians edited new editions of the revival-inspiring boohs of
Flavel, Baxter and Allelne which once again became "best sellers. " (1)
Their textual Immediacy to any revival Is shown In the introductory
essay which Thomas Brsklas* of Scotland* wrote to an 1828 edition of
Baxter?*

Rests

The agitated state of surrounding circumstances gave
them continual proof of the instability of all things
temporal; and inculcated on them the necessity of seeking
a happiness which might be independent of external things.
They thus practically learned the vanity and nothingness
of life* except in its relation to eternity; and they de
clared to their fellow-creatures the mysteries of the
kingdom of God* with the tone of men who knew that the
lightest word which they spoke outweighed* in the balance
of reason as well as of the sanctuary* the value of all
earth1e plans* and politics* and Interests. They were upon
hlght and firm ground. They stood In the midst of that
tempestuous ocean* secure on the Bode of Ages; and as they
uttered to those around them their Invitations* or remonstrances*
or consolations* they thought not of the tastes* but of the
necessities of sum— they thought only of the difference between
being lost and being saved* and they cried aloud* and spared not* (2)
(1) The closeness of this connection and Its relation to our study may be
semi In the fact that Benjamin Fawcett* a successor of Baxter*s at Kidder
minster and publisher of an edition of M s books* also wrote the Compas
sionate Address which caused such a furor la Virginia because It contained
Davies* letter* the first Appendix of this paper. Fawcett Is also res
ponsible for the inclusion of many of Davies* letters in QHlles*Collections.
(2) This quotation appear s o n {kge twelve of the small edition published
by Lincoln and Edmands, Boston* in 1828.
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These books, and others U k o than, continued to play a leading
role In the awakening of Virginians to a "sense of religion.1* This
was true throughout the years of Davies • Ministry in Virginia.

His

letters to the Dissenting Ministers in Britain, and to the Lesleys,
are filled with descriptions of the Joy with which the people, and
particularly the slaves, received the books which he distributed
among them. (1)

After his trip to Bhgland, he served as an agent in

disbursing books supplied by the Society for Pronoting Religious
Knowledge Among the Poor.

The greatest denand, after the Ministers

had brought the new doctrine among the people, and the books of the
evangelical writers were no longer necessary in the work of conversion,
turned to Bibles, to the paraphrases of psalas by Isaac Watts, and
to his song books.
Bor was Hanover the only place in which books played a vital
part in the establishment of intense personal religion.

The case

of HU!Ian Byrd, already noted, would hardly cone under such a
classification,' but in the case of Colonel Janes Gordon, of Lancaster
County, books served auch the sane purpose they had in the Morris
Heading Boons.

In M s diary for 17 June 1759 Gordon wrote: «At hone

reading— which Is such wore instructive than the semens X hear at Church." (2)
(1) Examples of such letters are included as Appendix Two.
(2) "Journal of Gel. James Gordon, of Lancaster County, 7a. • 11 B(l) X95*
As to the type of his reading, the entry for 2 Hovember answers: *At home
reading Harshall and Whit©field, two authors X such esteem.n (29/,) And on
3 March 1761s *X bless God X ibund much comfort in reading Marshall, Dodrldge [sicj and Wesley.1* (213) On 20 September of that years " B l e s s e d be
God, we have comfortable books to read, as we have little or no instruction
at church.» (224).

In a parallel to the Morris Heading Booms (or Heading-houses, as
they were more coamonly called), on the twenty—fourth of that same
month Colonel Gordon wrote: *%r. Crisewell read us a fine sermon— had
all the people in that we could." On the fifteenth of July he followed
that account with: "3111a C. and Molly went to church.

I read a sermon

to the negroes." (1)
Just as the Dissenters distrusted the theology of the ministers of
the Established Church, so they tended to dismiss the writers who were
the favorites of the Anglicans in Virginia.

Samuel Davies wrote his

brother-in-law, John Holt of Williamsburg?
My anxiety is heightened when X consider your favourite
authors. Tillateon’s and Sherlock*a Works, the Whole Duty of Man,
and such authors, are truly valuable in their Mace, and handle
many points to peculiar advantage! but if X know any thing of
experimental Christianity, they treat of it very superficially,
mid, X think, in their most obvious sense, tend to mislead us
In sundry things of great importance relating to it, not so auch
by asserting false doctrines, as by omitting sundry branches of
it absolutely necessary. X have examined the matter with some care;
and I am sure their delineation of Christianity is not an exact
copy of what X must experience before X can see the Lord: X must
Indeed come up to their account of it; but X mast not rest there;
there is a necessity of experiencing something farther than they
generally Inculcate. The ease thing X would inoffensiveiy observe
with respect to all the sermons X have heard in Virginia from the
established clergy. (2)
Whether Judging from the relative importance placed on these books
by the narrators of the revival, or from a considerate weighing of the
evidence left in the mass of contemporary records, the first place in
the importance of various factors causing the Dissenting movement in
Hanover County mist be given to the books discussed in this chapter.
(1) "Journal of Col James Gordon..." 11 H(l) 106.
(2) Saau.1 Davia. to John Holt, n.d.,

Oonaral KammbXr'a Hlaalonap

2E. IfTWWfrjW MtiMaaSffii £BE A82S. (Hiilad.lphla, 1806),
530. The printed sermons of John Tillotaon (1630 - 1694)# Archbishop of
Canterbury, and Thomas Sherlock (1673 - l?6l) were very popular among
Virginia readers in tbs Established Church.
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Their message stirred the readers to reflection and resolution, and
goaded them into action. (1)

When the Presbyterian ministers arrived

the separatists found that they had an almost completely developed
community of thought through this common heritage.

The theology of the

books determined their creed, inter voting the Scripture which they
reset at the heart of the converts9 religion.

The experience and in

spiration embodied in the books channeled an independent dissenting
movement Into a well-marked stream of Christian thought, preserving
it as a group, and progenitor of groups, in American ecclesiastical
histoxy.

(1) X do not think that Fbote was critically appraising the factors of
the movement in Hanover when he wrote: "The first human agency known
to have had effect upon them, next after the resorts concerning the
revivals in the States to the Mortfa, was that of religious books,
followed by discussions on the weighty truths contained. " (ScaisbagL.
X, 120. Uj Italics.) The general way in which he states reports of
the "religious exercises and excitements" spread through Virginia
implies a logical deduction from chronology rather than testimony
from Hanover, which seems to disprove such a condiusion.

CERTAIN DEVOUT HEN
*

*

»

Religion, always a principle of energy In
this new people, is in no way worn out or im
paired; and their node of professing It Is
also one main cause of this free spirit. The
people are Protestants; m i of that kind which
Is the most adverse to all implicit submission
of ntnd and opinion. This Is a persuasion not
only favorable to liberty, but built upon It.
— Edmund Burke, in his speech
on "Conciliation With America. *
Satan has attmpted to stop the progress of
the everlasting gospel In Virginia; but I beHave he has overshot himself.
-— George Whitefield, quoted
in Rlehard Webster *s 4

In the absence of ecclesiastical guidance, the laymen of
St. Paul's and surrounding parishes who absented themselves from
services through dissatisfaction, and who acknowledged themselves
to be Dissenters, assume primary importance in a study of the Hanover
revival.

But their importance is not represented proportionately in,

the surviving records of the movement.

Beyond the mention of their

names, only unsatisfactory fragments remain tram which to attempt to
reconstruct their share in the story*

Svon then the majority of the

names, including those of many of the real leaders, are also lost*
Samuel Davies was presented with a o&H from the congregation in
174# "signed by about one hundred and fifty heads of families." (1)
Such a list would be of greatest aid In determining how widespread the
movement was among the people of Hanover as a whole, or whether It
was restricted to a class, a local group, or a segment of population
with a similarity or peculiarity of background.

Should we have such

a list, though, or If we should compile a list from the various documents
remaining, the destruction of the Hanover County records robs us of
the most satisfactory method of checking their economic standing, the
position of their land, their occupations and their legal problems*
On the basis of extant records, the obvious person to consider
first is Samuel Morris.

If there was only one Samuel llorrls in St.

Paul’s Parish at this time there are several references to him in rela
tions other than as a Dissenter.
(1) Foote, Sketches. I, I63

His land was processioned with that

of his neighbors in 1743, 1755, 1759 and 1763. (1) Unfbrtunately,
the record does not give us the size of his place.
It seems that Samuel Morris was a bricklayer.

He is so designated

in the court records of the Council on 2 May 1747. (2)

On 20 April of

that year he is cited merely as a laborer (3), to which title Charles
Campbell adds the adjective "obscure." (4) While it is pleasing to
finish the description In Campbell’s sentence ("of singular simplicity
of character, sincere, devout, earnest") it is doubtful if the his
torian had adequate evidence to support it.
Even before the Hanover Dissenters had even heard of Presbyterians,
as a sect, Samuel Morris perfectly filled the office of elder, which he
was later to hold In the session of the congregation there.

He was

deeply disturbed about the religious condition in his neighborhood, and
his study of luther's commentary on Galatians convinced him that the
need would not be filled in his parish church.

Possibly he had always

been a deeply religious man, but he was now moved to do something both
about his own personal religion, and that of his friends.

’Vhether he

decided to start reading sermons to his family and others after con
sulting others in Hanover who were similarly moved through the readitig
of various books, or whether he took the step on his own initiative is
not recorded.
While Morris possessed the qualities of a prophet or religious
(3-) ^be yestrr Book of St. Pwl'a
Hanover County. Virginia.
1706-1786. Transcribed and edited by G. G. Chasaberlayne (Richmond,
1940), 174, 355, 391, 428.
(2) Foote, Sketches. X, 161.
(3) Foote, Sketches. I, l6l.
(4) Charles Campbell, History of Virginia. 439.
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reformer, he was not a typical saint.

He and hie friend* concerted

to disregard the law requiring their attendance at church.

Today

that might seem the normal action for men who failed to find in that
church the answer to their spiritual needs, but not so in the days of
the Establishment.

If they at first thought their absence might simply

be overlooked, when they were called upon to explain their failure to
comply with the law "seeing no reason to change their opinions, or to
alter the coarse they had adopted, they determined to submit themselves
to the payment of fines imposed by law, and attend church no more.” (1)
In addition to t M s fineness that could defy the law when he felt
he was in the right, Morris possessed the steal and enthusiasm, the energy
and unselfish labor, the leadership and interest In others that could
lead a social movement.

If he was only a laborer, or a bricklayer, he

must have sacrificed to devote the time he did to the meetings, and
to the building of the meeting-houses- The first of these meeting-houses
was built on his Isnd, and how much of the expense was borne by him we
do not know,

is the gathering was transformed into a congregation, and

the opposition of the Established Church was felt, more and mors of his
time, money and energy was demanded.

As interest in the revival spread

he was called on to read not only on each Sunday, but during the week
as well.

After they came into the Presbyterian Church, he often attended

meetings of presbytery and synod in the Colonies to the north.
It can be accepted safely, without any proof, that whim the session
of the Presbyterian congregation in Hanover was first created, one of
the ruling elddrs was Samuel Morris.

He attended the first and second

fl) The statement of Rev. James Hunt in an article, "Origin of Preabyterlaniam in Virginia,* Evangelfteal and Literary Magazine. XX, 345•

meetings of the Presbytery of Hanover as the ruling elder representing
that congregation* (1)

On 21 February 1759 Janes Gordon noted in his

diary that Captain Morris accompanied Davies to Northern Neck on a
preaching trip. (2)

Even before Davies1 arrival Morris had been acting

as a representative of the group, being one of the four delegates to
New Castle Presbytery in May 1745#— carrying a petition which resulted
In the trip of Gilbert Tencent and Samuel Finley to Virginia.
Much of the temper of the movement In Hanover was directed by the
personal evangelical faith of Samuel Morris.

It was fitting that he

should have been chosen an elder In the new congregation, Yet along
with his seal and piety went some of the uncharitable bigotry that
characterised both sides of the quarrel over the awakening.

Being

thoroughly convinced of the truth on his side, he failed to see the
justice of some of his opponents* positions.

Having been persuaded

by bis own study of the Scriptures and the books of the evangelical
reformera, he undervalued the tried and proven schools of theology.
Xu his list of the faults of the New Lights, Patrick Henry
(with the aid of John Thomson) set forth this belief of the local
groups **Tbat all true believers, and especially converted ministers,
have the Spirit of discerning, whereby they can distinguish an
hypocrite or a formal professor from a sincere Christian.

And this

Spirit is claimed by seas here in Hanover, particularly Samuel Morris
and Thoms Green two of my neighbours." (3)
-rn u n
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(1) Morris* name appears several places in the manuscript Minute Book
of Hanover Presbytery (beginning 1755) In the library of the Onion
Theological Seminary, Mclmmd. galled hereafter Hanover Presbytery Records,
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(3) Patrick Henry to Hllliaia Dawson, 13 February 1744/5, Dawson IMIS.
This letter with its analysis of the behavior of New Lights, which
Henry wrote the Commissary after John Thomson* a visit is included as
Appendix Three.

complaints against the New Lights is chosen as being typical, and
particularly because it was applied to Morris.
The esse forwardness that made Morris a willing leader in the
revival singled him out for attacks by the opponents of the movement*
Even if he were not the outstanding leader of the movement, his isms
was attached to the reading-house s, he was a neighbor of the rector**
and well known by him* and he held stubbornly to his course before the
courts*

For these reasons, probably, he was fined repeatedly and

indicted along with Bean and 'others in the attempt in 1746-4? to crush
»■
the movement* It may well be that we have only the accounts of his fines
while equally frequent charges may have been made upon the others.

As

this cannot be proved it must be assumed that Morris bore a larger share
©f the animosity of the Mew Lights* opponents as he bore a like share
of Husk and leadership*
Qne of the most interesting and revealing accounts of the activity
of Samuel Morris is found in the Journal of the House of Burgesses*

The

decision of Morris and his friends to leave the Church of Ihgland had
social r©percussions in the field of politics, as well as the legal
difficulties that their absence from church brought them*

Taxes to

support the Established Church fell on the Dissenters as heavily as on
the loyal members of St* Paul*s.

The rapidly expanding settlement of

the back counties in flrginia called for frequent division of the large
counties*

Concurrently the parishes, so often too large fbr one rector

were divided* Each session of the legislature was faced with petitions
for such divisions, and ‘the opposition to those petitions by some of

the taxpayers.
division.

In 1752 Hanover County m s the object of a proposed

Quite naturally the question of division was a campaign

issue in the election for burgesses.

Among the candidates were John

Syme, Junlotr (son of Mrs. John Henry’s first husband), John Chiswell,
who had been elected a burgess first in 1744# and Henry Robinson.

When

the first two were successful in the election, Henry Robinson protested
the result.
On 36 March 1752 the House of Burgesses considered the protested
election.

The primary complaint against the election of John Chiswell

was the action of Samuel Morris and friends of his among the Dissenters,
When Chlswell had asked Morris for his support in the election, Morris
had countered with a question of hla stand on the proposed division of
Hanover County.

Chi swell not only stated that he would oppose the

measure, and always had, but wrote and signed a statement to that
effect.

Morris then sought out Robinson and questioned him on the

measure.

The eandi date refused to camelt himself on the question,

either through seruoles on campaign promises or through his lack of
sympathy for Morris* position as a Dissenter.

He declared before the

House that Morris* reason for opposing the measure was the added &finany%
d e l burden that would be placed on taxpayers in the smaller parish
resulting from the division, while at the same time supporting a
minister of the Presbyterian congregation. He admitted that churchmen
were equally averse to the measure, but added the information that
Dissenters of Morris* sect were very numerous in the county, (1)
(1) Jonwt.1. o£ thm Hguiw o£ Burgesses of fftrsMft V7S3-1-7SS. *756-J.753.
H. E, Mcllwaine, editor, (Richmond, 19097, 61. I have relied on this
account for all facts in this case, and have not seen it referred to in
any other account of the Awakening in Virginia.

An attractive account of Stones' later years is left us by
Dr. Archibald Alexander. He Informs us that Morris moved from
fi y~t Cj l o X
Hanover to ^Campbell County, and it was there, during the revival
i

of 1739, that the young Alexander was introduced to Samuel Morris
by William Graham, his teacher.
As we approached through the fields we saw the old
gentleman walking homeward as if, like Isaac, he had been
meditating. He was at this time between seventy and eighty
years of age, but had the appearance of firm health* Hut for
his being bowed with age, his stature m a t have been six
feet. His frame was large, hie shoulders were broad, and
though he was somewhat bald, the thick hair about the sides
of his head was not gray. He had one son and a number of
daughters* Hr. Harris gave Hr. Graham a detailed account of
the origin and progress of Presbyterianism in Hanover before
Mr. Davies came to settle there; the same I presume which he
put into writing for Hr. Davies, who included It in a letter
to Dr* Bellamy* (1)
A leader among the New lights who might well have passed unnot
iced in "one Grant1* who joined Morris in opposing the division of
Hanover County.

Henry Robinson in protesting the county election

of 1752 described Grant as one "who was not a Freeholder of the said
County but one of the Principal Men among the Dissenters*" (2)
Approaching John Syne with the statement that he head heard Syme
approved the division, Grant obtained from him a denial*

This promise

Byrne, like Chiswell, pet on paper and asked Grant to give It publicity.
This was done at a meeting of the Dissenters three days before the
•lection*

Although some of the Dissenters voted for Robinson, and the

bond was admitted to have had little effect on the election of Syme,
the house agreed with the disgruntled candidate that written promises
of this kind had too much influence on the election, and the result of
(1). ^ l ljLAR Wlrt:Henrgr, ’
-The- HrSsbyterian Church and BeHgjoue liberty
in

V i r g lr ii q . (R ic h m o n d , 1 9 0 0 ) , 7 .

(2) Journals of the House of Burgesses of Virginia* 1752-1755. 1756-1758. 61.

the ballot was invalidated*
If Robinson’s statement that Grant was not a Freeholder of
Hanover County is taken to mean that he was not a resident of that
section, possibly he is the Captain Grant with whoa Davies stayed in
Philadelphia, as mentioned in his diary on 15 September 1753* (1)
This Captain Grant was a correspondent of Dennys de Berdt, who later
gained prominence as colonial agent for Uassachueotta and Delaware*
On 1 October 1754* while in %gl&nd, Davies listed among his letters
from home a letter from Captain Grant* (2)
In the radical wing of the congregation, at leaut before Davies'
arrival, was Thomas Green*

Like Morris, Green was a neighbor of the

rector of St* Paul's, and in the rector's mind of equal fanatical seal*
Be was one of those who claimed "the Spirit of dlscemixig" a true
Christian.

Moreover, be had spoken harshly of the Episcopal liturgy

to his; neighbors.

As an example of the errors in the liturgy he had

pointed out that the phrase of the ?s I)eum "All the earth doth worship
thee" was false. (3)
Squally odious to Mr. Henry was Roger Shackleford.

In addition

to being apostate in hia faith, Shackleford had injured the pride of
ths rector.

He told members of Henry's congregation that the rector

(1) Foote, fetches. X, 232. In masking the close relationship existing
between various leaders of the Great Awakening the correspondence in the
^hitefield letters in the library of Congress might be noted* There are
letters from de Ber&t (7 April 1739) and William Shippen of Philadelphia
(11 Septehser 1750) among Use American letters. A letter book of de Berdt'
printed in the Publications of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts
(Boston, 1912) ,~XXII, 294ff, shows this even more clsftrl? in the letters
to Iheelock, for whose Indian School de Berdt raised funds, and others,
and mentioning Davies' Purse of Cowardice which de Berdt published.
(2)

Foote, Sketches. I, 27?.

(3) Henry to miliam Dawson, 13 Februaxy 1744/5, Dawson USB.

was an "unconverted graceless man” who preached "damnable doctrine."
To add insult to injury, he said this while on the wear heats from one
of Henry’s seraons.

Hot only that, he had sent back a printed letter

of the Bishop of tendon which the rector had sent him after having read
half of it, saying he was sure the bishop was an unoonverted nan, and
prayed God would "open his eyes. " (1)
Another of hhd Mew lights of this radical wing was a "Mr. Alim. *
Re was noted ty a biographer of George Whitefield1s as a pious man, and
a member of Davies* church in Hanover.

On one of Whitefield’a trips to

Hanover, during a sermon, Allen "fell oh the ground at full length,
suddenly, as if shot through the heart, and lay for the remainder of the
evening as one who was dead.* (2)

This nan nay have been Janes Allen

who attended Presbytery with Davies in 1757 as an elder from the Banover
congregation• (3)

While in England, Davies also received a letter from

Mr. Allen from Hanover. (4)
In addition to these men, there were others who are known either
by name only, or through the accounts of their descendants.
was David Bice, Senior.

One of them

His father, Thomas Bice, had come to Virginia

in 1680, and had bought a farm in Hanover County.

Thomas Bice was of

Welsh descent, as were several other members of the congregation.

While

on a trip back to Bhgland to receive an estate left him, he was killed,
or died, leaving his family destitute. (5)

Although the statement was

(1) Henry to William Dawson, 13 February 1 7 W 5 , Dawson MSS.
(2) Joseph Belcher, George Whitefield; A Biography With Special Reference
To H3Ls Labors In America (Hew York, c1857?3), 381.
(3) Hanover Presbytery Records.
(4) Fbote, Sketches. I, 275.
(5) There are a number of biographical sketches of the migrant Sice

made by hi# descendants that David Klee, Senior# was converted under
the ministry of Samuel Davies, It should be noted that one of the
original me*ting-houeee was built on the land of David Kice.(l)

It

Is possible that Bice mas a member of the original group, and the
tradition given from his son’s memory In old age; or, possibly, the
friendly attitude toward the Dissenters which would allow them to build
a meetinghouse on his land later brought him into the closer relation
to them*
Finally, we should notice the man who appeared In the court records
in the period before Davies * arrival, and In his license to preach in
Hanover.

The first of the recorded trials began 19 April 1745, and they

continued until after Davies final removal to Hanover in April 174$.
Joshua Harris was presented for allowing John Roan to preach in his
house*

Joshua Morris is the only man in the group at the time who lived

In James City County, and his home seems to mark the boundary of the
movement on the Peninsula* (2)Although

the charge against Thomas Watkins,

son of Edward Watkins of Henrico, might have been against any person
who disagreed with the Church, he was later identified as one of the men
on whose land a meeting-house was built* (3)

These two men were tried in

the spring of 1745, and were again Included in the billbrought against
but no satisfactory account of this family before the time of the younger
David Bice, •’Father* Bice of Kentucky. B. H. Bishop wrote
Outline History
Of th. Church in the St»t* of Kentaetar
the «flWi>l£a S* BffltSSiM
David Bice (Lexington, 1824), which is the standard reference. Thomas D.
SuplJe in The Life oJT Tfaeodorick Bland Pryor £San Francisco, 1879), 21, 22,
gives an unsatisfactory sketch, conib sing the father and son. John Holt Bice,
editor of the
and Literary Magazine was a grandson of the Bev. David
Bice, and it is probable that much In the accounts given in that magasins
represent the activity or recollections of the editor's family*
(1) Foot., Sketch.., I, 160.
(2) Foote, Sketch... I, 137.

(3) Foots, 3k»tohea. I, 138.

certain Dissenters in the October session of the coarts.

This bill

for nisdemeanors was also brought John Boon, Jamas Hubbard, Charles
Hies, Isaac Winston, senior, and Samuel Morris. (1) Three days after
Davies* received his first license to preach In Hanover (14 April 1747)
this same group, except Roan, were again called to Williamsburg to
continue the trial*

In May of that year someone, presumably Patrick

Henry, had remanded from the Woveafeer session of the Hanover courts

a

series of charges against Seans! Morris, John Sims (Syaesl, Roger
Shackleford, Thomas Qreen and William Allen, which cases were granted
a hearing at the same time Davies and his friend John Rodgers were applying
for new licenses* (2)

In addition, we should include in this list of

men known to be associated with the movement in its early years the
Dissenters in Mew Kent County who signed a petition to their court that
*a place on the land of William Clopton, in this county, may be recorded. •. ?(3)
The names which could be read were Bladencre Hughes, Roger Shakleford,
Richard Muir, William Crumpton, Robert Brain, John Thompson, Charles
Cuningham, Simon Clement, Abraham Lewis, Thomas Francis, and Julius K*
Burbidge. (4) We here in these lists of names a sprinkling of the
leaders of the Dissenting movement, and some of the followers, bid; we
certainly miss many names which should have been recorded as the founders
of the movement.
(1) Foote, Sketches* I, 142.
(2) Foote, Sketches* 1, l6l. This may be the Alien referred to by White
field rather than James Allen*
(3) root*, Sketches. I, 169.
(4) Foote, Hk.tnha.- x, 169,

$

VI.
THE R3ABIHG-HOUSES.
S

#

#

These families were wont to meet In a private
house on Sundays to hear sons good hooks read,
particularly Luther’s; whose writing I can assure
your Lordship were the principal cause of their
leaving the Church; which X hope Is a presumption In
their favour. After some tine aundxy others cans
to their society, and upon hearing these hooks, grew
indifferent about going to church, and chose rather
to frequent these societies for reading. At length
the lumber became too great for a private house to
contain them, and they agreed to build a meeting
house, which they accordingly did. This far they
had proceeded before they had heard a dissenting
minister at all* They had not the least thought at
this tins of assuming the denomination of ^resby*terlan, as they were wholly Ignorant of that church.
-— Samuel Davies to the
Bishop of London, quoted
In Foote’s Sketches. X,
121

.

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the Hanover revival, and
the <me on which the least material remains, Is the nature and services
of the meetlng-housee built by Samuel Morris and his friends.

Certainly

the organisation of an unincorporated group to raise houses of worship
and the type of government and procedure directing the worship In those
houses are the most important clues to this social movement.

Xr,t it

is at precisely this point that the lack of records Is most acute.
While the loss of the county records impoverished any attempt to study
the economic condition of the Mahers, it more certainly removed the
traces, legal and cm paper, of the physical property of the congregation.
The original license in 1747 granted Davies authorised him to
officiate in meeting-houses on the land of Samuel Morris, David Blee, and
Stephen Leacy, in Hanover County, and of Thomas Watkins in Henrico County. (1)
As the houses were licensed upon petition from the counties, rather than
upon erection, it is possible that some of these were preceded by the
6
»
'
three houses mentioned in the license granted in i?4di that is, on the
land of Joseph Shelton, near Owen’s Creek, Louisa, of Tucker Woodson,
Qoofehland, and of John Sutton, Sesdwocd, Caroline, (2)
(1) Foote, Sketches. X, l60. The building on the land of Samuel Morris was
the predseesor Of Davies* home church, later called Pole Green, the site
of the present Salem Church. It was in Pole Chreen Church that Hanover
Presbytery was organised in 1755* Hote In 23 7 422*
(2) Foote, Sketches* 1, 168. "The place of worship named on Owen’s Creek
on the lands of Joseph Shelton corresponds to the site of Old Providence
Church* ...This old church Is still standing, now near its second century
mark, and is the oldest house of worship in the county* The building is
frame, small and simple in all its details; alike the dissenter folks who
first sat in its ^ews, it has an atmosphere of the old Covenanters, deeply
religious. About it stands the forest of primeval oak and pine, which
brings back the memories of the early days whan the meeting-house was a
most important place in the eosmunlty life.■ Malcolm H. Harris, History of
Louisa County. Virginia (Blchnond, 1936), 180.

The historian Charles Campbell has stated vary simply from the
narratives of the participants the reason which led to the construction
of these houses,
Morris's dwelling-house being too snail to contain
his increasing congregation, it was datemlaed to build a
meeting-house merely for reading* and it cane to be called
"Morris's Reading-Room.n Mono of them being in the habit
of extemporaneous prayer no one dared to undertake it.
Morris was soon Invited to read th^se sermons in other parts
of the countzy , and thus other reading-houses were estab
lished. (1)
With no record left of the appearance of the meeting-houses* a
very vague picture may be conceived of them bydrawing upon other
meeting-houses of that section of Virginia in that period.

Even that

attempt is severely limited when the motives of the congregation are
taken into consideration.

This was not to be & church* and for that

reason apparently no attempt was made to copy the buildings of the
Established Church.

The obvious dislike of the Dissenters for their

Quaker neighbors would prevent their consciously copying their meeting
houses, and yet they would appear to be the most obvious local patterns. (2)
The simplicity and uniformity of the Presbyterian (and other Dissenter)
churches along the frontier would be the logical patternJif the Hanover
congregation had been familiar with them.

There being no reason to doubt

the statement of Morris that they were unfamiliar with any Dissenting
denomination except Quaker would argue a similar ignorance of the type
of houses of worship used by such churches.
(1) Charles Campbell* History of Virginia. 439.
(2) Mrs. Brown, in "Cedar Creek Montly Meeting and its Meeting House,"
19 H(2) 293 * 298 gives descriptions of the early Quaker meeting-houses
in Hanover, including a picture of a later building.

By X?43* however, we know that some of the Hanover congregatlon

d>h J 7 /

had visited the cossaunity on Cub Creek (in what is now Prince"SdNard
County and had seen the primitive house of worship used by the Presbyteriaa congregation there.

For the houses built after that date, there

is reason to believe that the knowledge of the style of these buildings
may have influenced the people in and around Hanover.

Also after this

date the congregation had the information brought by the Itinerating
ministers who followed William Robinson.
Because of the absolute simplicity of these pioneer meeting-houses
— a simplicity which gave a similar appearance to the unstudied contruotiort of Presbyterian, Lutheran, Moravian, and Quaker houses alike—

we

may notice a few features to predicate the type of a building the Morris
reading-house might have been.
Even if logic would not have indicated that they were built of wood,
later records show this.

Moreover, the homes and Quaker meeting-house

In Hanover would clearly Indicate a frame building. A number of similar
meetinghouses survived long enough to be pictured in books and magazines,
and from them we may imagine all but the exact size and internal arrange
ment of the house,
A Presbyterian meeting-house warn erected at Tinkling Springs the
year before Robinson visited Hanover.

This building was fifty by twenty-

four feet, and its interior plan Is given on the next page, (1) ' The
building of this church, under conditions similar to those existing in
(1) This plan, and an account of the building of the church, is taken
from the photostats of the original found in the Virginia State Library.
The Terment Church, at Freehold, H. J., was built forty by sixty feet,
with three entrances on the longer side. The pulpit m s on the north
side of the house immediately opposite the central door, so that the
minister faced the width instead of the length of the church. The pulpit
m o a r n u r and surrounded with a sounding board. Belcher,
M g *

Hanover {with the exception that it m s built by an existing Presby
terian congregation, with that backgrotmd, and directed by a minister),
may be examined further for an approximation of cost, and possible
method.
The budget was as follows*
h 10
3
5
44
0
0
0
0 i 71 -

For the meeting-house land
For underpinning thameeting-bouse
For drawing the timber
For building the meeting-house
For deed and surveying
Three days making benches (two men)
To 102 feet 21/2* P^ank
To h&wllhg the

7
15
0
17
15
7
14
2 1? -

7 1/2
0
0

4
O
6
0
17 l/2

I% U H -
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Later this congregation set up advertisements to remind members
to pay their pledges toward building the church,

k man was employed

for forty shillings a year to "keep the meeting house clean, to open
and shut the doors and windows before and after service1* (as often as
required by the congregation, "to bring In water for baptism and to
find firing for the retiring house and church.n

Hales of the session provided that only one family should occupy a
seat, "unless some be unprovided fosr when the seats Is full,n and
that those In charge "shall place such families or persons in said
seats where we see the most room they paying their proportionable
part of said seat where placed." (1)
Mills It odgh^ be unreasonable to expect the Dissenting fsallies
in Hanover to follow such & pattern in setting up an organisation not
designed to be a charch, still it is possible that such a system night
have been installed, then or later, from a familiar background in the
Established Church,
There were laws both in England and America regarding the conditions
under which Dissenters might hold their meetings.

Some of the laws were

obsolete reminders of the days of religious warfare at home, laws for
bidding them to close or lock their doors and similar prohibitions.

The

congregation meeting in the Harris reading-houses may or may not have
strictly pbeyed such laws" as were 3*till on the statute books of the
Colony, but they would have been In danger in not observing them in a
community idles# officials were seeking opportunities to discomfort and
fine them. (2)
While the readlng-houses built by Morris and his friends, together
with the Quaker meeting-houses, are the only Dissenting buildings for
worshlf} :in Hanover of which me have record, there may have been others
built.

f the d 1scontent was neither spread nor monopolised
. ■■■■

■■

-|

;

■

(1) All the quotations and figures used In this paragraph and the preceding
page are taken from the MSS minutes of the Tinkling Springs Church referred
to in the last note. The manuscript is not clearly legible throughout, and
X cannot account for the missing sixpence in the expense account.
(2) An interesting expression of the feeling toward such gatherings
appeared in the Tirginia Gazette. 19 August 1737, in an article cm
Freemasonry: "The Act of Toleration does not allow pf private conventicles.

by the new Presbyterian group and their Itinerant ministers.

Of his

neighbor John Brunskill, of St. Margaret* a, Caroline, Patrick Henry
wrote the Commissary in l?4?s
•••his clerk has left the church, and become lay
preacher or reader, in a moeting-house in hie parish,
to which some of our Ratiovariane resort, and last
sennight a lay preacher from Hr. [Barret’s] parish
officiated there: and I*« now afraid that If the
Snthusiaatick Preachers return from Pennsylvania, the
infection will spread further than I ever imagined. (1)
It seems likely that these lay-preachers (so considered by the
Established Church, If not by themselves), were utilising one of
Morris* reading-housea. They may or nay not have been of the sane
Dissenting movement*

Although the term "Hanoveriansn as used by the

rector in this letter is indefinite, the knowledge we have of the
way the country people of the period travelled miles to hear the
dissenting ministers, and their rejection of the legalized custom of
V

the Church that one sinister served a congregation within his own parish,
it Is not unsound to assume that t$ie members of original dissenting
groups foraed by Robinson Into a congregation, and which had been
recently ministered to by Davies, mere among the "Hanovarians" resorting
i
to the meeting-hous® In Mr. BTunskUl* s parish to hear his ©x-clerk
in his new self-chosen role as lay preacher, (2)
even in eases of conscience, but enjoins that all meeting-houses or
places of worship, shall be not only licensed but publickj and all
others are punishable as contrary to law.**
(1) Patrick Henry to William Dawson, 3 December 174?* Dawson MSS.
(2) Even & cursory reading of James Gordon*# diary, Whitefield*®
journal, or Davies1 letters will give Immediately and graphically a
picture of the eagerness of these people to attend services, dally
if possible, at any reasonable distance, often fifty miles or more.

THE GREAT AWA1
9

9

♦

The world Is still sleeping Its "sleep of
death*" It has been a slumber of many generations;
— sometimes deeper, sometimes lighter,*— yet still
a slumber like that of the tosh, as If destined to
continue till the last trumpet sound; and then
there shall be no wore sleep.
Yet in one sense the world1# sleep has never
been universal, Stover has there been an age when
it could be said there is not one awake. The multitode has always slept, but there has always been a
little flock awake. Even In the world's deepest
midnight there have been always children of the
light and of the day. In the midst of a slumbering
world some have been In every age awake. God's voice
had reached them, and His mighty power had raised them,
and they walked the earth, awake among sleepers, the
living among the dead.
Horatius Boner, in the Editor'
Preface, v, to John Gillies *
Historical Collections.

There le a danger that In noting the Isolated condition of
the Dissenters In Hanover County we may lose sight of the movement
throughout the world, the origins of which it Is a symbol.

That

movement was In full swing in the years that Samuel Karris and his
friends were discovering the principles which had brought shout
the Awakening.

It robs the Hanover movement of muse of its origin

ality to study the theological and social bases of the revival
which was sweeping the Colonies, and which was preparing the path
by which the Hanover congregation should be received Into the broad
stream of Christian thought in which It was to find Its fullest express
ion.
While there may be shades of interpretation and slight disagree
ment over the effectiveness of religion as it was preached and practiced
at the husil'L.- of the eighteenth century, there is virtual unanimity
among writers, both contemporary and moderm, that is was languishing.
Although that in Itself might call for further definition, any study
of the moral and spiritual condition of the period Illustrates beyond
the need for definition the effect on the everyday life of the people
of a sterile theology and uninspired clergy.

Cotton Kather in Hew

England had no more cause to lament the decline of piety and the low
state of morality than had James Blair to excoriate the vice of Virgin
ians and the worthless ministers being sent over from Britain.

Explain

or evaluate It as you wHl, the spiritual condition of Europe and America
in the first three decades of the eighteenth century was notable for its
deadening effect upon the society it might* have quickened.

In the very deadneas of religion lay one of the causes for the
revival to follow.

Mien a religion ceases to function and to sativfy

Its follower**, It must, from the very nature of the religious urge
within nan, be replaced by a wore vital foree answering that need.
lanes Truslow Adams has described the condition in the Colonies:
The repressed elections and longings for a religious
life that should be something wore than intellectual assent to
creeds and outward observances had been stirring the breasts
of vast numbers of people who, asking for bread, had been
handed polished stones by the ministers of tha established
churches. If the inevitable reaction carried Many with it,
nevertheless the ebb of the movement left In all the colon
ies large bodies of evangelical congregations to whom re
ligion had besoms something far more vital than it had been
before and which called for expression not merely in church
attendance but in all the activities of Ufa. (1)
“Stirring the breast of vast numbers" was a feeling that was to
break out in score# of places in action.

In Germany It manifested

Itself in the pietist movement that was to shake the established
churches of the Continent and to send Moravians throughout the world
oh their missions.

Great or small as might have been their doctrinal

validity, thair influence and activity was great, whether among the
$
l::
Indians of .Astern fPerasplvaiila or the laborers of England* Before
t
-t
the middle of the century the perturbed Bishop of London wrote M e
.r

■

Coonissary in Virginias
The most pervailing sect here, is the Moravians; a
sly mewing people, who make their disciples believe, that
God has at this time a great work to be done upon earth,
and that they are to be the doers of It. In Yorkshire,
Mr. Ingham, one of their English leaders, has erected a
ibr the purposes of their Worship
(1) James Truslow Adams, Jhrovincial Society. 169Q-17&3 £?ol. I H of £
Hldtory of American Life. Schlealnger and lax, editors} (Mew York, 1927),
284. The short account of the Great Awakening given by Ifir. Adams in
pages 279- 296 Is a good, clear appraisal, though not without bias.

and discipline, which they say has not cost less than
1*400. Count Zinsendorf, their great patriarch, has
been expected; 1 suppose, to open it with greater
solemnity.
y
We have now very little writing on either side;
and Indeed It Is hard to deal with people, whose first
principle it is, that they have received an appointmsat
from God, and carry on the great work under the direction
of the Holy Spirit; and who have modesty to expect that
the world should believe they, without any evidence besides
their own confident assertion. (1)
The bishop had good reason to worry about the power of a religion
that taught the emotionally suppressed lower classes “that God has
at this time a great work to bs done upon earth, and they are to be
the doers of it. * It was Just such teaching that gave the sects of
the Awakening (for that is what they actually were, even when re
maining within ecclesiastical bodies of older names and established
theological schools) much of their drawing power among the masses in
Europe and America.
It would be as impossible as it would be unnecessary and historically
unsound to separate the Great Awakening In the American Colonies from
the similar movements in Europe.

The Methodist movement in England was

bred of the sane conditions and followed the same course as the Colonial
movement.

Although the ministry of the Mislays in Georgia had no effect

upon the Awakening, the Impression made by the Methodist group at Oxford
upon George Whitefield was of outstanding service to the Colonies.

It

is truevthat Whitefield and the Wesleys parted company over certain
doctrines, but there was always a feeling of kinship between the
I
dissenting movements in England and America. Davies could write to
(1) Edmund, Bishop of London to TUlliam Dawson, 15 July 1747*
from the Dawson MSS is printed in 20 W(2) 215*

This letter

0?\

John Wesley, wfiom ho had not on his trip to England In 1754 J "Though
you and 1 may differ in some little things, X hare long loved you and
your brother, and wished and prayed for your success, as sealous
revivers of experimental Christianity*

If X differ from you in temper

and design, or in ihe essentials of religion, I an sure the error must
lie on ay side*

B j&ased be God for hearts to love one another." (1)

Reports of the Ifesleyan revival appeared in the Colonial magazines
and newspapers, and the peculiar expression of the two aovefwmts was so
similar that the Bishop of London referred in his letters to the group
\

in Hanover as Methodists, although they had never heard of Wesley or
Method!sm,
Because of the similarity in the movements, it is possible to
supply with reasonable validity many missing clues to the American
picture from the English Dissent.

Although the frostier conditions of

the Colonies made the situation there and in Europe dissimilar there
was less difference within the clergy.

Particularly is this true of

the Virginia clergy of the Established Church, who were trained in
Britain and who were not only similar to their BfogXish co-workers,
but were in many cases the poorest examples of their system of training. (2)
The observations of Oliver Goldsmith upon the preaching of clergymen in
England were from listening to men trained in the same schools, and at
the same time, as Patrick Henry, William Stith, the Dawsons, and less
able men in Virginia* (3)

English Dissenters found in the preaching of

(1) Samuel Davies to John Wesley* The letter is recorded by Wesley in his
Journal under the date 28 January 1757 with the note *Hdiich I received two
or three months after was dated on this day.“
(2) This unfortunate situation, as discussed in Qrnptsr Two, say be verified
from the letters in the Dawson MSS, Fulham and Lambeth Transcripts.
(3) See the title page to Chapter Ten for Goldsmith1s observation.

\pO

Davies and Gilbert Tennent inspiring expressions of their own
religious thought. So there Is every reason to consider the two
movements as kindred expressions of the sane revival.
The Colonies at the opening of the eighteenth century were
rapidly expanding# both In area (with its concomitant expansion of
population) and in commercial and Intellectual activity.

Third and

fourth generation Americans lived beside large numbers of Immigrants of
the month before.

The motives for cowing, moving or staying in a place

were no longer uniform even in a particular coaasimlty.

Dr. HUliam W«

Sweet, of the University of Chicago, has based hie studies of religion
on the advancing American frontier on the theorgy that when religion
is the cause for migration the purpose of the migrants will preserve
the religious foundation of the community for two or three generations,
but when migration fie occasioned by eeemomie facb^rs the breaksdown
in the moral and religious structure of the group is immediate* (1)
Some of tbs pom* state of religion In these years m y be credited
to the working of such a theosgr/ The majority of the people entering
the Colonies were by 1730 coming for economic reasons, and in the major*
ity of the eases in which religion had been the prime motive for migration,
the colonists were entering their third and fourth generation.

Among

the Scotch-Irish and German immigrants the motives were mixed, and it
is significant that it was among these people that the Awakening In America
began and was nourished.

But it cannot be overlooked, even before eon*

dering Hanover County specifically, that the contributions of those two
groups of immigrants was negligible In that particular section of Virginia.
(1) This apparently sound assumption runs through all of Dr. Sweet’s books
as they appear in the bibliography.
r

Certain fundamental traits characterize most, if not all, exp
ressions of the revival of emotion In religious groups,

They should

he borne in wind throughout the consideration of any particular
incident, or “revival.*

In speaking of the Great Awakening of 1?40,

Charles Hodge defines such an experiences
the tent revival is coamonly used in a very compre
hensive sense. It includes all the phenomena attending
a general religious excitement; as wellithose which spring
from God, as those which owe their origin to the infimiiies of nan* Hence those who favour the work, for what
there is divine in it, are often injuriously regarded as
patrons of its concomitant irregularities; and those who
oppose what is unreasonable about it, are often as impro
perly denouneedas the enemies of religion, It is there
fore only one expression of that fanaticism which haunts
the splyit of revivals, to make such a work a touchstone
of character; to regard all as good who favour it, and
all as bad who oppose it. That this should be done during
the continuance of the excitement is an evil to be expected
and pardones; but to eoaplt the same error in thep historical
r#view of such a period, would admit of no excuse. Hard
as it was thsif either to see or to believe, we can now
easily perceive and readily credit that some of the best
and some of the worst men in the Church, were to be found
on either side, in the controversy respecting the great
revival of the last century. The mere geographical posi
tion of a man, In many easos, determined the part he took
lit that controversy. A sober and sincere Christian, within
the. sphere of Davenport*s operations, might well be an
opposer, who, had he lived In the neighbourhood of Sdwsrds,
might have approved and promoted the revival, Yet Sdwards
and Davenport were then regarded as leaders in the same
work, fl)
A revival grows, is sustained, and wanes according to certain
rather well defined laws.
traita to three la*a.(2)

F. M. Davenport has reduced these observable
The law of origin is that impulsive social

(1) Charles Hodge, Constitutional History of the Presbyterian Church in
the Dai ted States (Philadelphia, I840), 14. I think the length of this
quotation needs no apology, as a summary could hardly be shorter,
(2) T. K. Dar«nport, PrtMltive Tralta
js^gfeaa S»trlvaj.a (Row Toxk,
1905). This paragraph is a loosely paraphrased quotation of the laws
as given on pages two, four and seven of this book. The application
to Hanover was ay own reaction to the situation after Davies* arrival,
before having read the book.

action originates among people who have the least inhibitory control.
¥?hlle the plan may not come from this group, it is those who are least
self-controlled who first move to cany It out*

According to the law

of spread, impulsive social aetlon tends through imitation to extend
and intensify in geometrical progression.

Finally, according to the

third law, that of restraint, those people who are accustomed to sub~
ordlnating feeling to rational consideration will act as bulwarda
against the advance of the overwhelming tide of imitation and*emotion.
It was a variant of this third law that gained for the Hanover revival
an eminent position, for where the lack of restraint caused similar
movements to burn themselves out quickly, "calm leadership within and
critical Judgment from without combin£ed} to hold in leash the natural
excesses of the movement.*
Tfhils we are primarily Interested in noting the application of
these laws to the case in Virginia, and while It would not be proper to
consider the movement as a whole except insofar as it affected the
congregation at Hanover, the effect of the revival there was to link an
Isolated community to a national movement. (1)

the result of the

Awakening of 1?40 was as noticeable cm life In all the Colonies as it
was on the life of the individual.

Thomas Stacy Capers has summarised

this effect on the American Colonies:
It seems paradoxical to say that the revival
tended to produce both a spirit of national religious
unity and a spirit of religious Independence; but that
is Just what it did.
•.
*
•
•
•
.
.
.
*
(1) This is the observation of many writers, but is most noticeably developed by Dr. Sweets (e.g. «Xi broke the barriers of colonial reserve* as
well as sectarian isolation and gave the American people, for the
first time, a coemozi intellectual interest in the movement, and a person-*
al interest in its leaders* *). Xt is impossible to read either Whitefis|^*s
Journals or the letters and diaries ofthe itinerant ministers and not reel
this unexpressed (and unprediGted) result.

Hot only was this revival the efficient cause
of a change of sentiment with regard to Christianity
as a, power, but it also produced a change of sentiment
within the Church herself as toth© real nature of
true religion. It also provoked changes 1 s t church
organisation and in church practice, and as its results
have revealed* It changed the very type of American
Christianity Itself, substituting for a cold, lifeless
Puritanism a warm and vital piety.
When we understand the revival which swept the world In the
eighteenth century, and which in America took the form of the Orest
Awakening, we can turn to the specific ease in Hanover with a clearer
view of the characteristics and actions for which we are seeking.
But before we examine again the factors in this section of Virginia,
it Is necessary to appraise the two factions which opposed each other
in every instance of awakening,

the habit of attaching names la ewexyW

dip life to aofngamts and to people strongly affects their course of
action.

In par esse for study, a group of individuals came indspen-

dently to a stage for which their neighbors had a tag, already
ofmeaning and distinction. (2)
Thomas Stacy Capers, "The Great Awakening In The Middle Colonies, *
8 J —
*--■
(2) By distinction, I mean distinctivenees without the additional conno
tation of socially approved merit. Likewise, the tern "enthusiastic** in
this paper is used strictly in the meaning then current, of emotional
instability and theological heterodoagr v— or If by Its friends, of "vital
piety. * Dr. Charles Chauncy, of Boston, in hie sermon **1 Caveat Against
Enthusiasm,* defines the term as it was used by the members of the
Established Church (there and in Virginia): ffBut the word is more commonly
used in a bad sense, as intending am Imsirtnary. not a real inspirations
according to which sense, the M^hhalast la one, who has a conceit of
himself as a person favouredwith the extra-ordinary presence of the
Deltv. Be mistakes the workings of his own passions for divine coiaaunic&tloas, and fancies himself Immediately inspired by the SPIRIT OF GOD,
when all the while, he la under no other influence than that of an over
heated Imagination. n (Page 1 of the seraon printed in Boston in 1742,
following, A Letter to the Reverend Mr. James Davenport.... The copy in
the library of the College of Willjam and Mary has no title page, and It
Is not Hated in the catalogue of the Library of Congress, nor do I
recognise It in Sabin.

The time applied to the group was “Hew Light, * arid its invariable
adjective was "enthusiastic. ” Once tagged with this designation, the
Individuals of the dissenting group both aspired to, and were charged
with, all the other characteristics associated with that name,

la a

similar manner, once they were considered a congregation of that nature,
they were attracted to (and propelled by the excluding society toward)
other societies bearing that name.

For that reason, perhaps mpre then

any other, their adoption by the Hew-Side Presbyterian Church, and their
acceptance of that denomination, was a matter of course following natural
laws and utterly without the planned consciousness of either party.
3DU
It would be difficult to put one*,* finger on the exact differences'
between the regular branch©s of the churches and the Hew Lights, as the
differences, and the degree of intensity of those differences, depended
often on the individual pastors who guided the local movements.

Of the

things they had In common, Ittlliam Foote, a century closer to the
movement than we, defined these points:
But on the subject of "experience of religion" there
soon sprung up a great division. Respecting man's fallen
imture,— the extent and influence of depravity and original
sin,— the necessity of the influences of the Holy Spirit, in
conversion to dod, and in devotional exorcises, — the imputa
tion of Adam*s guilt and of Christ*3 righteousness, — justi
fication by faith, and the absolute necessity of the new birth,
— onallthese, there was perhaps little diversity of opinion.
But whether true spiritual exercises implied or admitted great
excitement , — whether conversion was a rapid or very gradual
work, — whether personal experience of religion should form part
of the examination of candidates for the ministry, — whether a
collegiate course of education was a necessary preparation for
the '..pisdstxy of the gospel, — on all these subjects there were
formed two parties, which debated, with due vehemence, the
proper exercises of a Christian man, and of a Chrlstlan minister.(1)
(1) Foote, Sketches, I,

A devoted minister of a strict theology, Foote was probably too
charitable In hie list of matters on which they agreed.

Preventing

the agreement on the first point of this summary, Davies lamented tbs
views of a dissenting minister in England, a Mr. Louthian, who followed
the %K»dera sentiment in divinity”: «X had a long dispute with him, upon
original sin.

X found that the principal reason of our difference was,

that those secret tendencies and workings of the heart, Mid that langour
In religion, which X looked upon to be sinful, he thought entirely Inno
cent, and apprehended that sum cowplaSning of the**, complained that they
were placed so low in the scale of being; and he was of Mr. Pope* s mind—
*Xn pride, In reasoning pride, our error lies;
All quit their sphere, and rush into tbs skies.
Aspiring to be gods, If mgels fell;
Aspiring to be angels, men rebel.9 (1)
A further note in Davies’ diary serves to accent tbs divergence
of opinion on basic matters, and not merely on ^experience of religion.9
Mo ting that many of the ministers ware fine, educated, moral man, he
still questioned their stand: *But what shall X say?

they deny the

proper divinity and satisfaction of Jesus Dhrist, on which my hopes are
grounded.

They ascribe a dignity and goodness to human nature in its

present state, contrary to my daily sensations: and they are not so
dependent upon divine influences as X find X must be.

Are they or X

mistaken Xs the mistake its such circumstances essential?

Xt is w£.t§i the

utmost reluctance X would acted! the conclusion: and yet X cannot avoid
It. ...Some of them go off to the Church of England, and others fall
into deism.9 (2)
(X) root., Sketches. I, 26-5'.

Bor does the last indioabs a tooling on Davies* part that the
division was along denominational linns.

An entry In his diary a

fern days later shoes the differences in the opinions of the leaders
of the movement, and bears out at least one of Foote *s points of
diversityi
Yesterday we waited an Messrs. John end Charles
WOsley. notwithstanding all their slid notions they
appear veey benevolent , devout and se&Xoua mom, that
are labouring with all their night to awaken the secure
world to a sense of religion; and they are honoured with
success. But I an afraid their encouraging so aany
Illiterate nett to preach the gospel, will have bad
consequences. 1 heard one of the* last Tuesday night,
but he explained nothing at all. Bis season was a mere
huddle of pathetic confusion, and I was uneasy, as It night
bring a reproach upon experimental religion. The despised
Methodists, with all their foibles, seem to me to have
more of the spirit of religion than any set of people In
this Island. (1)
While Davies expressed himself so strongly about the lack of t
preparation by the Methodist preachers, he was one of the gv^up so
caustically assailed by Patrick Benry In Virginias "In a short time
they ordained a great many young »on, of much seal Ibr their newfangled
principles, but little knowledge, some of whom were taken from the
plaough, their pretended conversion supplying In place of learning. * (2)
Mere again generalisation from a few examples was incorrect, as
Davies hastened to point out to tbs rector, and it Is Just as dangerous
to apply points of doctrine and behavior to the Movement as a whole. Yet
there were many men at the time, and even within the movement Itself,
who were critical of the excesses mud pecularltiea of the ministers and
congregations of the Awakening.

In order to minimize the prejudice that

creeps into most criticism of a movement one is not a member of, or is
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opposed to, an appraisal of the bad features by two of the Hew
Light Presbyterians may be inserted.

The Reverend Aaron Burr,

a Mew England trained minister brought into the Mew Light Presbytery
of Mew Brunswick partly through the influence of Ihitefleld, and
later second president of Princeton, made these observations on the
obverse side of the Awakening, which may be summarised thus;
1. Their being led by Impressions and impulses made on their
own minds, with or without a .text of Scripture, and taking
their own passions or imaginations for the operations of God's
Spirit;
2. Giving heed to visions, trances and revelations;
3. Speaking of divine things with an air of levity, vanity
laughter, etc.;
4. Declaring their judgement about things openly and freely
in the absence of the "unawakened, « whether they were converted
or not; making thier own feelings a rule to Judge others by;
$# Fbr laymen to take .upon them to exhort in public assembly;
6, Separating from their minister under a notion of his being
unconverted. (1)
Certainly thee*, charges coming from a man sympathetic to the
movement can be taken as Ydlf, and they contain many af the features
found so objectionable by the conservative branches of the denominations.
Even mors telling, and adding to the list of objectionable features of
the more rabid of the Enthusiasts, was a criticism made In a letter from
Gilbert Tennant to Jonathan Dickinson concerning James Davenport.

Mo man

had more influence in spreading the Mew Light principles through the
Presbyterian Church than the writer of this letter, but his disagreement
with the excesses of the famous fanatic show clearly the wide range of
tsmpenasnts within the movement.

He thought that Davenport's Judgement

of other men's spiritual state was "imbottomed upon a false base (vis)
answered in Davies' Impartial Trial, impartially Tried, and convicted of
of Partiality... (Williamsburg, 1748)
(1) Aaron Burr to Dr. Bellamy, 28 June 1?42. Quoted in W. B. Sprague,
Annals of the American Pulpit (Mew York, 18J9), 7, 69*

that a certain or Infallible knowledge of the good estates of men
is attainable In this life from their own experience; the practice is
Sehlsmatleal, inasmuch as It sets up & new form of Communion which
Christ has not fixed."

He objected to untrained preachers and to "the

practise of singing In the streets" as a "piece of weakness and
Enthusiast!cal ostentation." The objection he made to the practice of
setting up separate meetings because the ministers were supposedly
unregemerate would have surprised, his enemies who considered him the
arch-schismatic,

Finally he repeated his feeling about immediate

revelation* "I must disclose my abhorrence of all pretense to immediate
inspiration, all following of immediate impulses as an Enthusi&sticdl
and perillous ignis fatuua.w (1)
To bring the principles down to the concrete form in which they
appeared in the teaching of the itinerant missionaries in Hanover
County, the Reverend Patrick Henry aimed up the Hew Light doctrines
la a lengthy letter which is given as Appendix Three.

These he gathered

from observation, local hearsay, and from the visit made him by John
Thomson, the Old Side Presbyterian minister from Amelia County.
Through the length of Virginia where the older Scotch-1 rish congre
gations on the frontier came into contact with the New Light converts to
the bast there were unfortunate splits in the congregations as the new
doctrine, embraced by some, with Its emphasis on emotion conflicted with
the staid "faith of the fathers." In Augusta County, a true frontier
(1) This letter is quoted from a typewritten, copy in an auction catalogue,
so I can give no source for the letter. It was written by Tennefet to
Jonathan Dickinson 12 February l?Al.

congregation, the Rev. John Craig chose to remain with his brethren
in the Old Sid# Presbytery of Senegal*

He wrote of his Hew Light

neighbors:

W'

Having seen the conduct of ministers and people when 1
was in Pennsylvania, that maintained these new doctrines,
examined the controversy, had free conversations with both
parties, applied to God for light and direction In the im
portant concerns,.which was done with time and deliberation,
not Instantly, I attained clearness of mind to join in the
protest against these new and uncharitable opinions, and
the ruin of Papist* a Government* Thlr gave offence to two
or three families In my congregation, who then looked upon
me as an opposer of the Work of God, as they called it, an
enemy of religion, and applied with all keenesa to their
holy and spiritual teachers, to come and preach, and convert
the people of my charge, andfree them from sinand Baton
mid from me, a carnal wretch on whom they unhappily depended
for instruction, to their souls9 utter destruction. They
flying speedily came and thundered their new gospel through
evexy corns* of my oongregatloni and some of them had the
assurance to eome to ay house, and demand a dismission of
some of ay subscribers who had Invited them, being tainted
with these notions formerly* But Providence so ordered
that affalr, that they gained none of ay people that I know
off my moral character stood clear and good, even among
them; but they freely loaded with these and such like, poor,
blind, carnal, hypocritical, damned wretch; and this given
to my face by some- of their ministers. , And when I administered
the Lord** Supper to my people, they eioqkingly said to their
neighbors gofpg to It, what, are you going to Craig*s frolic?
X thought God had given tm a difficult plot to labor in, but
X ever called upon him In trouble, and he never failed to help* (1
Craig mot only felt that he was on the right side of the question,
but he thought faintly of those on his side, as the Pew Lights admired
or excused their brethren.

Whereas the Dlsssnters of Hanover found

John Thomson unacceptable to them, and Patrick Henry found him accept
able as a minister and a welcomed guest in his home, so Craig found
provided in him *a home [at Chestnut Level, Pennsylvania!}, a maintenance,

(1) fbot*, SKatchag. II, 30, 31

a faithful and able friend, a sincere Christian. ..whose praise is
deservedly in the church. " (1)
If the ministers of the Old Light Presbyterian Church found
fault thus with the enthusiastic discontented in their congregations,
the ministry of the Established Church want them one better.

The

Heverend James Maury, who ranked high In the Virginia ministry for his
personal merit, wrote Commissary Dawson In 1755s
What they are, tie needless to mention to you,
Sir, who for some years past have had frequent oppor
tunity of remarking, what heats and dissections, what
breaches of charity, what ruin and decay in disaffection
in the people to regular pastors, of unblemished morale
and unquestionable abilities, together with many other
unhappy effects, have usually attended the ministry of
Itinerants and Enthusiast* in this Colony, wherever they
have either boldly intruded, or been legally licensed. (2)
To understand why people holding the Mew Light views of religion
should look upon their neighbors of the Established Church as "carnal,"
we have but to look at a section from a Christmas sermon preached in
Williamsburg at least four times between 1732 and 1740, and such a
sermon as might have been preached by any competent minister of the
Church:
Those who place religion In a morose dislike, and
pretended detestation, of all the Innocent unforbldden
pleasures of life; and think that a sower, melancholy, reserv’d and sullen temper is the only true sign of (brace,
seem wholly to forget, that It Is God alone who created
these earthly blessings; that It Is He only who bestows
them on us, and makes us capable of taking pleasiare in
them. It is none of the smallest of those privileges that
(1) Foote, Sketches. IX, 30.
(2) James Maury to Thomas Dawson, Fredericsville, 6 October 1755# Dawson MSS.

are annex’d to the F e a r of the lord that It maketh a
worry heart; that it glveth joy and gladness. and gjT
crown of rejoicing. What Mistaken prejudices soever
sows wen war entertain against an easy* * cheerful,
and a sprightly tamper; how Inconsistent soever they
nay think It with that harsh, rigid, and severe notion
of religion, which they have been brought to fom$ yet
certain it is, that such a frane and tamper of soul, as
this, is so far from being a proof, that a nan hath no
sense of God and goodness upon his Bind, that it is
rather an arg £argument?! that he hath made great advan
ces in religion. .• (1)
Seen such balanced and cheerful men as Davies and Whltefleld
seldom spoke in the pulpit of the joy of their religion, and even
more seldom of a terry heart, * or a "crown of rejoicing0 for their
hearers, in this life, at least.

If the rector did not truly char

acterise all the leaders of the Sew Light movement with his "sower,
melancholy, reserv’d and sullen temper," he eertaiiily did describe
the main burden of their theology.

Mad there been no unusual

motional excitement attached to the Awakening, still the hell-fire
and brimstone of the &em Lights, their preoccupation with the next
world, and insistence upon the "carnal, damned" state of men in
their condition of original sin would have alienated them from their
neighbors of the Established Church.
The ministers and protagonists of the established and conservative
branches of each denomination understood well the use of ridicule and
aspersions on the intelligence of those who, in m e t cosmunities, made
up the Hew Light congregations. In England and America the Hethodlst,
Hew Light Presbyterian, Baptist, Moravian and other dissenter sects
(1) The draft of this tuuisual and charming sermon is found in the
Dawson MSS with no name attached to it, but with the note that It
was preached in WllllaaudmiFg on Christmas in 1732, 1736, 173&, and
1740* Possibly Dawson inherited it from James Blair.

touched by the Great Awakening had to be prepared to meet the scorn
that was universally heaped on their theology and emotionalism.
From his experience with the Methodists and others In England, Oliver
Goldsmith stated most succinctly the principle of disparagement;
Ridicule he* eve^ been the most powerful enemy of
enthusiasm, and properly the only antagonist that can be
opposed to it with success. Persecution only serves to
propagate new religions; they acquire fresh vigour beneath
the executioner and the axe; and, like some vivacious insects,
multiply by dissection. It is slab impossible to combat
enthusiasm with reason, for though it makes a show of
resistance, 14 soon eludes the pressure; — refers you to
dlstimstlons not to be understood, and feelings which it
cannot explain. A man who would endeavour to fix an
enthusiast by argument, might as well attempt to spread
quicksilver with his fingera. The only way to conquer a
visionary is to despise him; the stake, the faggot, and the
disputing doctor in some measure emmbble the opinions they
are brought to opposes they are harmless against innovating
pride; contempt alone is truly dreadful. Hunters generally
know the asset vulnerable part of the beasts they pursue,
by the care which every animal takes to defend the side which
is weakest; on what aide the enthusiast is most vulasralbe,
may be hmown by the care he takes In the beginning to work
hiadlsclples into gravity m l guard them against the power
of ridicule. (1)
It was against this gravity that much of the ridicule was directed.
The despairing letter from the Bishop of London to Commissary Dawson,
which we noted earlier in this chapter, was the result of such an
"attempt to spread quicksilver with his fingers.* While there were
many educated, mud sensitive, Mew tight ministers and followers of
"experimental religion** who felt keenly the ridicule of the world
about them, and the failure of many scholars and leaders to agree with
(1) Oliver Goldsmith, "Letter O H * On the Different Sects in England,
Particularly the Methodists," Tte Marks of Oliver Goldsmith (London,
1854), 446,447. These 133 letters originally appeared in The Public
Ledger beginning 24 January 1740, and were gathered under the title "The
Oltlsen of the World."

their point of viow, there were others who were not at all perturbed.
A friend of Ifhitefleld's in England had this answer;

any are joyfully

travelling heavenwards, while a carnal ridiculing world stands amazed
and ever wonder, what is the natter? and saying that the no at learned
sen are not led aside by these preachers, like the blind Jews of old
have any of the Scribes and Pharisees believed on him? but their not
believing was not a sufficient proof that he was not the Messiah..?(1)
III.
The Great Awakening in America had no specific place of origin,
yet a thread of continuity can be traced through it as soon as the local
revivals affected, or became affiliated with, the religious life of
other oo&Kunitiee.

In eome cases this was due to physical contiguity,

in others to the itineracy of the Mew Light ministers.

The main stream

of the Awakening with which the dissenters in Hanover were to become
identified may be stated, fairly, to have begun in the Raritan Valley
of Hew Jersey, in the Dutch Refoxmed congregation of Rev. Theodore J.
Frelinghuysen.

The familiar signs of private prayer meetings and the

interest of lay workers appeared under the ministry of that pastor.

At

some tins between 1720 and 1726 this ministry was recognised as a revival. (2)
(1) John Jones to Whltefleld, Woodstock, BhgLand, 17 July 1743# Mhiteflald
Letters, In the Library of Congress.
(2) Other symptoms forecasting the nature of the coming Awakening also
appeared in this revival. Frelinghuysen was accused by some of his congre
gation of preaching Labadiat doctrines, lie exeommmXcated and expelled
four members, who,in turn, printed a reply to his sentence which they sent
to the Classls of Amsterdam. It was printed by Peter Esnger: £Boel, Tobias}
Elaste Van Eenlge Leeden der Hederduytae Hervonnde Kerk. Ifooneade o p
Raretans...(Hew York. 1725TT

In neighboring Hew Brunswick, the Presbyterian minister was
Gilbert Yennent.

Tennent was deeply stirred by the Dutch congregation* s

revival, mid by his contact with Frelinghuysen*

Under the preaching

of John and IftHiam Tennent, brothers of Gilbert, similar revivals arose.
By 1738 the region between Hew York and Philadelphia was spotted with
revivals, particularly in the Presbyterian congregations of the men
who had been trained in the Log College of H l H e m Yemeni, Senior,
As the principal story of tbs Awakening in tbs Middle Colonies
and the South after 1730 is properly the story of the New Side Presby
terian denomination, it Is necessary to sketch the rise of that branch
of the church,

William Tennant had been a minister in the Established

Church in Ireland,

Becoming convinced that the Established Church was

not scrlpturally sound in its organisation he left the Church, and with
hie family cams to America about 1716.

Yemeni felt that one of the

outstanding needs of American religious life was a proper education for
more ministers, so he began a school in his pastorate in tteahamlny,
Bucks County, Pennsylvania.

3s was assisted by his son Gilbert, who

had been trained in Ireland, and among the many young ministers they
tmined were his sons John and William,

Gilbert left the school to

accept the pastorate at Mew Brunswick, end John that at Freehold, Sew
Jersey.

Under both of these m m revivals flourished.

In 1732 John

Tennant died and was succeeded in his pulpit by his brother William.
»

As the emotionalism of those revivals gripped the ministers, the
breach between the conservative and "enthusiastic” preachers within
the Synod of Philadelphia widened. In 1738 It was apparent that there
, ar there was a division between the pupils and friends of
was a clc r

William Torment, many of idiom wore Irish by birth, and the majority
of the minister# in the Synod, predominantly Mew I&sgland by birth or
training.

In August 1739 George Mhitefield entered these Colonies for

the first time, and was immediately accepted with honor among the Mew
Light ministers and their congregations, (1)

It may be attributed to

Whitefield'a influence (although geographical location may have played
as large a part) that the two omtstandlfsg ministers in Mew Jersey, both
from Mew England. .1clued the
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Jonathan Dickinson of Elisabeth

City and Aaron Burr of Mewark both added prestige and stability to a
group that was theretofore distinguished for neither.
the schism Im the Synod was completed by the acceptance of John
Rowland by Mew Brunswick Presbytery against the direction of Synod, (2)
and by Gilbert Tennant*a famous w a r n on "the Banger of an Unconverted
Ministry," preached at Mattlnghaa, Pennsylvania, on March It, 17z»D. the
following year the recalcitrant presbytery mas separated from the Synod,
and in one section of the country the Cheat Awakening found Itself ah
organised ahuroh.
To the Dissenters in Hanover, this body was the Presbyterian Church*
v

■

*

The only minister of the Old Side who touched their group was the Her.
John Thomson, and he was rebuffed by the congregation with more firmness
than charity.

The only other contact the Synod of Philadelphia had with

(1) "it is impossible to tell with what pleasure the people of God heard
these truths confirmed by a minister of the Church of Hhgland, which,
for many years, had been preached by their own pastor. ** Hodge, Const!(2) Two primary points of dispute were preaching within the bounds of
another congregation,— which Synod forbade in 1738, and which the Mew
Lights ignored— , and the fear of the conservatives that Mew Brunswick
Presbytery would flood the Shurch with half-educated ministers. This
latter prompted the demand that Synod approve the applicant, and John

Tidewater Virginia, before the schism was healed in 1753 was the
memorial sent to Governor Gooch in 1745* (1)
In many ways the development of the Hew Side Presbyterian synod
was coincident with the spread of the Great Awakening in the Middle
Colonies.

The emotional excitement spread from Freehold to the congre

gations under John Howland at Lawrence, Hopewell and Aawell.

Where

one or two mere moved by each sermon Ih 1739, t$» excitement was
pronounced in 1740.

The young people of Newark turned from their

amusements to religious emotionalism In 1739, but even after the
preaching of WhlteHeld the Elisabethtown congregation was not stirred
in that year.

They joined the revival the following year, led by their

young people (but with no "est&tic raptures*). (2)
Hhltefield inspired the building of a Hew Light church In Phila
delphia, which, in 1743, called Gilbert Tennant as its pastor.

The

final link In the clearly traceable chain from Frelinghuysen* a revival
to the establishment of the congregation in Hanover, Virginia, was
forged by the outbreak of emotional awakening in the church at Fagg*s
Manor (Hew Londonderry), Delaware.

Following the example of his teacher,

William Terment, Samuel Blair had erected in hie pastorate at Fagg's
Manor a Log College modeled after his alma mater at Meshamlny.

Hhile

Blair was away on a visit an itinerating minister aroused the people
of Fagg*s Manor to the emotional revival which was rapidly spreading
through the country. (3)

This revival,, continued by Blair for a

Howland nas the .test ease. A completeaccount is found in "The Erection
(1) Fboie, Sketches, X, 139.
of Hew Brunswick Presbytery... *
by Bev. Geo. H. Ingram, 6 J 212ff.
(2) Hodge, Constitutional. History. 32.
(3) Bodge, Constitutional History. 38. Some were aroused to "audible crying;
a thing previously unknown in that part of the country. *

period of years, influenced two men in a way later to be felt in
Virginia#

The first of these men was William Robinson, who assisted

Blair for a time in his school.

Robinson had come from England,

hairing left the country somewhat in disgrace and had spent several
years teaching school in Hew Jersey and moving about aimlessly.

He

was converted and entered the ministry, being ordained by Hew Brunswick
Presbytery in Hay, 1741. Robinson spent most of his short pastorate as
a missionary for the Presbytery supplying vacant pulpits and making long
trips.

As a member of the new Hew Castle Presbytery, he was ssftb In

the winter of 1742 to preach to the petitioners from the south of the
James River and the Haw River, in North Carolina.

It was on this Journey

that he was contacted by the representatives of the Hanover congregation.
The second, and younger of the two, was Samuel Davies, a student
$t
*
of Blair *s. Davies was probably taught by Robinson also, and received
Robinson1# library at the time of the latter*a death in 1746.
When Shitefield had gone from Philadelphia to'Hew York in 1740 the
Awakening had not followed him to Hew York City.

But at the same time

the revival had gripped the Middle Colonies, In Hew England a similar
movement had arisen.

Less than two years after the death of John Tennant

the congregation of Jonathan Edwards, in Northampton, Massachusetts, had
been moved to a feeling so similar to that in the churches ws have notad
that the two movements were quickly recognised as one, and branded with
the same name.

In December of 1 7 Whitefield continued his journey

into Hew Ragland, and was followed by Gilbert Tennant.

At the time

Whitefloid was only twenty-five and Tennant was about forty, and there

was less disparity in their positions than Whitefields prominence
might suggest.

Both were as coldly received by Dr. Charles Chauney

and other conservative isinlsters of Hew England as they had been in
Philadelphia• But the Great Awakening in the American Colonies was
linked from Sew Bngl&nd to Georgia into one conscious movement, led
by a group of men with a single aim, and who even on brief acquaintance
found then®elves personally compatible, even when not in perfect accord*
IV.
The people of Virginia were not unprepared for the cowing of
the Sew Lights among them, nor had their leaders failed to prepare them
to resist the evils of Its heresy.

As early as 1736 a passing remark

in a humorous letter in the Virginia Gazette alerted unwary Virginians
by means of the directions given a traveller to reach Christ Church,
Dublin;

«There is a Preeching-House by the Gate, nearer Hand, but

for the very £&Ls o* ye dinna gang in till it, for they are Kew-Ligbts.* (1)
Long before George Whltefield made his first appearance in Williamsburg
the Garnetts bed carried news items, seme repertorlal and some outspokenly
critical, of his rise to fame in England, and of his cearning to America.
In 1739 the following items appeared;
We hear from Oxford that the Vice-Chancellor hearing
of Hr. Whitefleldts arrival there, sent him word that he
must not preach there, and hoped he would leave the place;
which he did accordingly the beginning of this week. (2)
. . . .
. . . .
.
.
.
«
On Tuesday night the Rev. Mr. Whltefield went to expound
to a Society on Mewgate Hill, but finding 2 or 3000 people in
the street, he preached to them from the shop window; and yes
terday he preached to about 10,000 at Kennington-Common, where
he preaches again this evening at 6 ofeloclu (3)
(1) Virginia

Gaaette.19 Ummmbmr 1736.

(2) Virginia

Gazette.2D July 1739.

13)' Virginia

Gazette.27 July 1739* dispatch of 3 May 1739*

CIn resume* he was heard at Kermington-Common by
a crowd of 30,000 people; 40 coaches, besides chaise®,
and about 100 on horseback; ’’and though there was so
great a multitude, an awfUl silence was kept during
the whole time of singing, prayers, and sermon*n He
collected b!2 for his Orphan-House In Georgia* 1 (1)
On Sunday last the Row* Dr* frapp preached Ilis
fourth and last sermon in answer to Dr. IShltefield
and the Hethociiata; showing the nature, folly, sin and
danger of being righteous over-ouch; which sermons are
now printed at the earnest request of his audience,
the parishioners of (Xsrist-Chureh, Darlington, St*
Laurence, and St* Hartim's In the Fields. (2)
The people in Virginia in whom the vague stirrings of discontent
with their religious life were Just beginning to be noticed were
given the opportunity In the decade before 1750 to chose for
themselves th** path they would take.

As the Awakening flamed in

the north and the Hanover Dissenters prepared to make their break
with the Church, the great prophet of the Hew lights, George
Hhltefleld himself, passed through Virginia in December 1739*

{1} Virginia Oasette* 27 Julyl739, dispatch of 8 Hay 1739.
C2) Virginia Gasette* 17 August 1739, dispatch of 36 Hay 1739*

Banging seems my province; and aethinks I bear
a voice behind me saying, ’’This Is t.he way, walk in
U , 1* My heart »diOM back, 'lord, let thy presence
go with so where thou pleasest.11 In the midst of
all America, dear America, is not forgotten. X be*
gin to count the days, and to say to the months,
*fly fast away, that X may spread the gospel—net
once more In dear America.*
— George Wfaitefield,
quoted in Belcher*#
Ooorga WAt. field. 323.
•

*

Sinners, think not that I expect to convert a
single soul of you by anything that I can say, with*
out the assistance of Him who is "nighty to save.*
Go and stand by that river, as It moves on its strong
and deep current to the ocean, and bid it stop, and
see if It will obey you. dust as soon should X aepect to stop that river by & word, as by my preaching
to stop that current of sin which Is carrying you to
perdition. Father in heaven, seel they are hurried
on towards belli save them or they perish.
— George ffhltefleld,
quoted In Belcher*s
Geo rge -Whitefield, 3dl,
from a sermon {reached
beside a river in Virginia.

\>x

Occasionally there appears in the life of the ^hurcfa, as of
other institutions, a man of abounding energy and ability, who can
gather arout him as many ardent followers as he raises bitter foes,
inspiring the one group to Intense devotion, the other to violent
denunciation.

Where the one overlooks his faults, the other mis

understands his motives; where the one will, find an excuse for his
/

Imprudence, the other will cast aspersion upon his good deeds.

Such

a man in these years of the stirring conscience was George Whitefield. (1)
In the spring of 1733 Whitefield arrived in Georgia in response
to ah appeal by the Wesleys.

Be was young, enthusiastic, and an

inveterate traveller, already famous for his eloquence in tbs pulpit,
and at the height of his popularity in the Anglican Church-

Mpre

than that, he had been called to the diaconato and signalled out for
honors at a very early age, and had come into contact with the Hethodist
movement at Oxford,

His fame had spread as rapidly as he had risen to

prominence* and wherever he was to go in America his reputation was to
run before him.

It would be unthinkable to consider the Great Awakening

in America without the ministry of Whitefield; it would be equally un
thinkable to consider him the author of the movement.

Wherever he went

great crowds gathered to hear him, but they were crowds interested in
the Gospel he preached,

i&s itinererary on each of his great journeys

through the Colonies passed through the centers of areas stirred by
(1) George Whitefield was bom in Gloucester, England, in 1714* After
spending his youth vacillating between devotion to extremely ritualistic
religion and being a modest scoffer and rake he was drawn into the Holy
Club of the Wesleys - In 1736 Bishop Benson relaxed his own rule and
admitted Whitefield to the diaeonate before he reached his twenty-third
birthday. (Harris Elwood Starr in the DAB).

the preaching of other burning evangelists, and shaken by the emotional
disturbance of the awakening conscience.

His eloquence and appeal to

personal religion fanned ever hi^ier the Interest already quickened,
and it would be as foolish as impossible to minimise the importance of
his ministry in this movement.
Whitefield** absolute lack of a sense of denominationalisa mas of
great advantage to the Awakening.

His preaching mas to the unconverted,

and his appeal mas to t w o to Ghrist — beyond that he cared nothing for
the sect to which his hearers belonged, or which owned the building in
which he preached.

Throughout his ministry he remained in the Anglican

Church, he administered its rites to its members, and, though opposed
by the majority of its clergy and hierarchy, he never was expelled f
its eamunion. (1)

Possessing strong views of the nature of Christianity,

he conformed absolutely to no school of doctrine.

v

He was opposed, at

times, no less vigorously by the Calvinists than by the Armlnians.

His

disregard for schools of theology was earrled over into the field of
church government, for he wrote: "I am persuaded there is no such form
of church government prescribed In the book of God as excludes a toler
ation of all other forms whatsoever. * (2)
Of equal importance to the Awakening was the effect of Whitefield*a
incessant travelling; In binding together the local groups into one great
revival, and serving as a powerful link with the movement in England.
(1) In later life, Whitefield told John Ersklne, in Scotland, that if he
had held at the time he applied as a candidate for orders the view he
held in 17&0 he would not have sought ordination from a diocesan prelate.
*»bst«r, IftsSag °£ «8 Pr«abrtorlan Church. 252.

(2) Belcher, Charge Whitefield. Til.

VP

0f course, Whitefield warn not alone in this respect, for itineracy
was a nark of the Mew XAght clergy, and the unusual mobility of the
preachers served to enhance in the eyes of the converted, If not of
their opponents, the significance of the Awakening to the Colonies and
to the Christian world.

But the thirteen crossings Baade by Whitefield

between 1733 and his death in 1770 served to bind ever closer the
interest of the new spirit in Britain and the Colonies.
The entire course of the great evangelist1s rather long ministry
was not even in its accomplishments and enthusiasm.

While his ordi

nation at first protected him from the outspoken opposition of the
Church, this attitude changed to one of open hostility as he allied
himself acre closely with Dissenters of all kinds.

For many years he

enjoyed admittance to pulpits denied other Enthusiast!es, but this pri
vilege, like the opposition of the Church, varied according to time and
place, and often those who had welcomed him on a previous trip would
close their doors against him. Cl)
The newspapers and magasines of the Colonies, like those of Britain,
constantly carried articles and letters concerning Whitefield, by both
his friends and detractors.

From the widespread circulation of the

Tirsinla Gasstte. and from the witness of the men of the Hanover movement,
we can be assured that the people of the back parts of Virginia knew of
his work and its results.

In 1739 the Qasette carried this London dispatch*

To the great satisfaction of the Master Mechanics bout
town, many of whose giddy brained workfolks, male and female
(1) ®Here [Charleston! he soon perceived that by field preaching he had lost
his old friend the commissary [Alexander Garden!, who once promised to de
fend him with life and fortune. However, at the request of the Independent
minister (who continued his friend to his dying day) he preached in his
meeting house. n John Gillies, Memoirs of Rev. George Hhltefisld (Middletown,
Conn., 1333), 45*

have neglected their business to follow Mr. Whitefield,
(’til they have wanted a Sunday dinner) that gentleman
embarked this week on board the Elizabeth, Capt. Hall,
now lying at Rothershlth, bound for S. C.: she touches
at Philadelphia, where the preacher, no doubt, will to
a great advantage dispose of his valuable cargo, pur
chased with the Fool’® Pence he has talked out of the
pockets of his lunatick audience. (1)
In partial fulfillment, at least, of the writer’s prediction,
Whitefield landed at Philadelphia.

On his way back to his cure in

Georgia the evangelist paid his first visit to Virginia, and was
welcomed In Williamsburg by Commissary Blair. (2)

The Gazette was

able to carry in December a much more pleasing report than the
London dispatch above*
Williamsburg, December 21. On Sunday Morning last,
the Rev. Mr. WHITFIELD preach’d at our Church, on these
ifords, What think ye of Christ? There was a numerous
Congregation, sad ftis thought there wou’d have been
many more, if timely Motice had been given of his Preach
ing. His extraordinary Manner of Preaching, gains him
the Admiration and Applause of most of his Hearers. He
is gone to Carolina* on his way to Georgia: And His said
he Intends to be here again next April or May. (3)
(X) Virginia Oasette. 29 September 1739.
(2) John Holt Rice, in the Evangelical and Literary Magazine. August 1319,
344#345, wrote an econium of Jaraes Blair containing this reference to
Blair’s reception of Whitefield: n...that he gave decisive evidence of
freedom from high-church bigotry, by Inviting Mr. Whitefield to preach,
when on a visit to Williamsburg in the year 1748. Whitefield was one
of the founders of the Methodist society, at least
of a branch ofthat
denomination# And although ordained by an English
bishop, hewasex
cluded from the pulpits of the church. It is believed, before his visit to
America* Tat Blair believed him to be a good man and a useful preacher,
and In the liberal spirit which ought to characterize every Christian, he
opened his own pulpit for his use. For this let him have due commendation.
... May the example of his piety, his liberality, and public spirit find
imitators among all denominations of Christians in our country!” As well
as his Inaccuracy in date, Rice was probably wrong in attributing Blair’s
Invitation to a liberality that would defy the prevalent interpretation of
Whitefield’s preaching by the Church of England.
(3) Virginia Gazette. 21 December 1739. I have purposely kept the typography
In this quotation. The issue before carried this short announcement: "This
Evening the Rev. Mr. Igy&lisid-arrived barer, on his Way to Georgia* Ms hear
he is to preach at our Church on Sunday} and on Monday he goes on his Journey.*
Whitefield recorded his reception in Williamsburg In his Journal on 15 December

Once Ifhitefield visited a place, that became to him a part
of his habitat, and those whom he knew there became M s correspondents
and friends.

llllliamsburg was to see Whitefield again, but in the

meantime he left a visible reminder among his friends the Virginians.
?&lliam Parka, printer and bookseller, advertised in the Gaaette only
two Issues after Whitefield*s visits
Kext Wednesday will be PubUnhfd, The Indwelling
°£ U S Satoti. the tioaDB P r i m m s 2£ S£k Mtf,Pfjm-A SERMON Preached at the Parish-Church of BexLy. In
Kent- on Whitsunday- June £0, 1739. by G02183B WHimfft&, A. i- oFpeSroke College, Oxford. Publish’d
at the Request of the VICAE, and many of the Hearers.
Printed at London. and sold for the Benefit of the
School-house now erecting for the Colliers in Kingswood, near Bristol. And now Eo-printed and Bold
Parke, in Williamsburg. Price stitch'd 7 1/M. (l)
Parks was not a philanthropist, and he may well have had assurance
that the volume he was reprinting would find a good market around
Williamsburg and in other parts of Virginia where the Oasette was sold.
Of the direct influence of this volumen in the dissenting movements
In Virginia we can only guess, but It most be considered as having more
Influence than merely to incite interest in the preacher, assuring large
crowds to hear M m on his future trips throo#i the Colony.
As we cara»t trace the influence of this volume of sermons, neither
can we see any direct influence of this visit upon the Hanover movement.
Davies was t#ld that the people there received word of his visit too
late to travel the sixty miles to Williamsburg, but the inference is
that they would have dbne so if notified in time; thus we most predicate
a knowledge of his work by the fall of 1739* and at least a willingness to
hear this preacher of experimental religion. (2)
L7$> £?3t "Paid my respect® to Mr. Blair, Coaamissary of Virginia. M m
WaS
*KiUh as tended to the use of edifying. He received
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XNotes c « a t i n u ^ ^ ^ e np ^ J talics o{ the oriSinal Brglria. Gazette article;

The Influence of Whibefi eld’s visit In 1745 is recorded In
many sources and was of great Importance in the Hanover story, as
the effect upon the direction of the dissenting movement was still
dependent upon itinerant ministers*

One of the best accounts of the

preaching of Whitefield is an article in the Virginia Gaeette by an
unusuallyimpartial witness*

1 feel justified in Including this entire

article as illustrative of Whitefield's preaching, which was so favored
by the Hanover Dissenters; and for its anecdotes of the religious life
in Hanover in these years before Davies' arrival. (3)
Hanover, October 12, 1745* We have had Mr. Whitefield
among us, who Is beyond controversy a wonder of a man; he
, has a most easy way ofdelivering himself, and a great
command of words, sothat when in company, though he some
times entertains with the trifling Incidents of his travels,
he hath (as I am infbraed) so gsod a knack at telling a
story, that he, deserved the name of an agreeable companion*
PL® lady Is likewise- an affable well-bred woman, and appears
to be between thrltyand forty years of age* I was present
at several of his sermons, which he delivered off hand, with
all the graoee of acti^i and voice, and with all the success
which ah easy axterapore delivery is apt to have with such as
never saw anything like it before, or at least 'till of late*
Such was the universal attention, when he preached at church
in particular Jthat tho* we were very much thronged, there was
nothing to interrupt him, but every now and then a groan or
sob from his hearers, and sometimes a cough, with which him
self is very much troubled, that sometimes made us apprehen
sive that he would scaree be able to fInleh what he had to
say to us, and, which I have since heard, he eanhardly be
prevailed with to takeany thing for. One or two-of .his
discourses made no great impression upon me, perhaps through
my want of judgementj you may be better informed by those
that have more; But the one he preached at church, left
Cl) Tindnla Qamette* 4 dwauary 1739 £17401.
(2) Fbote, Sketches. I, 121.

Morris gave the date as 1740.

Wrglnl* Qaaett®. 3 October 1745s A®- WZTEFimD arriv'd in
E P m t m County last T O DAT, and preach'd several Times to largo
Audiences."

various impressions on ms; it was upon that sublime subject
in the Revelations of St. John, I am Alpha and Omega; the
Beginning and the hading. He intro&iced his discourse with
& thought, to me, most beautiful, and I confess altogether
new; hut I have found since, in conversing with those more
read in divinity, that it is Tory commonly to he met with;
his words were nearly these, Hhsn great potentates and princes
would issue a decree or proclamation, they always either
prefix or annex their titles, that by this means their
authority may not he disputed: He prosecuted his discourse
by a comment upon the words of the text, inferring from thence;
that Christ ought to be our beginning and ending; the main
drift sad view of all our actions. He descended further
into particulars, and In speaking of prayer, meed this remark
able expression, that the best prayer we ever made in our
lives, deserved damnation; which at first shocked me, and
which I confess t could mot comprehend. And when he was
(if I remember right) treating of regeneration, he had this
unusual phrase; Christ (says he) first draws the outlines
of the picture, then fills It up and illuminates it, and,
after having -tamped his own diving Image on it, carries
It and hangs it up in the dining room of heaven, to be admired
by saints and angels: and when he found M s congregation began
to sign and weep, he comforted them with this saying, That there
was ne'er & poof bleating iaafe in the congregation which God
would not take care of and have a regard fort Which 1 the
rather take notice of, because I observed the people's grief
was bare moreeudible than before. Every body's discourse
here, is abotrt hia; and as he is a mam who has one time or
cither very much euployed the thoughts of, and oat a great
figure, in the world, every thing he says is with more than
ordinary care treasured up; by which means we may perhaps,
hereafter, be enabled to ibrm a right judgementof the sum.
He refused (I hear) to preach In the Meeting-house here; and
bid a man (who had a mind to have his child baptised by him)
go to his parish minister; and when he seemed unwilling to do
that, told him, "Tims a silly scrufJle, and that this would
be a means of bringing persecution on the people of God, and
that not for righteousness sake either. X have been inforaed,
that when he was giving (in private conversation) an account
of his ordination, to those that were with him, he intimated,
that he could not think he had a call to the ministry, 'til
his friends insisted vSby hard on him, sad chiefly 'til the
bishop, who had a wery great respect for him, pressed him to
take orders, before the age at which others were usually adr»
witted. He seams entirely void of the fear of death, and (I
am told) In order to prove that, he related, that he had been
known to have sung Psalms while a blister was cutting.

These, and probably other like expressions, which you
stay learn from those that heard him, exalt M m in the eyes
of same, but rather lessen him in the opinion of others;
however, all in general have so much value for him, that
they contributed handsomely towards his travelling expenses,
some putting in gold and others silver, according to their
several abilities, the colieatlon being made without his
sollicitation: And if he is as sincere as he seems to be,
he deserves to be rewarded for his pains; For, he that
labours in the Gospel, must live by the Gospels (1)
This vivid account of Whitefield*s first visit to Hanover Is
augmented fey the account which Patrick Henry wrote to the Commissary
'
after Whitefield had preached there;
Hr. Whitefield lodged at a house in my parish Friday
night,.,and the next morning the master of the house*Vfrote
me, that his guest was desirous to preach in the church
the day following, if X would give him leave; my answer was
in these words— (Please to t e H Hr. Whitefield that if he
Will come to my house that X may have some conversation with
him, I shall be able to determine whether or not It will be
proper for me to allow him the use of my pulpit tomorrow,)
Hr, Whitefield did not come near me, nor heard X
anything from him; Kext day X set out for church and was
told by the way that- he was to preach either in the church
or churchyard. X ^raind a great multitude waiting for him at
church, and after corsulting some ©f ay friends, I thought
It advlseable to give him leave to preach in the church,
on this condition that he read the cosmon prayer, etc.,
before seraon, which when he came he consented to do; and
accordingly read prayers and preached. Xf X had refused M m
access to the churc h, he would have preached in the church
yard* or very near it, and there tbit Whole congregation would
have gone over to him, this was what I plainly foresaw as
did also my friends; for the the numbers of his followers
there were but few, yet all the people to a man had a great
desire to hear the famous Whitefield. And besides, as all
our new-light men were present who [exclaim at our liturgy?)
I thought that their gr«ht Apostle's using it, must infallibly
sllsneJPthem for ever on that subject.
These, Sir, were say chief reasons for allowing Whitefield
to preach in the church, and X shall be extremely gAid if you
approve of them. (2)
Cl) findnla ■
G w t t e . ;21 0ctober l7ii.5. The writer indicates plainly
that he Is not a Dissenter ■himself, but does not take any of the bitter
attitude shown by Patrick Henry in the following letter. The article
is too long to retain the original capitalisation and still be easily read.
(2) Patrick Henry to William Dawson, 14 October 1745, Dawson MBS.

Whitefield was not actively opposed by the clergy at the time
of his first visit to Virginia, but by the time he returned for thi s
visit in 1745 the Established Church had turned Its back on him in
all the Colonies*

Henry’s apology for allowing him to speak Jin ihJhs

church is a typical example of the attitude taken within the Church
to the islnister who preferred the company of Dissenters to that of
the clergy of his own communion.

In 1744 Whitefield published in

Bksgland a pamphlet in anewer to the Moglish bishops' Observations upon
th« fi&nduct § M kshAMlPWT M

& Strtftia »»<** W & I l r designated by the

name of Methodists* *. * and the Bishop of London alerted his Canals sary
in Virginia to be prepared to meet it*

Even before the reply was

printed (it was printed in both London and Boston in 1744)

the Bishop

sent a supply of the Observations to Dawson to be distributed.

Of

these pamphlets emit to Virginia the bishop wrote# "...[they! have had
a good effect here, and X hope may do some good In the Plantations,« (1)
If his owe church ahtmnsd his preaching, the Hew~Lights of all
denominations welcomed his ministry with rejoicing*

In the Middle

Colonies M s closest friends were the sealous group of Presbyterian
ministers associated with William Tennant and his sons*

Through preach

ing to their congregations and travelling with them throughout the
Colonies Whitefield definitely linked the revival in their churches with
the world-wide movement, at the same time becoming the most honored
evangelist among their people*
in Mew Ingland. (2)

In company with Gilbert Tennant be preached

He was received by high and low alike, yet opposed

(1) There are two letters in the Dawson MSS from Sdmmnd, Bishop of London
to Commissary Dawson; m m dated 6 Septeafcer 1744, the other undated, but
coming slightly before the other.
(2) A letter in the Mhltefleld Letters in the Library of Congress from
one Henry Sherburne, Jr., dated 7 August 1747, very neatly expresses

at ovary turn by the conservative elements in ail denominations*
Governors and wealthy non sent their carriages to convey him from
place to place, and crowds of hundreds rode with him for miles
when ha left their city*
It should not be thought, though, that he moved pleasantly from
triumph to triumph in the midst of ease and acclaim* (1)

Once he was

nearly drowned while swimming his horse across the Potomac, and often
he noted in his Journal the howling of wolves around his camp at
night.

But he ceaselessly traveled up and down the seaboard in the

Lord*s work.

Be planned Hegro schools to be established in Philadel

phia and Virginia, but had to abandon the plan.
everywhere for his orphanage in Georgia*

He begged contributions

Mors than any one man, he

■ads of the Great Awakening in America a national, and international,
movement, (a)
Despite his friendly relations with James Blair, and his correct
ness in sending Patrick Henry's parishioners to hla for baptism
according to custom, there was no note of general approval of his
own church's clergy*

Whitefield was not very charitable, to say

the effect of this trip? "If you could come back again from Boston and
spend a week or two with us it might be greatly blessed: like clinching
a noil that has bean drove**« ,*
(1) Leonard W* Labaree in his fine presentation of the conservative
attitude toward the Awakening, ( "The Conservative Attitude Toward the
Great Awakening, * 1 W(3} 331-352) gives the impression that ffoltefleld
purposely; avoided the frontiers. My impression is that he followed the
roads for rapid transit but did not avoid rural areas, like Hanover, or
pointedly
engagements in the dilss*
(2) Illustrative of this linking process Is a letter written by Davies'
friend John Hedgers, long after he was denied admittance to Virginia,—
written from St* Georges, Delaware, 4 July 1757: "The Word also runs
and is indeed glorified In Virginia under Messrs* Davies, Tod, Wright,
Martin and Henry, especially the first and last of these dear men of
God*" This letter Is in the collection of Whitefield Letters in the
Library of Congress*

the least, In his appraisal of the Anglican rectors in America when,
somewhere an route from Pennsylvania to Georgia in 1740# be wrote the
Society for the Propagation of the Gospels
It is too evident, that most of them ere corrupt in
their principles, mad immoral in their practices, and many of
them such as could not stand their trials amongst the
Dissenters, or were discarded by them for their prophaaess
and irregularities. Our church seems to be their last
refuge, so that it Is almost become a seaman saying,
that anything will make a church parson*
e

e

e

e

e

o

e

e

•

a

•

If you had a mind only to establish the fora of religion,
sending such v a s a o d l v . despicable ministers, wbuldrender even
that ineffectual. I*br tno* the dissenters have lost much of
the power of Godliness, yet they have enough left to shame
us;*** • (1)
Whitefield was not particularly vindictive, and the tenor of the
letter quoted above was somewhat belied by his actions, which were often
more considerate.

In his relations with the Tezments he accurately

noted:"...as far as X can learn, both he [William fennent, Senior) and
his sons cure secretly despised by the generality of the synod*" (2)
Tet when Davies and Gilbert Tennant visited England and followed the
advice of leading Dissenters not to openly ally themselves with him
nor lodge with him, he apparently did not take the umbrage he might
}

have and welcomed them when they come privately to visit him* (3)
Whitefield*s particular contribution to the movement in Hanover
has been noted, and his love for the Hew Light Presbyterian ministers
who preached there served as an additional tie to that congregation.
(1) Taken by itself this letter from Whitefield to the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel, in the Fhlhaa* Transcripts, might seem an
unprovoked attack by one not noted for his tactfulness. But in A Sermon
Pwwctwd Bfffor* t&L
SocA.ftV Jss: tij, fni.amlten o£ S &
Gospel in Foreign Farts*** (London* I T w V b y Samuel, Lord Bishop of
St. Asaph's the editor announces on page six: "the Society desire their

friends in America to be so Just to them, when any person appears
there under the Character of a Clergyman of the Church of England*
hut his Behaviour disgraces that Character, to examine, as far as
may be, into his Letters or Orders, and his name and circumstances,
and to inspect the publick List of the Semes of the Missionaries
of this Society, published annually with the Abstract of their
Proceedings; and the Society are fbXXy persuaded, It will appear
that such unworthy Person is one, whom his own bad Conduct and
desperate Fortune have brought thither, without the Knowledge of
the Society; But i f it should happen, that any such should come
thither from them, they intreat their Friends in America. In the
sacred Hams of Christ, to inform them, and they will cut away from
them that mlcked Person*" In the original letter to which this note
refers, a line was'drawn through the word "common. M
(3) Foote, Sketches. X, 244, quoting Davies1 diary for 26 December 1753*
(2) Belcher, Georg* tthltofleld. 106*

XX.
T M RKVEREJID PATRICK HKHHX.
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Some of the elsrgy of the Established Church
core vehement In their opposition to these young
men CDaviea and Hodgersl. One of the clergy of
Hanover followed Messrs. Davies and Hedgers to
Williamsburg, and complained that Mr. Dodgers had
pxeached In the province without license, and
demanded the rigorous enforcement of the law.
From members of the Connell he met encouragements
but from the Governor a rebuke— *1 am surprised
at you1— you profess to be a minister of Jesus
Christ,— and you come and complain of a man,— and
wish ms to punish him for preaching the gospel!
For shame, Sir! Go home, and mind your own duty.
For such a piece of conduct, you deserve to have
your gown stripped over your shoulders. "
— -William Henry Fbote,

pigp sjl xyzfefew

On the eleventh of June 1737 the Reverend Patrick Br^ry became
rector of St. Paul1a Pariah, Hanover County. The uncle of the future
governor of Virginia (hie namesake, who often signed himself "Patrick
Henry, Junior”) was born and educated in England.

Around the year

1732 he cane to Virginia where his brother John was successful in
laying the foundation of a fbrtune and reputation. (1)

The young

minister was Inducted Into the parish of St. George, Spotsylvania
County, In 1732, the same year the county seat was moved from
Germania to Fredericksburg end a church was built there. (2)
little is known of the ministry of Patrick Henry in St. George
Parish, but the baekg.round of the parish itself is worthy of note.
Created in 1720, the parish and county contained one of the two notable
groups of non-English settlers who were accorded special attention by
the Colonial legislature.

The Germans who worked Alexander Spotswood's

iron mines were peasants and workmen from a section troubled with
religious stress and turmoil.

While there is no record of their being

affected by the Pietist and Moravian movements in their homeland, that
the influence of these movements *— European counterparts of the Great
Awakening— ., was not unknown in their religious thinking would be rea
sonable.

X think it should not be ruled as Impossible that Patrick

Henry brought from this parish to his charge at St. Paul's Parish a
firsthand knowledge of Enthusiasm and Dissent.
(1) Henry was K.B. for Virginia 31 July 1732. On 26 March and 5 June 1735
Patrick Henry witnessed deeds in Hanover County. ("Records of Hanover
County," cthe "Small Book*? edited by S. 0. Southall, 21 11(1) 59,60.)
(2) Meade, Old Churches. XX-6S.

From the vestry book of St. Paul's Parish wo l o a m that Henry
first preached in Hanover in May 1737, and at the moating on 11 Jana
1737 ho received a call to the pariah. (1)

Incidentally, at the

earns mooting his brother John was elected a vestryman*

little is

said in any of the records, contemporary or recent, of this minister,
nor have many of hla letters been kept through which we may catch a
glimpse of his personal life.
One characteristic of the rector o f St. Paul *s becomes apparent
from the accounts rf these years.
and argumentative.

He was contentious, high-tempered,

From fewer accounts we learn that he was also

jealous of Jiis position, hasty in action, a leader and an active person
rather than a quiet country person.

In 17Jk$ or 1747 Henry began a long

quarrel with his neighboring minister, Alexander White of St. David's
Parish, King William, that led to personal recriminations, appeals to
the Conmlssary, and threats of legal action.

As this caste in the midst

of the Presbyterian revival In Hanover, it was very important in shaping
the opinion of the Established Church and Its clergy*
Whatever Henry's faults were in connection with this quarrel, and
he certainly was not,without blame to some extent, he seems to have had
the interest of the Church sincerely at heart.

In 1747 Henry wrote a

letter to the Commissary In which he complained of White's action, and
among other things that he had filled -"to fill Brunskill's pulpit as
promised, to go with a friend to clean out a boat.M (2)

The fact that

(1) Vestry Book o£ St. Paul'. Parish. 147, I48.
(2) Patrick Henry to Will la. Dawson, 2? [21?] Hovember 174?, Daitaoh US3.

Henry had carried the complaint to the Commissary did not endear
him to White.

But to Henry keeping friendly relations with White

was less Important than trying to realty a situation which was
hurting both him and the Established Church.

In writing the Commissary

Henry put his finger on the sore spot of Mbits's actions: "These things,
X told you, but especially the last, gave offence to the Dissenters and
all well disposed people who heard of it**. •* (1)

Of the truth of

this charge there can be little doubt, and Henry Insisted he had cautioned
his neighbor against "certain actions which would be apt to open the
souths of the enemies* •• •* But there Is certainly the eleaent of
jealousy, personal pleque, and self-Justification In the further complaint
of the rector to his superior:
I am sincerely desirous to promote the credit of
religion, and the dignity of the officers thereof, and
especially now, when the enemies of true and reasonable
religion have their eyes upon us and do all they can to
fasten reproaches upon all who promote true Christianity
in opposition to blind enthusiasm* ** •
*
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
•
•
•
«
[White! represented me as a very false man [from a
statement White was reputed to have mads at the Newcastle
fair}...So that now, X have the new lights on one side,
and Hr* White’s companions the gamesters, etc [*,] on the
other, throwing dirt at me, with great fbry and no mercy. *
To conclude bis report to the Gonalssary, the rector begs him for
aid, "rescuing ms from the cruel treatment [especially] of Mr. Mtiite's
party, who are the aore outrageous*.. .»
Xt would be much easier to evaluate Henry's part in this quarrel
If we could take at face value the letters of Hhite to the Coemiaaary*
But even more so than in the case of the rector of St. Paul's it Is
(1) Patrick Henry to William Dawson, 27 [21?] November 1747, Dawson MSS*
A H quotations on this page are from this letter*

necessary to remember that White was writing to his superior who was
not in close touch with the local situation, but who wight cause
serious trouble for him*

Perhaps a different view of hie position as

a minister wight protect the clergyman's letter from the suspicion of
hypocrisy when he wrote: “...when I must fall a sacrifice to hie
resentments*

X confess, Good Sir, X aw really sorry that such a thing

should have happened; and X aw unwilling to enter the lists with Mr.
Henry, as a Brother: and wore especially at this time, when there is
such a defection from the Church, and particularly in his own parish,.." (1)
This last malicious dig by the rector of St* David's should not be
unduly credited as a statement of opinion current, but does indicate that
there way have been soas feeling among the clergy that Henry was la sows
measure responsible Ibr the falling away of his parishioners into Dissent*
White professed to have been unable to explain to his people (upon
his return from Williamsburg on a recent visit when he had talked with
the Commissary) the truth In the tguarrel **..•as I could not do this,
without totseking upon Mr. Henry's character; this has convinced the
world that he is really the man they took him to be and his being found
out (I am sorry it was by am) to be a deesltfull man and accuser of the
brethren

This has irritated him to such a degree, that he Is all

rage and fury; and threatened vengeance against me, and Is resolved to
expose me to all the world in the most uncharitable manner (How unbecoming
a teacher of the Gospel of peace this is, X leave to you to Judge*)*.. .rt
Touching the occurrences at tie Newcastle fair, White wrote in the same
(1) A letter fVom St* David's Parish, almost certainly from Alexander
White, to Commissary Dawson, 9 (October?3 1747*

letter that although he desired to settle the quarrel then and
there, Henry would not talk with him.
What transpired in their quarrel at the turn of the year we
do not know, but it appears that Henry was upheld by the Commissary,
for In February White wrote Dawsons
"...for tho* his animadversions upon as are cruel and
severe, yet when I consider from whence they came they do
not make me at all uneasy*..but for him to go and asperse
my character behind my back, and to endeavor to render me
little In your esteem; and at the same time to pretend the
greatest friendship to my face, is such a piece of conduct
as is scarce to be paralleled, and, 1 believe, none but
himself would have been guilty of the like*.* •” (1)
But even if It appeared that spring

a victory for Henry who

«*•* seems to be in high spirits and thinks himself more thanconqueror,n
the effects of the quarrel were not forgotten.

White reminded Dawson

**. .1 cannot soon forget his inhumane cruelty done to my character,
upon my first setting out in the world**. .11 (2) The culpability of
neither man is as important to this.study as was the effect of their
quarrel upon the Dissenters and those members of the Established Church
who during these years Joined them* (3}
Alexander White was not the only person with whom Henry quarreled,
as his character as revealed in his letters would almost promise*

The

same year in which he was Involved in this quarrel, and possSbly bringing
(1) Alexander White to William Dawson, 19 February 174&, Dawson MSS*
(2) from the letter quoted above* White had been ordained in 1745, and
was licensed fbr Virginia 10 June 1?45 (K.B. 12 June 1745) and was still
rector of St. David's at the time of his death, about 1775* We was one
of the ministers wpo sued for his salary under the s1Two Penny Act."
(3) The solution also had its effect upon the Established Church* Elisa
beth H* Davidson wrote: "...and In 174? he (William Dawson! managed to
bring about a peaceable settlement between the eider Patrick Henry and
Alexander White, when tbs former was threatening to bring suit before
a court of oyer and terminer." ("The Establishment of the English Church
In Continental American Colonics, * Historical
the Trinity fellflSgs
Historical Society, Series XX, Durham, M. C*, 1936, page S$.)

him into conflict with the "companions the gamesters” mentioned above,
a new problem for the rector of St. Paul's arose when one George Purdie
desired to be emit for England for orders and to return to settle in
Hanover*

Patrick Henry wrote the Commissary telling of the Ignorance

and bad character of Fnrdie, but at the same time contrary letters were
written by certain Virginia merchants* (1)

The scandalous conduct of

that man after his ordination, and his dismissal for ill-conduct after
outrageous actions in his two ministries at Lunenburg County* s Cumberland
Parish and St. Andrew's in Brunswick (between 1750 and 1760), would
uphold Henry's appraisal of him*

This development of events in the future,

however, could not bo called to witness in Henry's favor before his neighbors
in Hanover in 1747* (2)
At the time all this Was occuring Henry was fully aware of the danger
to the Established Church of the Hew Light activity in his parish, and
of the spread of Dissent in eastern Virginia.

It may have been his long

expertmice with Dissenters in his own and neighboring parishes, an exper
ience probably greater and more keenly taken to heart than that of any
other minister in t,he Colony, that stirred him to the initiative he took
In the fight against those who were tolling the members away from the
Established Church*
In 1745» when the discomforted John Thomson had come to the rector
of St* Paul's Parish with hie complaint of having been shut out of the
(1) Patrick Henry to [William Dawson 1, 2 July 1747, Fulham Transcripts*
(2) Heads, Old Churches. X, 4$3, 477-W. Purdie may be recognised in
letters quoted in this paper from Perry's Collections fro® his parishes
even when he is not mentioned by name*

reading-house, Henry had written Comalssary Dawson:
Be [Jofai Thomson! is, in my opinion, a man of learning
and good sense, a strenuous opposer of these new preachers
and Whitefield, having published two small treatises against
them (which I think are well performed) and I believe he is
a man of piety and veracity, so that his information may be
looked upon as true. (1)A
It was probably the influence ©f Thomson's visit that Inspired
Henry to have John Caldwell's An Impartial Trial of the Spirit Operating
in this Part of the World reprinted in Williamsburg to combat the grow
ing influence of the Hew Lights.
activities.

Nor was this the extent of the rector's

In December 1747 he was Joined by a competent writer and

ambitious clergyman from near-by Henrico Parish:

”1 informed you that

the Revd. Mr. Stlth proposed to concur with me in drawing up a petition
to the gpvernor and council concerning the itinerant preachers.M (2)
In a similar petition to Bouse of Burgesses in 1751 Henry was Joined
by David Bosaosk, John Bnmskill, John Robertson, and Robert Barrett. (3)
That Henry was successful to a point in his attempt to arouse
churchmen to the danger of the spreading revolt from the Church , in
his parish and in the Colony, can be seen in the opposition encountered
by Davies for years after the Prosbyterl&n Church was planted and flour
ishing in the eastern part of Virginia*
The Bishop of London wrote William Dawson in 1747: **I am sorry to
find that the Methodists continue to be so troublesome among you; and
(1) Patrick Henry to HUllam Dawson, 13 February 1744/5* Dawson MSS.
Sabln lists a treatise by Thomson in 1729 and two in l?4l, all published
in Philadelphia. It was probably the latter two that Hairy referred to.
(2) Patrick Henry to HUllam Dawson, 3 December 1747.
(3) Perry, Collections. I, 381-3* This is Included in this paper as
Appehdix IV. John Robertson (K.B. 4 February 1745/6) was rector of
St. Jamea-Sontham 1746-51 and of St. John's, King William, 1752-56.
Robert Barrett (K.B. 5 December 1737) mis rector of St. Martin's, Hanover
and Louisa, 1754-87, probably earlier and later (this letter would indicate
he was rector of St. Martin's as early as 1751).

I thank you and Mr. Benry for the {mists you take in opposing them,
and particularly for the wise and reasonable letter which you
transmitted to as, as written by him. ” (1)

The following year the

Bishop of London again wrote his Commissary:
X thank you for your copy of Mr. Heaiy*s account of
the Methodists; which is Judiciously written, and gives a
d e a r and dlstlnet view of their doctrines and practices;
and shows, that Enthusiasm Is in some respects carried to
higher degrees there, than it is with as. The printed
paper is a rational caution to those who are not already
infected, against being seduced by them; but an to those who
are already seduced, there is m reasoning with people,, who
have got it into their heads, that they think and act under
the iamsdi&te guidance of the Spirit. (2)
The ministry of Reverend Patrick Henry in St. Paul's Pariah is a
factor in the decision to leave the Church made by some of his parishloners.

He had beat there long enough for them to know what type of

Gospel he preached, and they rejected it.

He was asalone in his care

for the name of the Established Church, yet his seal was mixed with
personal feelings and without humility.

Sis quarrels with his neighbors

merely confirmed the Mew Lights in their belief that he was not am
adequate pastor of his flock.

Although he avoided the pitfalls of moral

obliquity, he failed to attract by bis Christian example.

He cannot bear

too large a share for the ministry he offered in fixing the responsibility
for the Dissenters' decision, but he cannot be freed of fair share of
that responsibility.
(1) Edmund, Bishop of London to William Dawson, 19 June [July?! 1747,
Dawson M3S.
(2) Edmund, ®iahop of London to William Dawson, 28 February [?! 1748*
Dawson MSS.
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Impressed with & sense of the truths he Is about to
deliver, & preacher disregards the applause or the contempt
of his audience, and he Insensibly assures a ^Juat and
renly sincerity. With this talent alone re see shat crowds
are drawn around enthusiasts, even destitute of ooaren
sense; what nunbers converted to Christianity? Folly nay
soretires set an example for wisdom to practice, and our
regular divines may borrow Instruction from even retbodlsts,
who go their circuits and preach prises among the populace.
Even Whitefield may be placed as a model to some of our
young divines; let them Join their own good sense to his
earnest manner of delivery.
Oliver Goldsmith, "Gn the
English Clergy and Popular
Preachers,19 the Works of
m s?£
zxo.

aaaatefe. xxx,

Prom the overwhelming evidence regarding the pert it played in
the dissatisfaction leading to the Great Awakening,
be paid to the preaching of the day.

sobs

attention must

Some idea of the difference in

the seraons of the average pastor, and that of the Knthusiasties, can be
gained fro* reading the printed semens.

But this is insufficient, as

the manner of delivery played a great part in the effectiveness of
preaching then as today.

A contemporary account of the methods of preach*

Ing has been left as, fortunately, by a master.

Oliver Goldsmith had

an opportunity to compare the system of preaching in the Church of Bngland with that heard among the Methodists.
services where Whitefield himself preached.

Possibly he attended
His testimony is germane,

and can be substantiated by dosens of scattered accounts in Virginia
and the other Colonies, though none is so. veil written.
Hen of real sense and understanding prefer a prudent
mediocrity to a precarious popularity; and, fearing to
outdo their duty, leave it half done. Their discourses
from the pulpit are generally dry, methodical, and unaffeeting; delivered with the most insipid calmness;
insomuch, that, should the peaceful preacher lift his head
over the cushion, which alone he seems to address, he
might discover his audience, instead of being awakened to
remorse, actually sleeping over his methodical and laboured
composition.
This method of preaching is, however, by some called mi
address to reason, and not to the passions; this is styled the
making of converts from convictions but such are indifferently
acquainted with human nature, who are not sensible, that men
seldom reason about their debaucheries when headlong passim dictates;
in all other ouch cases we should arm one passion against another:
it is with the human mind as in nature, from the mixture of two
opposites the result is most frequently mental tranquillity.

Those who attempt to reason us cmt of our follies, begin
at the wrong end, since the attempt naturally presupposes
us capable of this, Is one great point of the cure. (1)
From a less renowned, but no less graphic, pen comes a very
telling indictment of the ministers of the Established Church in
Virginia, and their pulpit manners.

In the Virginia Qaaette for

21 January 173V is the following paragraph on story-tellers.
Although it can never be established as fact, it is not stretching
credulity too far to think that this piece was read with agreement
by church-goers In St. Paul's and surrounding parishes:
As for instance if one of these £story-tellers! be
a preacher of God's Iford, by far-fetched criticisms,
numerous divisions, and sub-divisions, incoherent dig
ressions, tedious repetitions, useless remarks, weak
answers to strong objections, inferences to no premises,
tedious exhortations, and many other methods of pro
traction, he shall draw you out a discourse for an hour
and a quarter, unequally dispensing opium and edification
to his flock, there being seven sleepers tor one hearer*
It was Just such preaching as this by James Blair , who was no
inferior preacher, that caused Will ism Byrd, who was no inferior
critic, to write a few years earlier:

"We rods to Jamestown Churdh

where Hr. Commissary preached. •. . Nothing could hinder me from
sleeping at church, though X took a great deal of pains against it." (2)
It was in such a time, when sermons were marked by arid logle
and pedantic delivery, that the Great Awakening entered the Colony,
borne by orators of flaming seal*

Jonathan Edwards could stir his

Hew England congregation with his message despite his immobile
(1) Oliver Goldsmith, *Qn the &*glish Clergy and Popular Preachers, *
Works.... XIX, 208, 209.
M a r y of miliam grot of Weatover 1709-1712, 13 February

1709.

delivery and unmarked voice, but it m e not Edwards who brought
the Sew Light message to Virginia.

From the appearance of George

Whitefield and Gilbert Tennant, through the years of Davies1 ministry,
into the afterglow of James Naddell, the mark of the Enthusiastic
preacher was his Impassioned pulpit address.

The printed sermons of

Whitefleld were considered, even in his lifetime, as inferior to
those by many of the widely read divines.

When the voice of the

evangelist thundered the same sermons to an eager congregation of
five or ten thousand listeners, though, the intensity of the preacher
and the immediacy of the message stirred a community.

Zt was this

happy combination of message and delivery that gathered crowds of two
and three thousand to hear Whitefield in the rural communities of
Delaware, in Hanover, and in Wllllazisburg^ — a feat that would be
considered remarkable today, especially if the sermon could be heard.
Tet to those cm the outskirts of these vast crowds, sitting on their
horses or the tops of their carriages, the voice of the evangelist
carried, as the skeptical Benjamin Franklin was forced to admit.

Nor

was Whitefleld alone In this field, for his associates, and particularly
Davies mad Tennant, preached under the same conditions with comparable
results.
The manner of preaching by the Hew Lights was a welcomed change to
many of the Dissenters in Virginia, but even more welcome was the
content of the sermoh.

Despite the aversion felt by their detractors

toward an emotional appeal in preaching, the deep conviction of the
preachers necessitated a direct challenge to the concentrated attention
of their hearers.

This does not mean that the sermon was any less well

planned, as an attempt to outline one of the intricately eonetructed
sermons of Davies9 will show.

It does mean that the calm talk on

a selected religious topic which could lull William Byrd to sleep mas
discarded entirely by the Hem Lights.

It means that the solemn content

of the sermon, the rhetorical prowress of the minister, the quickly
communicated emotional reaction of the congregation, and the intense
conviction underlying the faith of both preacher and hearer completely
changed the form and meaning of the church service.
Looking b^Pk on this period* the Heverend Horatlua Bonar, editor
of the 1845 edition of John Gillies1 Historical Collections Belating To
Remarkable Periods Of The Success Of The Gospel, described the preaching
of the Awakening by portraying the ministers2
They liftedup their voices, and spared not. There
mas no flinching, no flattering, or prophesying of smooth
things. Perhaps they excelled more in the proclamation of
the law, and its eternal penalties, than in the declaration
of the glad tidings of great icy, through Him who finished
transgression, and made an end of sin on the cross. There
is sometimes a lack of fulness and liberty in their statements
of the gospeli there Is a constraint about some of their
sermons, as If they feared making the glad tidings too freej
there la, in their dealings with inquirers, a tendency to
throw them in upon their own acts, or feelings, or convictions,
instead of drawing them out at once to shat has been finished
on the cross, leading them to look for same preparatory work
in themselves, before rejoicing in the gospel; but still
there are at other times full exhibitions of the Saviour, and
free proclamations of his glorious gospel. Their preaching
seems to have been of the most masculine and fearless kind,
falling on the audience with tremendous power. (1)
t
Ho account has been left of Patrick Henry as a preacher, but
the monotonous manner in which David ICossom read his sermons, never
lifting his eyes from the manuscript, was noted by those he bored
(1) Horatius Booar,in the preface to
a»t<rlcaX CoUeotlon.
(Kelso, I845), vi-xi, gives a lengthy description or both the
ministers and their preaching.

with his reading. (1)

It was the contrast in the manner of delivering

sermons, and the language of the Hew tight sermons, which first
attracted natqr listeners.
Us have few descriptions of services In Hanover, and only a few
More suggestions In Davies *letters and sermons.

In addition to the

article from Hanover reporting Hhitsfleld's preaching there (quoted In
the preceding chapter), we have a description of a service at Eeshaminy,
Pennsylvania, which can be taken as a fair example of such a service
as he might h & W conducted in Hanover:
About twelve o ’clock, we came thither and found
3000 people gathered together in the meetlng~house
yard. Mir, Iba. Tennant, Jr., an eminent servant of Jesus
Christ, because we stayed beyond the time appointed,
was preaching to then* When X cams up, he soon stopped;
sung a psalm, and thon I began to speak as the lord gave
me utterance. At first, the people seemed unaffected,
but In the midst of my discourse, the power of the lord
Jesus came upon me, and X felt such a struggling within
me for the people as X scarce ever felt before, the
hearers began to be melted down immediately, and to cry
much; and we had good reason to hope the lord intended
good for many, After I had finished, Hr. Gilbert Tennant
gave a word ofexhortatiott, to confirm what had been
delivered. At th© end of his discourse we sang a psalm,
and dismissed the people with a blessing. (2)
Henry J, Ford,,' la his The Seotoh-Xriah In America, has pursued,
perhaps too far, the theory that the Sootch^lrish preachers were res
ponsible for changing the style of oratorical prose In America,
*.. .the parish minister was but a poor preacher— •very unapt to teach
or even to gain the attention of an audience. Being very near-sighted,
and preaching wholly by a written copy, he kept his eyes continually fixed
on the paper, and so near, that what he said seemed rather addressed to
the cushion, than to the congregation. Except at a time, when he wight
have a qu&rrol with any body— thenhe would straiten up, and speak lustily,
that all a&ght tttatinotly bear." J M J A g e 8£
SSSSKSSA BSS2BB»
...Sfrlttwi by hljuielf (Balti*ore, l3o6T21,22.
labors in America

Special Balarence to his
.- .................

Patrick Henry, nephew of the rector of St, P&altsFarish* was influenced
by the Ministry of the Presbyterian Church, to which his mother and sisters
belonged during Davies1 ministry inHcnover.

George 8. Bost, in his

thesis on Samuel Davies* agrees convincingly from the similarity of both
■manner and ideas that the model set by Davies inthe formative years of
the patriot Henry* a life (his eleventh to twenty-second years) was
primarily responsible for Henry* a fora. (1)
It' was this i n H M a t * on ^ptyrihab caused Ford to write; "...the evidence <points strongly to the fact that Davies was the founder of a
school of oratory that profoundly affected forensic method in America,
■
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(I) Georgs H, Bost# "Samuel Davies, Colonial Revivalist sad Champion
of
Toleration* CTjisSt Pfeu>D. Tbssis. OnivarfldLtv of Chlca&o. ■■
1941)* Best quotes fro* Sanuel Davie e* the Curse of Cowardice (London,
175®)s jfetgt:
maint,r^r“*% amini^nBd Wjth mtr
and cruel invaders, maintained at the expense of' property* liberty* life*
and everything dear andvaluable? maintained when it is in oar power to
vindicate our right* and do ourselves Justins? Is the work of pease then
our only business? Ic^ i o ittch & time* even the God of Peace proclaims
by his providence* "7o A m s . w
- Again* -tram thle'eeimM&-®Religion and Patriotisms "And Virginians.’
Britons! Christiana! Protestants! if these names have any Assort or energy*
will yon not strike home in such a cause?...T!here are the friends of htsuxi
i^ture? vdiere the lovers of liberty and religion? How is the time for
ydu to come forth 4tut dhow yourselves*" Compare with Patrick Henry’s*
"Gentlemen may cry* peace* peace!— -hut there is no peace. The war is
actually begtm! •..Our brethren are already in tip. fieldi *»iy stand we
■her* idle? 'What is it 'that gentlemen wish? What would they have? Xs life
so dsar* or peace so sweet* as to be purchased at tbs price of chains and
slavery? Forbid it*Al*ighty God.®
. In the accuwilation of effect, compare this passage from the sermon
**0n the Defeat of General Braddock”: "But what do X now seat Haht do 1
mew heart f<*';see the braaen sidles* the parshed soil* the withering ..fields*
the hopeless eprings* and the scanty ibrests. Uethinks I also he*£* the
sound of the trumpet* and see garments rolled in fcloodj the frontiers
ravaged by revengeful savages; the territories invaded by French perfidy
and violence.w Hear Henry •s similar use of acetusulalions **Hs have psb*
itloned; ws have remonstrated; we have supplicated; we have prostrated
ourselves before the throne... . Gur petitions have been slighted; our
remonstrances have produced additional violence and insult... •* Bostfs
parallel passages start; on' page 236 of hie thesis.

.

whether in the forum, in the pulpit, or at the bar." (1)

Despite th©

uncertainty of determining the amount of influence Davies* preaching
played on Patrick Henry, there can be no doubt about the effect it had
or

his congregation.

his pulpit oratory.

For a young man, Davies was well known indeed for
His friend Samuel Finley said of his preaching:

In the sacred Desk goal for God, and love to men
animated his addresses, and mads them tender, solemn,
pungent, and persuasive; while at the same time they
were ingenious, accurate, and oratorical. A certain
dignity of sentiment and stile, a venerable presence,
a commanding voice, and emphatical delivery, concurred
both to chars his audience, and overawe them into sil
ence and attention. (2)
Even more enthusiastic, If less authoritatively based, Is Ford’s
characterisation of Davies * style: "The new style, which was in effect
a personal harangue, was liable to serious defects.

It admitted possib

ilities of rant and incoherence against which the older method guarded.
Criticism on this score was directed against Gilbert Teraient himself.
It appears to have been the special work of Davies and his successors to
systematize the new method, imparting to it dignity and character and
establishing its artistic canons.

In so doing a distinctly American

school of oratory was fbunded, whose best examples view with the finest
passages of literature the world can furnish."(3)
(1) Henry J, Ford, The Scotch-Irlah in America. 391.
(2) Samuel Finley’s "A Sermon on the Death of Hr. Davies," prefixed to Sermons
on the Host Useful and Important Subjects. Adapted tt> the Family and Closet.
(London, 1768; also other editions), xxxtx. Compare Jarratt*© description of
Mossoa with David Bostwick’s of Davies: "With what majesty and grandeur, with
what energy and striking solemnity, with what powerful and almost irresistable
eloquence would he illustrate the truths, and inculcate the duties of Christ
ianity! Hount Sinai seemed to thunder f rom his lips, when he denounced the
tremendous curses of the law, and Bounded the dreadful alarm to the guilty,
secure, and impenitent sinners." (Found in many editions of Davies’ Sermons.
in the 3d American edition, Boston, 1811, page 54* 55)
(3) Henry J. Ford, The Scotch-Irlah in America. 399. The author recognised,
of course, the danger of the "tinsel rhetoric, affected emotion and pumped
enthusiasm" which less capable speakers fell into.

V

The effect of this type of preaching on the people of Hanover
say best be estimated by re-reading William Wirt's essay on the Blind
Preacher (Davies9 pupil, James Waddell) in £he British Sg[, or noting
the witness of the writer of the letter from Hanover in the Virginia
Gazette in 1745 quoted in the chapter on Whitefield*
There may be a tendency today to confuse the type of sermon preached
by Davies with the extemporaneous exhortation of the revivalist, who,
having a limited choice of themes (on all of which he has preached count
less times), from the fullness of his heart on his subject has no con
scious plan or even outline for his sermon.

In the. case of Davies, the

sermons preached to the congregation at Hanover were the result of long
hours of study and preparation.

Davies stated that he never delivered

a sermon on which he had spent less than four days In preparation; and
at another time answered an inquiry about his preparation saying that he
could not ask God to bless a sermon which had not cost him the utmost
labor of which he was capable. (1)
In seeking the causae of the rejection of the Established Church by
the Dissenters of Hanover, we cannot overlook their dissatisfaction with
the sermons of their parish church.

The satisfaction of the Dissenters

with the theology contained in the printed sermons of Baxter, Flavel,
Allaine and %iteileld could turn the pious to expexiiaantal religion,
yet the pulpit oratory of the Hew light ministers, and IVhitefield on his
visits to Hanover, drew many more to the Morris Reading-hQuaes, and to
the Presbyterian services.
(1) Edward Mack, "Our Presbyterian Heritage in Eastern Virginia" (Union
Seminary Review, separately printed in Richmond, 1924), 9- Many ministers
and seminary students are learning that Davies9 sermons will stand up well
today when outlined and probed for construction.

XX,
THE
#

#

#

There Is on© Gilbert Tennant lately a leading nan
In the Synod of Presbyterian® In Pennsylvania, who, with
one Hr. Freelenhausen a Dutch minister of Staton Island,
had, several years befbre Hr. fthit©field appeared In
America, preached soiae strange notions about religious
natters, which some other younger preachers imbibed from
them, but they had not authority enough to Impose these
notions opdn~the' people, till Uhltefield coming over
joined them, and then their notions and opinions were
everywhere published, and being espoused by tfhitefleld
and bis followers, became the current doctrines of that
joint party; and at a meeting pf the abovementioned
Synod at Philadelphia in May 174I this Tennent and eight
more of the members openly declared their separations
from the Synod, and have ever since that time continued
to meet by themselyes, to exercise a discipline of their
own framing, and have ordained & good many young preacher®,
whom they send Into all parts, of America, to disturb the
established churches of all denoiaiiiatiocis, requiring
almost no other quailficatlon in candidates for orders,
than, what they call, experiences of a work of grace in
their hearts* andthe preachers Who lately came into
Hanover were three of t2iose ordained by the Separatists
aboremantioned.
— Hev. Patrick Henry
to Commissary 191111am
Damson, 13 February
170. Dawson MSS.

Ho date has been assigned to the building of the Morris
Reading-houses• Apparently they ware built shortly before, or
In 1743.

The Dissenters occupied a curious position, not knowing

either their status befbre the law or their nature as a religious
group.

They had definitely separated themselves from the Established

Church, yet they had no scalesl&stloal government nor had they a
defined system of theology.

Their Ideas of the Gospel In which they

believed, and the application to their lives, they understood quite
well.

To all intents and purposes, though, it was home-made and not

allied to any existing system.
Individually mad in groups the Dissenters began to feel the
fhree of the religious laws of the *^>Xony and to incur Its penalties.
Charles Campbell his condensed the situation of the Dissenters In &
short paragraphs
Those who frequented them (the reading-houaee] were
fined for absenting themselves from church, and Morris
himself often incurred this penalty. When called on by
the general court to declare to what denomination they
belonged, these unsophisticated dissenters, knowing little
of any such except the Quakers, and not knowing what else
to call t hamselves, assumed for the present the nans of
Lutherans, (unaware that this appelatien had been approp
riated by others,) but shortly afterwards they relinquished
that name. Partaking in the rellglotia excitement which then
pervaded the colonies, limited In Information and In the
means of obtaln&ng it, these unorganised dissenters became
bewildered by discordant opinions. Some of them seemed to be
verging toward
mput it came to be a question
among them whether it was xdjdit to pray, since prayer could
not alter the Divine purposes, and it might be Impious to
desire that it should. At length, Morris and soma of his
assoalates were summoned to appear before the governor and
council at MllXi&moburg... • (1)
(1) Charles Campbell, History o£ the Colony and Ancient Ponihicm of Virginia
(Philadelphia, 1460),CXE3 , 439,440. Campbell relied for moat of his informa
tion on John Molt Bice’s articles and Davies* letter (Morris* narrative) to
Dr. Bellamy of Mew England as lev* Moses Huge, president o f Hampden Sidney,
"extracted® it for John W. Campbell*s A Hlstorr bf Virginia... (Philadelphia,
1813} -290n~310.

them le a story, which may wail be apocryphal, that mm the
four nan who were suwwonsed to fH3 laidwfg ware on their way they
were overtaken by a atom*

On© of then, travelling by hlneelf* took

shelter In a house where he found a "dusty old volu«©tt which, as he
read It he learned* contained wuch of the doctrine they had evolved in
the reading-bouso®. The owner gay© kin the volu*a«, which he took to
Wllliaiaoburg with hie.

When questioned by the Governor and ^ouaeil as

to their denoeiaation they presented this book as their creed.

It was

the pfesiniopterl confession of faith of the Scotch Presbyterian Church.
The Governor assured then they ware Presbyterians, and a second terrific
atom est the seal of approval on the choice as the Council was overawed*
Although the proof for this Incident is scent* it has persisted and gives
a basis for the congregation's sanding to Cub Creek to have the; visiting
Presbyterian Missionary there brought to Hanover to preach to than. (1)
XX*
on the Great Awaken
ing, offered hinself as a candidate for the Ministry befbre the Presby
tery of lew Brunswick 1 April 17AP.

The following year, oit the twenty-

seventh of May, he was licensed* ana on 4 August 1741 he was ordained
by the Presbytery sine tltulo*
This narrative is apparently based primarily if not solely on th©
account given by Rev. Pastes Rant in 1792. Hunt1© father «&i one of the
"four nan, * and probably the one. alluded to here. Janes hint kXeself
(who was later the teaser of WillIan Wirt) was believed by the author
%0 have witnessed woob of tbs events told* being converted by Robinson.
The account la given in 'Origin of Fresbyterl&nlsw in Virginia, * in the
gTMMt.Uwa .Bd m ^ W H O r Mwwutine. XX (1819), 34V-353- H o m a Drury Hog.,
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(Louisville* n*d. £0 X8 8 3 3 ) said of this accounts “This Incident should be
be put upon pemaneot record. Its sl&ilfie&nce is found in the fact that
tafc^ltgm* « n , -incr. irx&nvg g o ^
truth, t o * the study of tbs
Bible* and such negro assistance as their little library afforded, had
unconsciously been led $© the adoption of the doctrines contained in the
Presbyterian Confession of faith.»' (13) John Holt Rio© believed that
levies had csghtted this frow his account to save Gooch esb&rrasiinent.

On 2 June 1741 and again on 29 May 1742 petition© ©ore received
by Me© Brunswick Presbytery from "James River in Virginia1* beggingfbr
a minister to be supplied them. (3)

That winter Robinson was appointed

by the Presbytery to make a trip to Virginia and the Haw River in Morth
Carolina in response to petitions they had received. Chi his way to
dk&'t- ~7
Caldwell’s settlement on Cub Creek (in what is now. Prince Edward County)
Robinson m s arrested by the sheriff of Orange County as an itinerant*
Fbr some unexplained reason the sheriff released him before bringing
M m to Williamsburg, and the young minister went on hie way unmolested. (4)
There are two narratives, either conflicting or unrelated, which
tell how Robinson was led to come to Hanover to ireach.

According to

Robert Howison* s histoiy: *Xn 1743# & meaber of one of the Augusta con
gregations crossed the Blue Ridge to barter his grain for iron and
salt.

Meeting with some of Morris’s hearers, he conversed with them,

and was astonished to find that their views of religion coincided with
his own.

He advised them to send to the Valley, and invite a preacher

whom he had left there, to come and preach to them.» (5)

The other

story states that young people from the Hanover dissenting families
were visiting friends in Cub Creek and heard Robinson.

Recognising his

teachings as those confessed by the Dissenters at hone they informed
their parents, who sent two men to persuade him to come to Hanover and
fHotes ccKiusied fjom"1preceding page. S
" '
"
(2) George H. Ingram, "History of the Presbytery of Mew
Brunswick, m
7 4 143, 145; Sprague, Annals of the American Pulpit, III, 93*
(3) Ingram, ^History of the Presbytery of Mew Brunswick," 7 4 I49, 223.
(4} Sprague, Annala of tha M w r i c w Pajfl.lt. III, 93.
(5) Robert R. Howison, ft Hiatory of Virginia (Richmond. 1040), 175, 17&.
Howiaon is drawing on R. Davidson’s Hiatory of the Presbyterian church in
the State of Kentucky^ with a preliminary sketch of the churches in the
Valley of Virginia («,w York, 1847), 31. 32.

preach to them.

They missed the missionary at Cub Creek, bat rode

after him and overtook him, (1)

James Bunt’s narrative indicates

clearly the difficulties which the congregation had already encountered
In the matter of doctrine, and the delegates were Instructed to hear
him preach before Inviting hia to come.
(They heard Robinson, and) on consultation, were divided
in opinion. One thought that he was, in hie preaching, entirely
evangelical! the other, who was verging to the licentious
extreme...thought he dwelt too amah on the necessity of works,
and that thereby he at least clouded the doctrines of grace,
and threw a veil over the glories of divine sovereignty la the
salvation of man. But as they could not agree between themselves,
it was determined that they should give him a cordial invitation
In the name of the congregation, and If he would go to let the
people judge for themselves. (2)
The Reverend William Hill, who preached in this section In the closing
years of the eighteenth century but who knew many of the people from
these congregations, left this anecdote about Robinson’s arrival in
Hanover.

Robinson stopped at a tavern eight or ten miles from Hanover

on the night before he was to preach.

The tavern keeper was a very

profane man and Robinson ventured to reprove him for his profanity.
The host was sarcastic In asking Robinson* a reason for the reproof, and
surprised to learn he was a minister. "It Is said Mr. Robinson had had
the small pox very seriously, which had given him a vexy rough visage,
and deprived him of the sight of one of his eyes.*
proof an invitation to hear him preach the next day.

Robinson offered as
This the host

accepted on condition that Robinson preach on a subject he proposed.
(1) Hiller, Life of John ftodgers, 38*
(2) James Hunt’s narrative in "Origin of Preabyterianlsa In Virginia,1*

»rinm*ncai.gagfcttmnrHo&ftataiP..

331.

Th© text chosen by the sceptic was the passage from Psalms: "For 1
am fearfully anti wonderfully made. M Robinson considered this fair,
and agreed to preach on it.

"The man was at Mr. Robinson's meeting,

and that text was the theme of one of his sermons.

Before it was

finished, the wicked wan was made to feel that he was a monster, and
that he was fearfully and wonderfully made.

It Is said that

he became

a very pious and useful member of the church; and it Is thought Mr.
Davies alludes to this instance when he says, *1 have been the joyful
witness of the happy effects of those four semons upon sundry profligates,
who have ever since given good evidence of a thorough conversion from
sin to holiness!f>* (1)
The account of Robinson’s first sermon is one of the most revealing
incidents, both psychologically and ropertorl&lly, left recorded:
At the appointed time Mr. Robinson cams. He had been
obliged to ride the whoie of the preceding night in order
to avoid disappointing the people. Mhen he arrived at the
Reading-house, they were assembled in crouds (sic), waiting
for the preacher. On his appearance a scene ensued which
marked at once the consclentiousn©ss and the b implicity of
the parties on both sides. Mr. Morris and his friends,
though they had heard a high character of Mr. Robinson from
their children and others, thought proper to be more certain
as to his testimonials and his creed, before they suffered
him to address the congregation which had assembled. They,
therefore, took M m aside, while the people waited, and not
only requested to see his testimonials, which were ample; but
also proceeded to examine him as to his views of the leading
doctrines of the Gospel. To this Mr. Robinson submitted, not
only with meekness, but with affection; and having entirely
satisfied his examihers, he went into the house and began to
address the people. (2)
(1) fbote, Sketches. X, 131.
(2) Miller, Life of John Rodgers* 39. This author states that is was only
after Robinson had preached there, and explained the reason for his adherence
to M s denomination, that the Hanover group assumed the name of Presbyterian.
They then connected themselves with Meweastl© Presbytery, the nearest church
court, "and ever afterwards called themselves Presbyterians." (41,42).

Robinson preached for four days in Hanover, during which
tide he endeavored to correct the faults in doctrine that tiers
already threatening to split the group.

Re instructed them in

the methods of praying used by Dissenter* (Morris assures us that
before this no one had attempted extemporaneous prayer, all having
been brought up in the Church of England and accustomed to the
Book of Common Prayer), th© singing of hymns, and other forms of
congregational worship.

Strangely enough, none of the several accounts

tells at what stage a session was erected in the congregation.

To what

extent Robinson carried his organisational program we can only speculate.
But there seems to have been no question from that time forward that the
society which had gathered in the reading—houses would be transformed
into a Presbyterian congregation (or congregations).
When Robinson prepared to leave the people presented him with a
sum of money to cover his travelling expenses.

Although he assured them

he was in no need of it (apparently being fairly independent in means,
as was Makesste), they insisted that it was an offering and that they
could not well disperse it again.

He very aptly argued that one reason

for his refusal to accept the money was "that the enemies of the cause
of religion might, should he receive It, endeavor to represent him as a
mere mercenary* and thus wound and Injure the Infant flock; but ...(also]
he wished to preach without being burdensome to those among whom© he went
preaching the gospel. " (I)

Hhen they insisted, and according to at least

(1) Ja m s Hunt1s narrative In "Origins of ?r©sbyterianism in Virginia,"
w i and Literary Magazine. II, 352. John Holt Rice also recounts
th'is
of the Rev• Ssumiel Davies," page 116 of the same
volume. Of the two accounts Rice says in a footnotes "He received It
fTom an old lady, who in her youth heard the story. It is ei&irely likely
that Mr. Rant’s recollection was more accurate than hers." (353)*

one account; placed “
the money In his saddle-bags without his knowledge,
he agreed to take the money for the use of "a young man of my acquaintance
of prftpat

talents and piety, who is now studying with a view to the

ministry... •*

The money was applied to that young man’s education, and

James Hunt dramatically concludes the narrative:

*The poor young man

completed hie education, much sooner than he could have done without that
seasonable and providential aid*

And when licensed, was immediately, on

Mr* Robinson* s motion, directed by Presbytexy to visit Hanover county in
Virginia.

The stranger came, and, lof it was the great Samuel Davie si i

You, and the world know the sequel.n (1)
III.
Robinson* s organisation was sound, and probably helped to preserve
the group, both from schism and opposition from without*

The driving

force in the group was still, however, the original search for a more
satisfying personal religious experience which had led to the dissent
rather than the guidance of the Presbyterians. The group repeatedly
requested the newly erected Newcastle Presbytery to send them a minister,
or at least visiting evangelists.

Between 1?43 and 1748 the Presbytery

supplied missionaries as often as they could.
The next minister after Robinson to come from the Middle Colonies
was the Reverend John Blair*

Educated at Fagg Manor at the school of

his brother Samuel Blair, the young minister was considered a highly
qualified man in his profession, and probably merited the high praise
(1) James Huntfs narrative in "Origin of Fresbyteriatiisn in Virginia,
Evangelical and literary Magazine. II, 353-3'* Robinson was not able to
return to Virginia* "''Sts health broke down, and after a very short
ministry he died 3 August 1746, leaving his library to Davies. There is
a sketch of Robinson in Sprague1© Annals of the Ajt*rlcan Pulpit
93- .
94, ;and Foole has a sketch, primarily on his Virginia ministry In 'Sketches,
I

'
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paid him by writers partisan to the Awakening. (X)

Samuel Morris

tells of his ministry there, giving us an insight into the character
of the congregation In this incidents "One night in particular, a
whole houseful! of people was quite overcome with the power of the
word, particularly of one pungent sentence; and they would hardly sit
or stand or keep their passions under any proper restraihts.

So general

was the concent, daring his stay with us, and so ignorant were we of
the danger of apostasy, mo^e being brought tq^Christ at that time, than
now appear to have been, though there is still the greatest reason to
hope that several bound themselves to the Lord... .* (2)
Some time after Blair's return to the North, the Presbytery of
IftimeaatX* sent the Heverend John Hoan on a similar mission.

More

concrete evidence remains of the visit of Roan than of any other prede
cessor of Davies.

Roan, like Hilbert Yennent, John Thomson, Samuel

Finley, John and Samuel Blair, end so many others in the ministry of
the Presbyterian Church at the time, came from Ireland as a youth end
studied at Nilllem Tennant's Log College.
■
'

.
(

t
-

After his ordination by

Newcastle Presbytery Bean preached and taught a grammar school at Neafeaminy, Pennsylvania. (3)
In the winter of 3 ^ 4 the Presbytery of Newcastle sent loan on a
missionary trip to Virginia,

He was gladly welcomed in Hanover, and

stayed there for some time, preaching and continuing the ex&eggton and
organisational activities of the congregation founded by Robinson*
(1) Particularly the account by Boote, in Sketches. X, 133. X f e d that
Foote drew heavily on his appraisal of the case, rathee than on records
in describing fair's reception mid impression in Hanover. Blair was later
Vice-President and Professor of Theology at Princeton.
(2) Boot®, Sketches. X, 133.
(3) Sprague, Apnala of the k m r i o m Pulpit. XXX, 129-30. Miller in his
life of John dodgers stated that Bodgers attended Moan's school in 1741-

The wisdom of Newcastle Presbytery In sending &oan to Hanover
might well he questioned.

One of two possibilities presents Itself

as an explanation of the unhappy result of Roan's visit — unhappy,
that is, with respect to the difficulties to be experienced by the
stmglling congregation for years to come as a result of the fiery
*
■

evangelist's*ministry.

Quite probably the Presbytery did not realise

fully the precarious position of the dissenting congregation in a sit
uation distinctly different from that of the^Presbyterian churches in
the Middle Colonies, even those of the separated presbyteries.

The

Impression la forced on one, although never stated in specific terms,
that the eplit in the Hanover congregation between the moderate and
radical wings of the believers was well defined in these years.

This

division was probably less over theology (although the accounts explicit
ly mention the point of doctrine of work* or grace, and of interference
with God*« plan through prayer) than it was over the moral content of
the Christian message and emotional reaction to tbs Gospel*

Everywhere

the evangelical movement was plagued with the people who flocked into
the churches, claiming great piety and election but preceding to a license
*

.

8f conduct which neither their opponents nor their sincere co-religionista
could reconcile with the way of life taught by Christ.

There can be no

doubt from contemporary accounts from Hanover that this feeling existed
among numbers In this congregation.
Moan's preaching.

This element was strengthened, by

This does not Imply that Roan was guilty of preaching

false doctrine or incouraging immorality ,— hut the rashness and intemperate
language of his preaching matched that already used bythe fanatical a m 
bers of the group. At the risk of not bearing out the eomclnslans of

other writers on the Awakening (but only because no one has thoroughly
Investigated this aspect), X venture to place Samuel Morris, as v/ell as
Thomas Green, and Roger Shackleford, in this wing of the congregation, and
probably at the head of It.

Gnder no circumstance would X have this

construed to mean Morris was guilty of, or countenanced, immorality or
't
any but tru|y evangelical' seal; That he was the leader of a faction,
however, is clearly indicated in all accounts, and the court records
and the letters of Patrick Henry, ^-whlch, biased as they are, specifically
mention the stand he took on immoderate and radical tenets of the revival.
It Is more difficult to define the position and leaders of the other wing
of the congregation, but from the very omission of their names from the
i'
4
"
^
sources, and the pronounced statements and action of their sons, it seems
quit® logical that the father of James Hunt and of ^avid Rice were pro
minent .mesfoers of,that side;
The second possibility for th® notoriety given Roan's visit is that
we have more, and fuller, accounts of his ministry in Hanover than we
have of the other evangelists between 1743 and 1748.

Pktrick Henry was

aroused and alarmed before Roan's arrival, as were his neighbors in
surrounding parishes.

The indictment of Roan and the Hanover Presfeyter-

ians picked out for%F#^* m m i thouS^ they were not convicted, loft des
criptions and terms that cannot be overlooked by those writing on this
revival.
;

It Is safe to assume that Roan used few arguments that had not
'■

■;

been heard in Hanover already.

His preaching and conversation from re

corded bits extant**^ no more bitter or denunciatory than that of John
Thomson and Patrick Henry against the New Lights,

tfith no record of the

activity of other ministers, and the unavoidable indictment of Roan on
record, the glossing over accorded other principals of the movement is

denied hi®, to a large extent.

The account in Sprague's Annals of the

American Pulpit is as politely worded as truth will allow:
He preached with great effect in Hanover, and the
neighbouring counties; and many in different places were
awakened and hopefully converted through his instrumen
tality. He was bold, ©vergetic* earnest, but had less of
caution and prudence than the peculair circumstance s in
which he was placed, required. He inveighed against the
clergy of the Established Church with great freedor*, charg
ing them not only with neglect of their official duties,
but with gross moral delinquencies. His offensive state*
stents and scathing satire quickly attracted the attention
of the parish clergy and their friends; and they resolved
that he should no longer be tolerated. (1)
How Just the charges against Roan were we do not know, as the
trial failed to bring forth the testimony hoped, for by those who
would have liked to have seen the Presbyterian congregation dispersed
by law. The account of the court record id laconic: "The said defendants
*
by* their attorneys respectively say that they are not guilty in maimer
.•

and form as in the said information against them alleged and of this they
■“
—
*“ —
*r - - * *
«
our Lord the King, likewise. " (2) Hh&t the Attorney General actually
said when the verdict was not found against them is not recorded, but
later records show that he very likely said It with less than satisfaction.
The indictment fey the Governor /night well have disturbed the *HB3enters,
and his recorded proclamations and letters during the next year are in the
same tenor.

The one act at this time of which we know that bears out the

tolerant and open attitude of Gooch's noted in all contemporary a cobnuts
was th© "kindly welcome" given
Gilbert Tennent and Samuel Finley
129
(1) Sprague, Annals of the American Pulpit. Ill, 135-142.
given in fetches, 1, 133-142 is even more mild.
(2) Foote, Sketches. I, I42.

as

Foote's account

representatives of the Presbyteries of Hew Brunswick and Newcastle.
The Impression given the reader is that Gooch employed a diplomatically
strict attitude in his official documents, and an equally diplomatic
humaneness in Interpreting them in face to face interviews. (1)
Ho one seeking evidences of true Christian piety in the Colonial
records can accord fu3J| sympathy to either side in this trial.

Censor-

iouneso, ridicule, and a possibly not genuine piety were undoubtedly true
changes, as were several of the irregularities listed by the Governor in
his charge to the Grand Jury in Apzil.

But that Bonn and tbs others

were guilty of the specific charges brought against them appears to have
been false, for there was no lack of willingness in Williamsburg to end
in this conveniently legal manner a movement that was becoming unpleasant.
Harris1 account of the trial is more satisfying, if less technically
dependable, than the court record quoted above: "Six witnesses were cited
to prove the charge against Hr. Beam, but their depositions were in his
favour; and the .witness who accused him of blasphemy, when he heard of the
arrival of Messrs. Tennant and Finley, fled, and has not returned since,
so that the indictment was dropped. « {2)
With the failure to convict l$oan, the Morrises and others, the offi
cial opposition to the Presbyterian congregation was apparently dropped
until Davies1 visit in the spring of 1747 aroused their opponents to
renewed action.

Even without & minister the movement did not collapse,

(!) This charge, delivered IB April 1745, Is quoted in full as Appendix
f. The charge, presentment and letters exchanged with the Synod of Phil- .
adelphla are necessary to an understanding of either the relationship
between the two branches of the Presbyterian Church, or of Gooch's ambi
guous role in the affairs of the Hanover Hew Lights.
(2) Foote, Sketches. I, I42.

which is probably th© greatest testimony to its genuine vitality*
For at least four years a religious movement of evangelistic seal flou
rished under local and ttntr&iaed leadership.

Sporadic aid from strangers

which Introduced strange orgasinationa1 and ritualistic forme was not
an unmixed blessing.

It spurred the authorities to retributive action,

an ever—present threat the officials were not enept at raising by them
selves.
The month following Hoan*s Indictment, Morris and three other men
from the Hanover congregation went north to the Joint meeting of the
Presbyteries of New Brunswick and Newcastle.

Although the small miafeer

of ministers In the severed branch of the Church prevented their sending
a regular minister to Hanover in answer to the request of that congregattion, they took the same action their erstwhile brethren of the Synod of
Philadelphia took that same month — they sent a message to Governor Gooch
explaining their action and asking his favor,

iftifartunatdy this letter

end reply £& th© Presbytery are not retained, as are those of the Synod,
but their success seems to have bean as great*
Gilbert Tennant and Samuel Finley were chosen to take the message to
Gooch.

If the choice of messengers was known to the conservative branch

of the Church there raust have been men who feared for their reputation.
The long-lived strife between Gilbert Tement and John Thomson, now min
ister of the Old Side church lx& Amelia County, was as well known to all
as was the persuasive power of Temexxt's preaching and conversation.

If

not as prominent as Tennenfc, Samuel Finley was not without his own share
of fame in the Church.
Samuel Finley was born in County Armani, Ireland, but unlike some of
his brethren he was given as good an education as his parents could afford,

which seems to have been respectable.
age of nineteen.

He cam© to America in 1734 at the

It is presumed that he studied for the ministry at

Mlllam Tennant's Log College, and was licensed in 1740, befbre the cpUb
in the Church, and was ordained 13 October 1742. (1)

In turn he, too,

established a Log College at Kottingham, Maryland, and among the most
noted of his pupils were Benjamin % s h and his brother Jacob, Ebeneser
Hasard, James Waddell, John Bayard, and Governor Henry of Maryland. (2)
It is easier to Judge Unley's ability at this time than It is to
recover a true estimate of his character.

At the time the parties of the

Church were stirred up by John Thomson's Doctrine of Conviction Bet In £
Clear Light (1741), Finley mis among those who published refutations, and
marked himself as opposed to Thomson and his party.

A partisan of the

conservatives is quoted as describing Finley as "noted for his fondness
for controversy, and th® use of bitter invective... . He called Thomson
and others of the Old Limits the set of priests whom Christ damned for
their fastings, prayers, and alms. •.diabolical reaswnera...ministers of
3ataa.** (3) let those who knew him intimately formed an entirely different
picture of him.

Bbeneser Haaard may have had an older and wiser Finley

in mind when he wrote his description of him, but it agrees with the other
estimates of his contemporaries;
He was ^jjpkirkabLe for sweetness of temper, and politeness
of behaviour? He was given to hospitality: charitable without
ostentation; exemplary In the discharge of all relative duties;
(1) Ingram, "History of the Presbytery of Hew Brunswick,w 7 Jl45» 14&, 22B.
(2) There is a sketch of Finley in

Sprague,

Armais of the American Pulpit.

IH, 96-101.
(3) John G. Herndon, "The Reverend John Thomson," 20 J 146.

and in all thhsgashowliig hiaself a pattern of good wOxfca,
As a divine, he was a Calvinisht in eeatijaBnt. E « sermons
war© not hasty productione, but filled with good awns© and
well digested sentiment, expressed in language pleasing to
w m of seienee, yet perfectly intelligible to th© illiterate.
,
.they were calculated to inform th© ignorant, to als©©i th©
...darolose and aecure, and to ©dify- and oomfbrt th© faithful. (1)
Taking either ©atinate ae true, tbe prospect facing theopponents
of th© Ehawwwr revival waa the same. .Nor was the Presbytery mistaken
In it© choice of messengers, for they not only completed tfcft&r errand
with apparent success, but also obtained permission to p m d i In Hi©.
Hanover neeting^housea•
Finley Va oo^>ahion, (Jilb©rt Tem«nt, wehav© already noted In his .
relationship to 0©org® Nhtiefield.

"A© sto .hi© person, h© was taller than

the ffTnmrWi ©Lm . and »w>wr nav

wnfthiw _ His ftsooet was grave and

venerable; And though at first M-.
v .
\
viewhe seomeddistantand reserved, yet
upon a nearer acquaintance, he van ever fbimd to be eminently affable,
1

communicative•

Amt what greatly endeared1hi# oosver* ,

satlon was ah openees, and undisguised honesty, at the greatest remove from
artifice and dioaijRulation, which were thcabhorrenceof hiasoul while h©
lived., .** A looee great^eoat, girt

him with a leathern girdle, was -«

the dress in which Tvr cooetonly went Into the pulpit; and which, in connection with his lap^e stature, grave aspect, and undrest natural hAir,
gave him the appeafttftc# ©fwstich dignityand simplicity.* (2)
w
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{1} Sprague, Annals of the MmrMmz- Pulpit. ,£11, IPX, iSiwwi Davies .was nominated
a# president of Princeton ho withdrew in favor of Finley* Although Davies was
finally chosen, Finley followed him in that office, and preached and published
Darios* funeral season* He was the secotstl American Presbyterian divine to be
of Doctbi* of Divinity by the University of C&hsgow.
"Hr* Pinlsy was a man of assail stature, round face, and ruddy co^tenance. In
the pulpit he was always solean, did sonetimes glowing with fervor. Eh possessed
great knowledge of the human heart, and was remarkable for sweetness of temper,
politeness and generosity.» Foote, Sketches. X, 143*
of Colbert Tennent by Senuel Finley in an artlele on
Tennant In The General Asaehbly’s HlBalcmarr Hn^agipa (Fblladelphla), X (1805),
?38-24«.

Tennent was by 1745 known through the Colonies from Virginia
north, and was considered the leader of the Sew Light movement by
many — of the separated Presbyterian Church,by all.

He had beet

the most prominent in agitating for the withdrawal from the Synod of
Philadelphia, a move he had now regretted for many years.

He wrote

his friend Jonathan Dickinson of Elisabethtown, K. J.s
1 have had many afflicting thoughts about the debates
that have subsisted for some time In ony Synod; I would to
God the breach ©as healed* If it was the will of the Almighty.
As for my own part, wherein 1 have mismanaged In doing that
which X did look upon to be a duty, X should be willing to
acknowledge in the openest manner; X emu1! Justliy the excessive
heat of temper which sometimes has appeared 1m my conducts X
have been of late since X returned from Hew England visited with
much spiritual desertions, temptations and distresses of various
klxids, coming In a thick, almost continued succession which
have given me a greater discovery of syself than X think X ever
had befores These things with the trials of the Moravians have
given me a clearer view of the danger of everything that tends to
Hhthttslasn and division In the visible Church..••9tie a shame
that the mlaieters who are in the main of sound principles, of
religion should be dividing and quarrelling; alas for Iti my soul
Is sick of these things; X wish that some Scriptural methods
could be fallen upon to put an end to these confhsiane; some
time since I felt a disposition to fall upon ay knees, if X had
the opportunity, to entreat them to be at peace. (1)
Even more distressing to Tennant than this frank avowal to his friend
of the error of his early enthusiasm, was the manner in which his in
temperate Bottingham sermon (The Danger of an Unconverted Ministry. Con-

aflsaflm a assasn. m Sfeazk -

3k -

Publia»M>d Phii«d«iphia, 1740),

(1) Gilbert Tennent to Jonathan Dickinson, dated Bern Brunswick, 12 Feb
ruary 1741* In a previous footnote X have explained that this letter is
taken from a typewritten copy in a sales catalogue, and X do not know
Its present location.
The Rev. Johfaam SewalX wrote William Sprague of an incident told
by Waddell. In the later years of their long friendship, and many years
after the Hanover revival, Waddell criticised Whitefield for something
he thought inconsistent in Whitefield *s early preaching. Whitefield
replied, "Toung Whitefield said and did m a n y things that old Whitefield
Is ashamed of." Annals of the American Pulpit. V, 108.

which made the split in the Omrch Inevitable, was flung bade in his
face in London at a time when he would have been most happy to have
had It forgotten. (1)
These were the two m m chosen by Presbytery to carry a message to
Governor Gooch, and to preach in Hanover.

Boast had completed his mission

and returned to his congregation in the Berth.

It may well be that the

opposition he aroused prompted him to leave earlier than he had j&assted,
knowing that his attacks on the Established Church had endangered the
Hanover congregation.

It Is mors likely that he completed his mission

and departed with no knowledge of the impending suits.

The charge has

been brought by later writers, particularly less judicious evaluations
in recent years, that Home fled leaving Morris and his friends holding
the bag.

This is not only entirely without factual basis, but entails

an intentionally biased disregard of the chronology of events in the
spring of 1745*
When Henry wrote his letter to the Commissary on 13 February 1744/5
he spoke of

.Boast, who preached in Hanover about Christmas last...9

and indicates that Roan had been gone some time before Thomson arrived
on the first of February.

Although this letter clearly outlines the

(1) Davies records In his diary on 22 January 1754s *We pent to Mr. Chandler* s,
with the design to submit our petition to his correction. He found Mr.
Slaughter and Mr. Smith there, when we introduced the conversation about
the Germans, and observed that our College would be a happy axpedient to
unite the Calvinists among them with the English Presbyterians. Mr. Smith
replied that a union would not be deslrabOLei *or a separation would keep
up a balance of power. Mr. Tennent answered, that an union in a good thing
is always desirable. Upon which Mr. Chandler says, *1 have seen a very
extraordinary sermon against union," and he Immediately reached Mr. Tennant
his Hottingham Sermon. It threw us both into eonfusion, and gave a damp to
my spirits, as brought me in mind of my mortifications in the General Court
in Virginia.** Foote, Sketches. X, 248.

charges against Bean, there is no hint of the formal indictment.

It

Is entirely probable that the charge burst' fro* a d ea r sky upon the
Hanover congregation In April, and even more probable that Henry would
have alluded to it had it been either known or clandestinely prepared
in February. (1)
After delivering their message to Governor Gooch, and receiving
a friendly reply fro* him, Tennent and Finley rods to Hanover where
»
they stayed Ibr about a week# preaching and encouraging the disturbed
congregation. (2)
After this pair left Hanover there was another peHod in which the
laymen continued their services of reading and leading the worship ser
vice.

That same spring Newcastle Presbytery sent two ether ministers

1 to visit the congregation ■
— this time sending milts* Teimant and Samuel
Blair*

Perhaps they had been scheduled to make their visit much earlier,

for Patrick Henry wrote in February;

"I am told that there are two or

three of these Enthusiastic preachers expected in Hanover next month, to

,
%

administer the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper;

I wish they could be

prevented, or at least, •••[obliged! to show their credentials, Ibr they
may be Jesuits for [anything?3 we know.* (3)
Whether the meeting of Presbytery and the mission of Gilbert Tennant
and Finley postponed the original plan we do not know, but when William
Teimant and Samuel Blair arrived they conducted the first Presbyterian
communion service in Hanover, (a ) Morris described it In his narrative
(1) See Appendix IH.
(2) Foote, Sketches, 1, 141
(3) This rather absurd statement is also taken from the letter In Appendix
in.
(4) There seems to have been a penchant for collecting tavern stories
based on the theme of the unrecognised minister. In a little tract called

to SaBuel Davies:
They administered the Lord’s supper amongst us; ami we have
reason to remember It as the most glorious day of the Son of
Han. The assembly was large, and the novelty of the naoner
of administration did peculiarly engage their attention* It
appeared as one of the days of heaven to sons of us; and ire
could hardly help wishing with Joshua we could have delayed the
revolution of the heavens to prolong it. (1)
By now t he members of the Hanover congregation were beoosdng acquaint
ed with Many of the west active members of the evangelical branch of the
Presbyterian Church in the Colonies*

William, younger brother of Gilbert,

had been trained in his fStfasr'a school at Heshamtny, and was for fortytwo years pastor of the church at freehold, Hew Jersey*

wMore than six

feet high, of a spare thin visage# erect carriage, bright piercing eye,
with a cotaabenance grave and solenn, he was always cheerful, and won youth
'f

e

to seek his conversation....He preached with indescribable power, in a
wanner peculiar to himself, and seldom failed to interest and inpress his
audience. ,Of scrupulous integrity, independent wind, and an unooneonly
clear perception of hunan character, he was a noted peace maker.w (2)
life1of the !Ber. -W t J U L & i 8 i * Cno author], (Hartford, 1845)# is this
anecdotes "The late lev. » . is . Slatr and Mr. Tennant were; sent fay the synod
on a mi salon Into that province {^Virginia}. Ttwy stopped one evening at a
tavern for the night, where they found a number of guests with whom they supped
In a cooaon room. After the table was Cleared, our salsaionariea withdrew from it.
(birds were than allied for, and the landlord brought in a pack and laid then on
the table. One of the gentlemen very politely asked the missionaries if they would
not care to take a cut with then, not knowing that they were clergymen. Mr. foment
very pleasantly answered, "With all ay heart, gentlemen, if you can convince me
that thereby we can serve our Master's cause, or contribute anything toward the
success of our mission." This drew sons heart reply from the gentlemen, when Hr*
Tennent, with solemnity added, t,t?e are ministers of the gospel of Jesus Christ. Hi
profess ourselves his servants; we are sent on his business, which is to persuade
mankind to repent of their sins, and turn from them, and to accept of that happiness
and salvation which is offered in the gospel.1* This very unexpected reply, delivered
in a vexy tender though solemn manner, and with great apparent sincerity, so engaged
the gentlemen* s attention, that the cards were laid aside, and an opportunity was
afforded, and cheerfully embraced, for explniiiingy In a sociable conyeraabton, during
the rest of the evening, shme
;£n& >'rao:s€ 'imj^rtahif 'doetrlrim -o€ the
>spel, to the satisfaction and apparent edification of the hearers. " (92-94)
(2)

Foote, Sketches, 1, 144.

A fellow-student of Wllllaa Torment's at the Heahamlny Log
College, Samuel Blair, too, had been born In Ireland (In 17X2),
and cams early In life to Mbnmouth, Heir Jersey.

Licensed by the

Presbytery of Philadelphia in 1733, he moved in 1739 to Fagg's Manor
(now Londonderry), Chester County, Pennsylvania, and there started his
own school*

In a special way Blair was connected with the early history

of the Hanover revival.

It was the enthusiasm of the revival in his

congregation beginning in 1?40 that Robinson had carried cm his missionary
trip to Virginia, and one of Blair's most noted students was Samuel
Davies. (X)
;
.
i
i. a
-

After William ferment and Samuel Blair returned from their trip in
1745 there Is no recorded visit of a Presbyterian missionary in the
various narratives until the arrival in April 1747 of Samuel Davies.
IV.
An almost totally unexplored aspect of the attempt to form the
struggling and dispirited band of Dissenters into a Presbyterian congre
gation is the part played lay the Reverend John Thomson, of Amelia County.
Writers on the Hanover movement have ignored him entirely, and those who
write of the Church as a whole, or the establishment of Presbytertanlsa
in the western part of Virginia have said nothing of his connection with
the Hanover congregation. (2)
(1) There is a sketch of Samuel Blair in Sprague,
s£ U a WflU m n £&s|t>
XII, 62-66. When Davies was asked on his return from Europe about the pulpit
orators there, he said: w...there was scarce one of them who exceeded, and
most of them came far short of his old master, Mr. Blair, both as to the matter
of their discourses, and the impression produced by their delivery." Foote,
Sketches. 1, 145- Blair died in 1751 at the age of thirtyprdne from an Illness
contracted on a trip to Princeton to attend a meeting of the Board of Trustees.
(2) For my information of facts in this section I have relied primarily on
John 0. Herndon's ^The Reverend John Thomson,” in 20 J 116-158 and 21 J 34-59•
Although Herndon has drawn much material from the collections In the Library of
Congress used for this study, he seems to have overlooked the letter from Patrick
Henry to Dawson [Appendix III 3. Although his facts are well substantiated,
Herndon's outspoken approval of the stand taken by the conservatives leads

Another of the many Scotsman who so enriched, the intellectual life
of Virginia in this period, John Thomson entered the University of Glas
gow in March 1706*

Be began hie trials under the supervision of the

Presbytery of Armagh in 1711 met was licensed in 1713*

Soon after that

he brought hie wife and family to America, and immediately pet himself
I
under the care of the Presbytery of Philadelphia. Because of hie back
ground and hie ability as a Minister and leader he rose to proelnence
soon after hie ordination In 1717*

A tribute to hie ability was paid
I
by the new Sspiod in electing hln twice Moderator of that body, an honor
not held by any other Minister In that period*
The two great interests of Thomson's Ministry were both to play
important parte In his relation to our subjects

he was vitally concerned

with the education ahd standards of the ministers of the Church, and he
early gained his lifelong Interest In the religious life of Virginia.
The unibrtanate split in the Synod in 1741 ibund John Thomson In the
forefront of the conservative element, attacked by and attacking Gilbert
■k'
Tennent and his band of Hew Light fellow-presbytera. Prom the very first
■

he led the fight to hold the Synod to the Westminster Confession and keep
out Enthusiastic candidates by requiring their examination by the Synod
rather than by the presbyteries*

l&s Adopting Act of 1739 was aarentering

him to such an unsympathetic attitude toward the leaders of the Awakening
that he is in danger of underestlmatlxig their evangallsbie seal and the
sobriety and piety of some of them* The bitterness and lack of charity
In Thomson’s writing la not surpassed by the cLergynen of the Establish
ment in Virginia* and if he was as balanced and godly as portrayed by
Bemdon ids printed works arust be read with more charity than is shown
by Herndon toward the Mew Lights* The total impression of the article
is that the Synod of Mew fork (the outgrowth of the Mew Light presbytery)
was a snail handful of fanatic and intolerant men who would corrupt the
Church, and who^after a few years of bickering and weakSHtng the _C8urc«
eame back into the relm*— an interpretation hardly borne out by figures
or contemporary accounts. A much acre balanced and understanding article
is "The Conservative Attitude Toward the Great Awakening, * by Leonard W.
Labaree, of Tale, in 1 W(3) 331-352*

wedga in the split to come, m l the wording of the Intention of the
aot clearly shows the attitude which was to characterise his writing
during the years of internecine strifes “An overture hunbly offered to
the consideration of the reverend Synodj wherein is proposed an exped
ient for preventing the ingress end spreading of dangerous errors, either
among ourselves or the flocks conmitted to our care.** (1)
His leadership was even more pronounced in 1741 when he carried to
Synod his overture to Donegal Presbyteiys
•••to prevent disorderly persons from intruding into
our eciigregatSeiis and £to prevent our people! from going to
hear then.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The dlvidvj, uncharitable, rash Judging Cand} disorderly
practice of some Mahers of our Synod who take upon them, in a
very daring mad presumptuous manner, to pass sentence upon their
brethren, as it wore by wholesale without distinction, as carnal,
graceless, unconverted ministers, whose ministry can do no good
to precious souls# CStich membera1 have been going about preaching
to the floeks. •.of other ministers, sowing the seeds of divisions
and possessing the people who are exceedingly amused and captivated
with the show of extraordinary seal ami piety which these brethren
bear before them.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*

•

■

£As a result! most congregations in the country are reduced
to such disorder and confusion that the preaching of the ^ r d is
despised and forsaken, the ministers of the Gospel are contemned
and evil spoken of, their public administrations and private con
duct misrepresented and traduced. (2J
This same year he published his doctrine of Conviction Set in &
Clear light, Or

Hxamination and Confutation o£ Several Errors Eclating

to Conversion (Philadelphia, 1741)*

As his overture In 1729 had called

for the mild Jonathan Dickinson^ Remarks Upon A Discourse intituled An
.......

...-3

—

---- --- ~

(1) Herndon, “The Reverend John Thomson," 2D J 128,
(2) Herndon, “The Reverend John Thomson," 2D J 143*4*

--------..-------

Overture Presented to the Synod of Dissenting Ministers in Philadelphia.
In September. 1728 X by J* Thomson! (Hew York, 1729), so this book called
forth Gilbert Tennent *3 The Examiner. Examined. o£ Gilbert tennent. Har
monious. .. (Philadelphia, 1743'),
la Obacure Darknaaa.

Being „

Samuel Finley's dear Light put out

Bro»<r M "n »"* RWfttfaUfiB o£ Me- IteMgalS

Samon. Hhtituled. The Soctrina of Convictlooe aet In , Clear Llaht (Phildelfiila, 1743). (1)
Perhaps the words written on either side contained jopre foreasle fire
than true sentiment, for both Thomson and Tennsnt mire to appeal from the
actions and words of the troubled days that split the Church.

As early as

1741 Thomson, was to writes “This matter belongeth unto us in a special
'.

JiV

manner, firstly by virtue of our office and station, and again, because
we have had a guilty hand in bringing in the evil, we should, therefore,
strive and endeavor to have a prime and leading hand in heeling and
removing it. * (2)
In his effort to heal the breach he had been so instrumental in causing,
Tennsnt spoke in his Irenlcua. in 1749, of Thomson as breathing “the candid
and humble spirit of true Christianity," and of Thomson and his adherents
“as far from opposing the late revival of religion, that on the contrary
they expressly acknowledged It, rejoiced in it, and prayed for its increase. “(3)
The action of both of the principals at a later date than either conciliatory
(1) I have followed Sabln’e titles rather than the somewhat different wording
gl^n in B.mdon-3 article.
^
(2)Quoted In Herndon's “The Haverend Jbhn Thomson,* 20 J I46 from Thomson's
The Government of the Church of Christ and the Authority of Church Judicatories
Established on & Scriptural Foundation (Philadelphia. 1741) •
(3) Gilbert Tennant, Irenicua tcclealaatlcuta. or A Suable ImnarttajL Essay
upon the Peace of Jerusalem... (Philadelphia. 1749) as quoted in Herndon's
“The Reverend John T t S m a S ^ Z > J 149*

statement quoted abovo leads the enquirer to suspect that they regretted
more the damage they had done than the opinion they had held of each
other.
A much more pleasant and rewarding study is the tale of Thomson's
second great Interest,— the spread of the Gospel in Virginia.

His

interest In Virginia was aroused years before he was placed! on a committee
by Synod in 1737 “to visit Virginia and arrange fbr supplies there. * (1)
In 1733 ho had proposed that Donegal Presbytery employ an Itinerant mis
sionary in the backwoods of Virginia.

John Caldwell was a member of

Thomson's congregation In Pennsylvania, sand when he proposed coming to
Virginia In 1738 Johv Thomsen was on the committee who prepared for the
Synod the letter to* the Governor of Virginia. (2)

Caldwell and his friends

at Buffalo (Amalia* near Prince Edward,County) were loyal friends, and late
In 1744 they called their former pastor in Pennsylvania to minister in a
field In which he had long wanted to work#
There is no record of the’visits paid by Thomson to Virginia as a
«tt4ssia>ia»y- in the decade preceding hi s move from PeimsyIvania, but a few
visits found their;way into the records of the church courts*

In 1?39 he

made a trip very similar to that made by William Robinson in 1743# which
meant so much to the Hanover movement.

Down the Valley, in the path taken

by the Scotch-Xrish immigrants, he visited Qpeckon, Hockfish Gap, Cub Creek,
Buffalo, Hat Creek and Concord. (3)

Although he had already doterained to

(1) Quoted In Herndon, “The Reverend John Thoausan,” 20 J 13$.
(2) This letter, dated 3 May 1738# is found on page $4.
(3) Herndon, “The Reverend John Thomson," 21 9 34.

move to Virginia by 1 7 0 , ho was kept In his northern pastorate until
the following year, but instructed to supply the back part^ of Virginia
until Mbvssfeer 170.
Soon after hie removal to Amelia, Thomson made a trip to Hanover,
,:X
•
hoping to prOech to the ^issenter^there. In the light of his own
declarations against ministers who attempted to preach within the congre
gations of others he apparently invaded the Hew Light area with anticipation
of success.

Unfortimately the record of his attitude toward the sinister*

of the Synod of Hew York had run before him, and the sector of St, Paxil*s
Parish could report to the Commissary with sympathy!
Mr, John Thomson esse to a certain gentleman* a house
our pariah on Thursday the first of this month, intending to
preach the following Sunday In the meeting-house lately erected
here* but when he, with a few that accompany* d him, c s s to the
house on Sunday morning, the followers of Hofclneon, Blair and
Hoen (whom X mentioned to you when at t a l m i ) shut the doors
against him, alledging he was an oppossr of those throe, the
last of whoa had wrote to seat* of thaw, requesting them in the
name of the Lord, end for the sake of Christ Jesus, not to allow
Mr. Thomson to preach in their house because he is an an— y to
Christ and true religion. On hearingof this difference among
them, I sent and Invited Thomson to my houses he entertained
me with a distinct account o f these new light men, their peculiar
tenets, and practices with their si— end progress to this tine* (1)
Undoubtedly the memory of this meeting was still in Thomson** mind
when, at Synod1a request, he wrote the letter to Governor Gooch in which
he said the ministers of the Synod of Hew Xoitc ”,. .perhaps assume the
name of Presbyterians. *.fbut 1 It gives us the greatest pleasure that we
can M * w

jour Honour then, pm-aona n«rr«r balanced to <mr body. ® (2)

It Is xmfortunaie that we have no more accounts of the activities
of John Thomson during these years of strife between the Hew Lights and
(1) Patrick Henry to Commissary Dawson, 13 February 1744/5, Dawson MSS,
our Appendix IH.
(2) This letter and Governor Gooch9* reply are printed in Foote*a Skstchei
I, 130-140. Herndon glibly reports the events **That day Thomson prepared
at the request of Synod a letter to the Governor of Virginia who had been

their opponent* in both the Establishment and the Synod of Philadelphia,
Here those who accompanied Thomson to Hanover friends of th* Morrises,
Rices, Holts and others — the same, perhaps, whoa young people from Han
over were vi Citing when they first igsard Robinson preach two years before?
Did Thomson know other ministers of the Established Church beside Henry,
mid was he well received by them?

Without knowing more of Thomson's

activity it Is difficult to understand the full significance of the siti
*
nation Davies was to enter twg years later* *
Whan Donegal Presbytery net in the fall of 1 7 0 they appointed John
Thomson, ‘Sanael Black (of Albemarle County) and John Craig (of Augusta) a
committee with the ;|«Oithority to act with full power In ecclesiastics
matters in Virginia. (1) For all practical purposes their influence was
’f
■ ■
I
**
1
restricted to the Old li#it| churches of the Valley and Amelia and Albs3
.

■

:
T

.

marie Counties, but it may have been the Intention of Presbytery to in
clude all Virginia* 1
John Thomson apparently enjoyed a successful nlnlstxy in Amelia
County.

In 1 7 0 He published in Wllliaasbarg his M

Sps&j&Jtefia s£ ate

Shorter Catechism.... which was printed by William Parks,

In the appen

dix of this work he included the Thirty-nine Articles and attempted to
show the unity of faith between the Presbyterians and the Church of
England,

Thomson wrotes

And here I do acquaint the reader, who perhaps might
not know so much before, that in all the British Dominions
where the Church of England is established by law, the
Presbyterian ministers in general do freely and without
scruple, in pursuance of the Act of Toleration, made in
in correspondence with the Moderator over certain religious distrubancea
that bed been taking place between the Hew Lights and the legally recog
nised Presj^yterians• Ho further difficulty on that score was ever
noted by the Synod,« ( 21 J 37)
(1) Herndon, **Tbs Reverend John Thomson, " 21 J 37.

King William's reign, in favor of Protestant Dissenters,
X say, they in general subscribe all these 39 articles,
except £those1, ..which do only relate to the Authority,
ceremonies, Homilies, and Consecration of Archbishops,
and Bishops and Ordination of Priests and Deacons; and
not at all to any main point of Christian Faith. (1)
Among those who *tolghb not know so such before* may have been
the five rectors who, under Patrick Maury's leadership, drew up the
petition pee seated to the Bouse of Burgesses In 1751,— which petition
included many Of the arguments Thomson had given Henry against the
Hew lights* (2)
As Davies was rising to prominence in Virginia, tbs ageing minister
looked about for even more challenging fields, and in 1751 he made a
missionary trip to Hortfe Carolina, and died there in 1752 or 1753* (3)
The records are too brief end scattered to form a clear picture of
Thomson's work in Virginia.

On the basis of the few letters and minutes

surviving Thomson can not be very highly regarded for the part he played
in the Hanover revival.
his own congregation.

On the other hand, he probably was loved by
He ministered faithfully to them according to the

conceptions of the conservative element of the Church, and in his writings
left an unusual contribution to Virginia's literary heritage of the
Colonial period.
(1} John Thomson, An ISxnlicatioia of the Shorter Catechism,.. (Williamsburg,
1749)j Appendix **To the Reader, * ill.
(2) Appendix XV.
(3) Herndon states he did not return from this trip. On his way to North
Carolina he met Henry Patillo and persuaded him to miter the Presbyterian
ministry, and had he been able to follow up this meeting Thomson would have
sent him north to study at the Alison or McDowell school under the care of
Donegal Presbytery. Instead Patillo came under Davies' ministry and studied
theology in his home. Patillo*® minis try is further noted In Foote's Scotches
of North Carolina.

SM&m* DAVIBS
#

«

e

It would hardly bo expected, that on© so rigid with
respect to his own faith and practice, could be so gon
erous and catholic in hie continents of those who differ
ed from hint in both, as he was. He was strict, not bi
goted; conscientious, not squeamishly scrupulous. M s
d e a r and extensive knowledge of religion enabled hi* to
discern where the main stress should be laid, and to
proportion his seal to the importance of things, tee
generous to be confined to the interests of & party as
such. He considered the visible kingdom of Christ as
extended beyond the boundaries of this or that parti
cular denomination, and never supposed that his dec
larative glory *as wholly dependant on the religious
community which he most approved. Hence h© gloried
■ore in being a Christian, then in being a Prosbyterian,
though he was the latter from principle. M s truly
catholic address to the established Clergy of Virginia
Is a demonstration of the sincere pleasure it would have
given him, to have heard that "Christ was preached," and
substantialreligion, commonChristianity, promoted by
those whowalked
not withhim," and whom he judged in
other points to be mistaken. His benevolent heart could
not be so soured, nor his enlarged soul so contracted,
as to value men from circumstantial distinctions, but
according to their personal worth.
— Samuel Finley, "The
disinterested and devoted
Christian: A sermon preached
at Hasaan-Hall, Princeton,
May 20, 1761* Occasioned by
the death of the Bev. Samuel
Davies, A. M. Late President
of the College of Hese-Hersey.

The turning point in the histoxy of the revival of religion in
Hanover County which led to the establishment of the Presbyterian
congregation there nay Justifiably be placed as the fourteenth of
April 1747.

On that day the twenty-three year old Samel Davies was

licensed by the Governor and Counbtl to preach in Virginia. (1)
The wisdom of the course pursued by the young evangelist from the
very first cannot be minimised if the Impact of his sdnistry upon the
religious life of the Colony is to be properly evaluated.

Whether one

agrees with the value of his aims is immaterial; the tact and ability
with which he accomplished the establishment of ?resbyterlanlsa in
eastern Virginia must command admiration.
(1) Samuel Davies was bora of Welsh parents, David and Martha Thomas
Davies tor David 1, in Dew Castle County, Delaware. His grandfath©r,
Morgan David, had come to Pennsylvania from Laatwidroyrde, Males, in
about I684. A yeoman, his sonsBavid and John (great-grand father of
Jefferson Davis) inure farmers who moved to Paneader Hundred, Delaware.
Martha Thomas joined the Welsh Tract Baptist Church in 1711, but after am
altercation with the leaders of the congregation she was expelled 4 March
1732 and apparently joined St. Georgs*a Presbyterian Church. Their son
Samuel was born 3 Rovsmber 1723 near Summit Ridge, and was placed for his
early schooling under Rev. Abel Morgan, pastor of the Welsh Baptist Church.
Boon after Samuel Finley opened his school at Fagg’s Manor, Chester County,
Pennsylvania, in 1743, Davies entered it. Some accounts say, but without
quoting any source# that Davies studied under William Robinson there fee*
a period. Davies was licensed 30 July 1?A&, and was ordained by Dewcastle
Presbytery 19 February 1747* It seems that Davies* parents moved to Yirginia
with him, and his father died there. After her sen's death, Martha Davies
was taken into the home of John Rodgers, of Dew fork, and lived with him
until her death.
Ther© is a bibliographical note to a memoir of Davies in the American
Quarterly Register. Vol. 9, Mol 4 (May, 1037) which is standard for the
older accounts of Daviess "Brief biographical notices of President Davies
may be found in prefaces to the editions of his sermons; in the funeral
sermons of Dra. Gibbons and Finley, generally prefixed to the seraKins of
Davies; in the second volume of the Panoplistj Middleton *s Evangelical
biograph; Asseishly's Missionary Magazine; State of Religion in Virginia}
Rev. David Bostwick’s account prefixed to Davies sermon on the death of
George XI; appendix to Rev. Dr. Ashbel Green’s Baccalaur&te Addresses; and
in President Allen's American Biographical Dictionary; the most copious and
interesting biography is fbund In t he second volume 1019 of the Evangelical
and Literary Magazine, edited by Dr. John H. Rice.19 (IW (2) 270*3

There Is no record of a breach at any time between the young
Welshman and the two Scottish Governors of Virginia in the years of
Davies ministry in the Colony, although it Is certain that at times
Gooch must have been severely tried by the problem5 Davies* early
ministry forced on him in the fora of complaints from the clergy of
the Established Church and their friends in Williamsburg• From the
day Davies arrived in Virginia until Governor Gooch died, the minister
bad nothing but praise Abr him, and felt absolutely sure of the Gov
ernor's friendship and aid.

Perhaps the Governor's Presbyterian back

ground inclined him to receive Davies with an open mind, and the intel
ligence and tact of the minister Insured his never overstepping the
bounds of his position.

In everything Davies attempted to maintain a

strictly legal attitude, whether he succeeded or not, and this probably
aided in maintaining the favorable impression he made on his first
visit to the capital.
Zn view of the charges made against the Hanover congregation, it
is rather remarkable that Davies* license was granted at that time.
We have no record of the date of Davies' arrival in Williamsburg or how
long it took him to secure his license.

In his letter to Dr* Bellamy

he saids *Bpon my arrival X petitioned the general court to grant me a
license to officiate in and around ftmover, at four meeting-houses,
which, after some delay, was granted, upon ay qualifying according to
the act of toleration.* (1)
Unless the Act of Toleration was considered as non-operative in the
Colony, there seems to be little reason for refusing to grant the license
asked for by a men against whom nothing had been charged.
(1) Quoted in Appendix X.

The Council

was divided on each petition of Davies* of Whichw© have record, from the
from the first day until his position was considered established.

On

14 April 1747 the record states:
On the petition of Samel Davies, a Dissenting Minister,
who, this day in Court, took the usual oaths to his Majesty's
person and government, and subscribed the Test, and likewise
publicly declared his assent thereunto, he is allowed to
assemble and meet any congregations of Dissenters, at the
several meeting-houses, on the lands of Samel Morris, David
Rice, and Stephen Leacy, in Hanover county, and on the lands
of Thomas WatidLns in Henrico county, without molestation,
they behaving in a peaceable aamer, and conforming themselves
according to the directions of the acts of parliament in that
behalf made. (1)
It Is possible that Davies met the leading members of his future
pastorate in

Ulliaacfcurg,

as many of them were due there soon for the

trials instituted against them.

Neither Davies nor Korri3 recorded the

date of his arrival in Hanover, bat It was soon after obtaining his lic
ense.

The situation in Hanover Was tense and events seemed to be moving

rapidly to a crisis.

The nagging discouragements with which the congre

gation had been faced for two years and ionger were replaced by more
serious ones.

With the trial of so many of their leaders pending on the

seventeenth of the month, the question of the possibility, to say nothing
of the desirability, of continuing their readings confronted the congrega
tion.

To add to the excitement, their great spiritual leader, Mr. Hhite-

field, passed through Hanover on one of his Journeys. (2)

The urgency of

action was impressed on those who opposed the Dissenters, and an order was
^

up on the door of the Heading-house warning the people of the enforce

ment of the law against gathering to hear itinerants. (3}
(1) Quoted in Foote, Sketches. I, 160.
(2) Patrick Henry to William Dawson, 29 April 1747, Dawson USB*
(3) Foote, Sketches. I, 162.

The arrival of Davies would have beat greeted with joy by the
members of the struggling congregation tinder any circumstances, but
It was the license from the Governor and Council which lifted the
clouds.

On the twenty-ninth of April the distressed rector of St.

Paul's reported to the Commissary that Davies had preached nearly every
day since his arrival, "greatly applauded by hie followers, and by none
eore than a certain great nan of your acquaintance. " (1)
On tbs twenty-first of April the new sinister wrote a full expla
nation of his stand on the Thirty-Kina Articles of the Anglican Church.
He presented this to Heniy with the explanation:

a few clauses in

sows of the Articles of tlie Church of England, from subscribing to which
/
<
*
■
'Wt

dissenting ministers are not expressly excepted by the Act of Toleration,
may bear an explication which ? cannot adopt, nor fvsaaruto: 1 think it
my duty, for the satisfaction of ay coifScience, and that 1 say act with
gospel simplicity, to present to you...declaring in what sense X take
them.1* (2)

A few days later Davies took back his copy, stating that he

Intended to present it to the Governor. (3)

Henry had made a copy of the

paper which he sent to the Commissary.
In most respects Davies * visit to Hanover was much like that of the
other missionaries, except fbr his license to preach, and was so regarded
by many people, including Patrick Heniy.

The young minister preached in

the various meeting-houses, strengthened the congregation, and on the last
Sunday in May he administered the sacrament of the lord's Supper to wa
(1) Patrick
"great man"

Henry to William Dawson, 29 April 1747, Dawson USB, Who the
was X have no idea unless it was John Sysse, Jr., or John Chi swell.
tv%
(2) Samuel Davies fio Patrick Henry, 21 April 1747, Dawson MSS.
(3) Patrick Henry to William Dawson, 29 April 1747, Dawson MSS.The copy
the rector made of Davies' statement Is In this same collection.

great many communicants.w (X)

7© i&e rector and the Anglican churchmen

in Hanover Davies* vi?**

their conviction* concerning the

Presbyteriana. On the eighth of June, Patrick Henry again reported to
the Commissary:
Mr. Davie®, whom the Governor was pleased to Indulge in
preaching about six weeks in Hanover, is to leave it today
or tomorrow: and as X still suspected that all of his frat
ernity sere disturbers of the societies of Christians of all
denominations, by declining to settle in any place, eo I am
now confirmed in that opinion of then, by Mr. Davies conduct.
This nan (wt» warn with as last Friday and Saturday) told
us that he did not intend to return hither till next spring
and perhaps not then; and after he took his leave of as, X
was informed by a gentleman in Amelia that Mr. Davies is to
preach at Qooehland Court House next Thursday, fram whence he
Is to travel &s *ar a« Boanoke, preaching Lt certain appointed
places in his way, and that circular lettero and advertisements
are disj»»r**^ **11 over the upper parts of the Colony; that the
p e o p l e ' a d f t i e e l % 3 $ e tine end places of Meeting. My
informer saw one oi <£;*«, jkreular letters, end the advertise"*
meat* at Goochland Courthouse has, X believe, been seen by hundreds*
j•
•.
•
•
•
'
• V«» •
•
•
•
•
•
X need not inform you of the present distracted condition of
ay parish, norof the future disturbances I Justly apprehend
from these itinerants, who make it their study to screw up the
people to the greatest hdghths of religious f-euay, and then
leave them in that wild state, for perhaps ten or twelve months,
till another fintbuslast comes among thorn, to repeat the same
thing ever again, and this hath been the case here for these
two years past. (2)
Henry’s appraisal of Davies’ tenure in Virginia was mistaken, to his
later discomfort.

At the time the letter was written the return of the

young minister seemed unlikely, and Davies himself may have confided In
the rector his lack of enthusiasm fbr Virginia (which he later admitted).
But theexpectations of both were

upset by the events of the summer and

f a H of 174? in the life of the evangelist.

On the twenty-third of Oct

ober of the preceding year, less than three months after he was licensed
(1) Patrick Henry^Ia* William %wsom, 8 June 174?, D&waozt MSS*
(2) Patrick Henry to HUllam Dawson, t June 174?, Dawson MSS.

to preach, Samuel Davies had been married to Sarah Kirkpatrick. In
September 174? the young husband buried his wife and anticipated eon. (1)
Bereaved, and inclined to ill-health naturally, Davies fell ve*y ill,
not expecting to liv£ until spring.
In the spring the congregation in Hanover, fearing that Davies might
not return, sent a letter, or pastoral call, signed by the heads of one
hundred fiftj/ families*

Had this letter been preserved many of the dif

ficulties in determining the members and condition of Dissenters in
Hanover would be solved.

The appeal from the Virginians, and Davies9

certainty of his approaching death prompted him to return to Hanover, to
spend his few remaining days ministering as "a dying man to dying men.** (2)
Davies did not return to Virginia alone, however.

He returned only

on the condition that his close friend John Dodgers accompany him. (3)
This time the couple came to Hanover before coming to V&lliaasburg.

As

the account of the opposition encountered by the young ministers before
the General Court is so vividly told in Dodger's biography, and presents
so many Interesting hintu on the legal prospect of the Dissenters in 1740,
and extended quotation appears Justified:
Hr. Dodgers produced his testimonials from the Presbytery,
etc. and requested that they might be read; but this was opposed.
Sir Williara Gooch repeatedly ordered the clerk of the court to
take them from Mr. Dodgers, who stood holding them in his hand,
and to read them; but more than one of the members of the court
pointedly objected to his proceeding; alleging that it was their
right to ait in council on the subject, before any further step
was taken; and that they demanded the exercise of the privilege
(1) Nothing more is known of Sarah Kirkpatrick than the bare entry by Davies
in a family Bible. Joseph Brown Turner in "Records of Old Londonderry Con
gregation, How Faggs Manor, Cheater Co., Pa.," 8 J 345, tells of a Hanse
Kirkpatrick who was an elder in that church, in which Davies worshipped while
studying fbr the ministry, who alao died in 1746. That Sarah should have
been his daughter seems not unlikely.
(2) This expression of Bichard Baxier(s was net used by Daviea^by accident.
Hot only the theology, but the expressions of Baxter^were wjP&j^used by
ministers of the Awakening. Davies and other Virginians were faddliar
[notes continued on next page 3

on the present occasion* Sir William then bowing to Mr. Davies
and Mr. Rodgers, said, ♦Gentlemen, you shall hear from us in a
day or two.M
•
•
»
•
•
•
•
•
*
'•
•
In tha aftemoon of the next day, Sir William Gooch sent fbr
them, reqtie5!5^*£ito see them at his house, to which they lamet d lately repaired. There they found Sir Hiliiara, together with
three ether members of the court, who were friendly to their
views* On being seated, Sir William addressed himself to Hr.
Davies in the following terms: "Sir, It has been with the great
est difficulty that we have been able to prevent the court from
revoking* your license, and sending you out of the colony. This,
however, we have been happy enough to prevent."— Then turning
to Mr. Bodgers, he said, "I am extremely sorry to inform you,
Sir, that the gentlemen of the court will by ho moans consent to
your qualifying, as the law directs, for preaching in the colony."
Mr. Rodgers thanked Sir William, for his friendship^ but added,
that he was not asking a favour, but pleading a right; and there
fore could not help considering himself as injured by Its refusal.
Sir William acknowledged the Justice of thls(remark, and again
expressed his r-gret at the course things had
taken. (1)
Gooch then advised them to present

a memorial

to the court, and he

absented himself from the court the next day when they presented it.
"When it was read,

the oldest member of the court,

who filledthe chair in

the absence of the

lieutenant governor, put an end

to furtherdiscussion,

by declaring publicly and with warmth, *We have Mr. Rodgers out, and wo
are determined to keep him out.*" (2)
with his writings, and at least one description of the revival in Phila
delphia coincides almost word for word with Baxter1s description of the
increase of religion in Kidderminster.
(3) John Rodgers was b o m in 1727 in Boston, but his parents moved to
Philadelphia the next year. He was converted at the age of twelve by the
ministry of Whxtefield (on the same trip in which he first preached in
Williamsburg). In 1741-43 he studied under Roan at Neshaminy, then went
to fcagg’s Manor where he was a classmate of Davies•• Davies1 third son
was named John Rodgers after the friend who later cared for his mother after
the president *s death. I Rodgers had & very successful adnistry in Mew Xork
Uity, serving in the Revolution as a chaplain to tfasMngton’s forces in flew
York, and as chaplain of the legislature.
(1)

Samuel Miller, Life of the Reverend John Rodgers (New York, 1813), 49-51*

(2) Miller, Life of. ..John Rodgers. 51. Samuel Miller was Rodger4* assistant
pastor in his old age, and followed him in his New fork pulpit. The story
must have been written verbatim as told by Rodgers, but it has an air of
romance about it that suggests conversations remembered over a period of

18?.

John Rodgers returned to the North, and Samuel Bastes took up
his residence in Hanover.

Contrary to his plans of the preceding year*

he was to remain for ten years, and to see Presbyterian!sm firmly
established throughout the Colony. (1)
The original congregation in Hanover, with its three licensed
meeting-house s was expanded in the fall to include almost the entire
area of the original dissenting movement.

The petition before the General

Court is recorded;
November 1st, 1748. Present— of the council,— Hobinson,
Burwell, Fairfax, Blair, Nelson, and Lewis. On petition of
divers of the inhabitants of the counties of Louisa, Goochland,
and Carolina [sicl, Samuel Bevies, a dissenting minister, who
hath qualified himself according to the Act of Toleration, is
allowed to assembla and meet any congregation of Protestant
Dissenters, at the several meeting-houses to be erected on the
land of Joseph Shelton, near Owen's Creek, in the county of
Louisa,— on. the land of Tucker Woodson, in the county of Gooch
land,— and on the land of John Sutton, at Needwood, in the
e o u h t y of Caroline, without molestation, they behaving in a
peaceable manner, [sic} and conforming themselves according to
the digpetions of the said Act of Parliament in that behalf made.(2)
i

With the establishment of this congregation, in its seven meeting
houses, the story of the Die smiting movement in Hanover County should
end.

From 1748 the direction of the congregation was ih the hands of a

competent minister, and was a definite part of the Presbyterian Church,
of the Synod of Sew fork, of the Presbytery of Newcastle, and later to
become the center of the Presbytery of Hanover.
half a century • Siller identifies two of the sympathetic councillors as
John Blair (whom lie a&atakenly calls the GocmiasAry's son, an error which
Hue's Evangelical and Literary Magazine. I H , 112, follows but later
corrected), and Mr. Dick. As there wasneither a Dick or Digges on the
council at that time I do not know hfeo was intended. Foote, Sketches. I,
166, Identifies one as William Dawson. Miller gives Rodger's reaction to
his treatment in Virginia: rfHe lamented, however, afterwards, that he had
not appealed to the King in council; as such a measure would not only, in
all probability^ have secured redress in his own case; but also have done
good, in subsequent eases of a similar kind. The celebrated Dr. Doddridge,
of Great—Britain, also e x p r e s s e d his regret that such a step had not been
taken.” (f5)
(1) Thomas Dawson wrote the Bishop of London 13 August l?5St T h e Hew-Llghts
r ££2
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In the decade preceding 1748 in and around Hanover County an
original social movement had taken place.

A

group of men independently-

decided that one of the patters in which their lives were normally set
was inadequate to satisfy the assumed purpose of that communal function.
Finding themselves in accord, they essayed to set aside that accepted
mode of accomplishing the desired purpose— at the risk of assaulting the
mores of the community, of incurring the liabilities of disobedience of
legal statutes and civil authority, and of striving for an unidentified
goal by undefined methods• That, under these circumstances, they should
have achieved a satisfactory solution is remarkable; that their success
altered the social, ethical, legal and religious structure not only of
their community, but of the section and eventually of the Colony, secures
the approval of historical experience fbr both their motive and their
method.
This could have happened in another place and tine, and has happened
with variations in innumerable places throughout history.

Its successful

completion at a period when a large number of independent similar inci
dents occured argues fbr an even wider law, ami sore powerful motivation,
than has been illustrated in this study.

Perhaps it is not historical

seem to be in a declining condition during the absence of itr. Davies,
but upon his return they revived, at least they make much nolee. Hr.
Davies delivered to the Governor a scheme for the settlement of a new
colony, etc.,— a copy of which X thought proper to send Tour Lordship."
(Dawson MSS). Although this was written by the Cosmlssary after Davies'
trip to England, it might well have been written by his brother William
In 1740, for certainly on Davies* return from the Eorth the Hanover
Dissenters "revived (and made] much noise."
(2) Foote.Sketches. I, 168. Davies had the following added: "On motion
of Samuel Davies, a dissenting minister— it is ordered that the certificate
of his reading, assenting to, and subscribing the articles of Religion
according to the Act of Toleration be recorded." (169)

xm

netted which derives the writer’s conclusion* but, if bis thesis Invalid*
evidence doe© not preclude the identity of that basic law as "the longgathering sim m [which brakes forth asl we g&z© on the dividing of the flanse
of firs* tbs shaking of the wilderness and tbs terrific land~flood,w that
which Sanuel Morris and Samuel Davies surely conccdLired lt to be —
Irresistible Grace of God.
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There la a story In the writing of the history of the Great
Awakening as Interesting as the history it resort!s.

Few groups

wore ready and able to expound their own particular views can be
fbund In any movement of comparable else and Importance than can
tie found in the leaders of the Awakening In the American Colonies.
They wars outspoken in their pulpits, and thstr stylo of writing
follows olouely their eadiort&tions.

Mast of them wrote copiously,

and much of d e l was written was printed immediately, and each in
the later periods of interest in revivals of religion.
Illustrative of these waves of interest in religion in America
Is the tale of the sin letters written by Davies to President Stith
of, William tand'Hary, end their vtoiSaltiidaa between his pen m i their
publication almost two hundred years later. . After the manner of
eighteenth century pamphlet ;ars, Basies engaged throughout his sin*
istry in Virginia in a running battle wltft ministers of the Established
.Church* ' At m m *tl$» of the controversy Freetdesit Stith preached in
WHliaeabtarg, and had published, a .semen entitled the Wature and Extent
« tt* w > U o n -

'
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,;

TlrglrtU at 11-iiwMburg. W o w b w 11th, &?g3, (WUllMMtourg, 1753)-

As this sermon both mentioned a previous work of Davies* and attacked his
position, Davies was moved to answer Stith.

Be had preached a sermon in

Caroline County 5 August 1753# "to a congregation exposed to consist of
•

*

a thousand people at least,* (1) dildi he expanded two years later into a
(1} this quotation in Richard Wsbster*s int^^ctlim to these letters,
called HA ¥islt from Samuel Davies to Virginia in I856,* In the wort: ws
are discussing* Webster dees not identify his source*

I

series of mix letters to William Stith, completing the manuscript on
4 July 1755*

While the manuscript use still being examined by his

friends Braddock was defeated and the Colony thrown into turmoil.
Davies postponed publication until peace should be restored, and in that
interim President Stlth died (19 Septesber 1715).

Davies now thought

"the publication entirely improper, lest he should seem to insult the
memory of the dead,, for which he had & sincere regard, or to triumph
without an antagonist. * (1)
The emnuscript was sent by Davies to Crest Britain, and was there
forgotten.

A century later the manuserlpt was secured by the Presby

terian Historical Society from Dr. Robert B um s of Toronto, and Richard
Tfobster, secretary of the society , was transcribing this manuscript at
t
the time of his death in 18$6. For almost another century following
Webster's death the sermon* were neglected, and the work was edited,
finally, by Thomas C. Pears, Jr., and was published by the Presbyterian
Historical Society as numbers five to seven of the nineteenth volume of
the Journal of the Department of History of the Presbyterian Church In
the g. j|.

The volume now carries the title given it by Samuel

Dsvl.a, charity and gnith Unltaa Or T&e

of the feiti.Ssa? EUSm&*.VL

(Philadelphia, 1941).
This extended reference to one book is typical in many ways of the
publication of the materials from this period. The majority of the
accounts of the Hanover revival are based upon a few basic narratives
elaborated upon in one of the several waves of interest In such movements
since they were written.

The first of these is the letter of Samuel

(1) A note in Davies' handwriting on the reverse of the title page of
this manuscript.

Davies to Reverend Joseph Bellamy of Bethlehem, Connecticut, dated 27
June 1751, which is Appendix One of this study.

A second letter of

Davies *, this to the Bishop of London dated 10 January 1752 (and a
six page postscript dated 21 May) is printed in Foote1s Sketches of
Virginia. X, 100-211.

These two letters contain the narrative of the

Hanover movement as they record the recollection and impression it made
on Samuel Morris and Samuel Davies.
Two other men preserved for us first hand narratives of the movement,
but they were written at a much later date.

Davies* schoolmate and friend

John Rodgers told hie version of the story to his successor and biographer
Samuel Hiller, who printed the account in The Life of the Reverend John
Rodgers (Hew York. 1015).

John Holt Rice gathered much of the material
*

•

of the remaining well-known original accounts for his Virginia Evangelical
gag 1AWiMKE KM«S*fig> published in Richmond from ISIS to 1026.

Rice,

in addition to his close connection with the Church in Virginia as a
minister and president of Union (Presbyterian] Theological Seminary in
Virginia (then in Prince Edward Bounty), was but one generation removed
from the men who had participated in the awakening in Hanover.

Davies*

wife was his groat-aunt; Davies* successor, David Rice, his uncle* and
Governor Patrick Henry's slster-iis-laww&a his step-mother.

He knew many

of the people who had participated In the revival, and had gathered test
imony and documents from others.

In the Evan/telical and Literary Magazine

Rice printed memoirs of Davies and others, many of Davies' letter®, and the
account of the early years of the Hanover movement as given by the father
of Rev. James Hunt, who was one of the "four Gentlemen* first absenting
themselves from church.

This account differs from Morris9 and the picture

would

be very different without it, as is seen in the later accounts

based Solely on Davies1 letters or Gillies1

M&Rfii*

These are the primary sources from which the majority of the accounts
have bean drawn until recent years.
contemporary sources.

They ere not, however, the only important

The most Important single location of manuscript

material, for the topic examined, is the Library of Congress.

Bare are not

only the Dawson papers^— letters and documents to and from the brothers Thomas
and William Dawson, the Bishop of London's Comaias&rias in Virginia — but also
the transcripts relating to the Church of ffii&Iand In Virginia taken fram the
papers of the Fulham and Lambeth pal&cos in England.
are thsr heritage of the work of theReverend

These latter collections

FrancisL.

th«« in his Contributions to U »

Hawks, who first used
HI & & M i i S i &2&2S.

(Hew York, 183d) CVol. I on Virginia], and his sucaesaor who published many
of them, Willisa Stevens Perry, author of Hlatorloal ColX»cUona Relating to
th» jharioMi Cnlonl.l Church (Hartferd,1070-78) Jitoi.
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being those relating to Virginia], and a History pf the American Episcopal
Church (Bostcm, iJ^5) in two volumes*

these papers have been used by most of

the recent writers on the subject, particularly those writing of the Established
Church*

They are augmented by even more recent material in Elisabeth H.

Davidson’s "The Establishment of the English Church In Continental American
Colonies."
Historical Papers of the Trinity fintipgn•M ntowinni Society. Series
I
M M M w S v M jw M wSSmSmSsUS* « a A .mmrnSm mmSrnSSBSSSSmZmm ew w w B B S iiw S L tip B im w w A
XX (Durham, H. C., 1936),

Ooochrf.n'e
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(Milwaukee, c19273), and the first of the three-voluw Virginia'e Mother Church...
(Richmond, 194?), by George M&claren Brydon.
The Library of Congress also has a miscellaneous collection of manuscripts
called the Virginia Religious Papers-

Two books of letters to George Whitefleld,

with letters from American correspondents, completes the collections in
the Library of Congress which I consulted*
While there are manuscripts relating to the subject in the libraries
of Princeton University, Union Presbyterian Theological Seminary in Virginia,
the Library Company of Philadelphia, the Virginia State Library, the College
of William and Mary, and other places, no single group equals the importance
of that In Washington*

Perhaps the most exhaustive search for material on

this specific phase of the Awakening was made by George H* Boat, a student
of Dr. William W. Sweet at the University of Chicago, while writing his
thesis "Samuel Davies, Colonial Revivalist and Champion of Religious* Toleration"
(Typed thesis, University .of Chicago, 1942), which was his doctoral dissertation*
Host spent a year of his work under the auspices of Colonial Williamsburg,
Incorporated,

His unpublished thesis is the only complete book which has bean

written on the life of Davies.

His bibliography, supplemented by that in

The Great Awakanimr dn Virginia* I?l0~1790 (Durham, R. C., 1930), by Wesley
M* Gewehr, comprise the most complete bibliography on this movement in Virginia*
Three other classifications of material rival those already mentioned in
their original information.

The first of these is the Virginia Gazette.

published in Williamsburg during these years by WilXian Parks and William
Hunter.

The ssdond is the group of Journals and diaries kept by the partici

pants and printed at various times*

Davies* diary of his trip to Htaglatiti was

published by William Foote in Sketches of Virginia* I, 228-281.

The diary of

Colonel James Gordon, of Lancaster County, was published in the William and Mary
College Quarterly Historical Magazine. First Series, Volume Eleven, beginning
on page 9® and continuing through several Issues*

The Journal© of George

Whitefleld and John Wesley have gone through many editions and are easily found*

The third classification le that of the printed and mamxmcri.pt letters of
the participants.

Many are in the collections already mentioned, particularly

the eighteen letters from Davies to John licit In the Library Company of
Philadelphia. Others appeared in contemporary pamphlets and books*

The

most notable of these was Rev* John Gillies' Historical Collections Relating
to lia*artablo P«rloda o£

Succ... o£ yj, Ck>gp.l. originally publl«h«d in

1754* but best known now in Its revised edition printed at Kelso in 1845 by
Rev. Hbratlue Bomar*

This contains letters written during the Awakenihg (with

an eye to publication) by most of the Hew Light participating clergy*
There are numerous sermons printed separately or in collections Which
appeared in print during the Awakening.

Many of them have been noted as they

appeared in the narrative of this paper*

Few of them, however, contain very

much of historical interest, except for their doctrine or recriminations. A
few letters by Davies and others appeared In The General Assemblage Missionary
Hagatln. or gv««8Xic<a

Pgr 1805...Vol. I.

1806),

including some of Davies* letters to Holt which Benjamin Rush gave to the
Library Ooxapany of Philadelphia, but these are not identified as such*
In the first half of the nineteenth century there appeared several
general histories of Virginia which included the accounts of the Hanover
revival,

John D. Burk's The History of Virginia (A vol., Petersburg, 1804-16),

John W. Campbell's & History of Virginia from its discovery till the rear 1781.*,
(Philadelphia, 1813), Robert R- Bowiipn'a A History of Virginia (2 vol., Richmond,
I848), Henry Howe's Historical Collections of Virginia (Charleston, 1849), and
Charles Campbell1s History of Virginia (Richmond. 1847) were fbllowedin a
slightly different vein by William Henry Foote's Sketches of Virginia (First
Series] (Philadelphia, I85O) and later a second series in 1855•

During these years also appeared Bishop Williaia Mead©•s Old Churches.
Ministers and Families of Virginia (Philadelphia, 1657, 2 vol.)

The very

noticeable lack of authoritative material in these volumes is the produet
of the age in which they were written.
noted in the last chapter.

This is also true of the histories

Personal memoirs, legends, partially copied

manuscripts, letters with names deleted, and other regrettable character
istics of these books seriously mars their use.

The work of Francis Hawks

and William Foote is almost free of these defects.

By this time the use of

secondary material was common, and we can begin to trace what is almost a
family tree of the errors, prejudices and legends which appear in many works
today.

1

Yet these men did valuable work in ooHeotlxig the memoirs which would

have disappeared otherwise, and In giving us even mutilated sketches of
documents which have been destroyed since.
Another type of writing has also recorded the Hanover revival — the
church histories, written primarily by and for clergymen.

In the Presbyterian

Church they include Charles Hodire*s Constitutional Klstorv of
Church In the United States (Philadelphia. 18&D), Richard Webster's k History
of the Presbyterian Church in America from its Origin fetf.il the Year 1760
(Philadelphia, 1657) (the first volume of publications by the Presbyterian
Historical Society], 8. H. Gillott's History of the Presbyterian Church |g the
U. 6. (Philadelphia, 1673), and many others.

A similar labor of love was

William B. Sprague's Annals of the American Pulpit (9 vols., Hew York, 1857-69),
the third volume being devoted to the Presbyterian mini store, the fifth to the
Spiscopaleans.
In addition to the denominational histories are the local church histories.
While a type of local history, they ere usually biased when considering the
position of Dissenters in the Colony.

From such scattered books as the following

•sail points may be gleaned: -jammm w. Doaglaa' A Meawei for the
gj
Briery Presbyterian ChurOh. Virginia (BicbiaDnd, 1828)^ J. D. Eggleston's
The Beginnings of Old Briery, and Cumberland Chttrehea (Fanuville, ?a., n.d.),
Elizabeth Venable Daines1 Cub Creek Church and Congregation. 1738-1838
(Richmond, 1931), J. N. VanDervanter, History o£ t£e Augusta Church (1737-1900)
(Staunton, 1900), A. E. Johnson's Presbyterianlsm In Highland County* Virginia
(Monterey, Va, 1937), Jamas H. Graham's Th, E t o Mflg ®1 1 M *Z3S®&a£i&& 2 B B &
In Horthern Virginia (Winchester, 1904), Edward Mack’s Oar preatarterlan Eforitaite
In Eastern Virginia (Richmond. 1924), James A. Waddell (and others], Contributions
to Ujb History of the Synod of Virginia (Washington, 1890), Henry A. White's
Southern Presbyterian Leaders (Hew York, 1911), and a host of others like them.
This is not meant to be a list either of sources used or of all the churches
considered, it is merely a sampling through the years.

In studying the

history of the Presbyterian Church in Virginia, or specific congregations,
some of the most detailed studyis to be fhund in a typed thesis ’’Origin and
Early History of Preebyterlaaiaai in Virginia* which is In the library of the
Union Presbyterian Theological Seminary in Virginia in Richmond, written by
D» L. Beard.

Also there are session records, and presbytery records, which go

back into the period of this thesis.

The records oJ the Tinkling Springs

Church are In photostats in the Virginia State Library, while the original
manuscript copy of the first record book of Hanover Presbytery, beginning in
1755, la in the. Union Seminary Library.
The memoirs or biographies of several of the m m of this movement have
been printed since 1800,

Dr. John B, Bomfret's sketch of Samuel Davies in

the Dictionary of American Biography is essentially accurate, although it la
not as full as might be desired.

Jama® Waddell Alexander wrote a Memoir of

the Rev. James Waddel. J>. D. for the Watchman of the South in I844 which was

reprinted in 1880.

Notes on Peyton Randolph may be found in M. I>. Conway's

Qmitted Chapters of History...of Edmund Randolph (New York, 1888) and
Willi da C. Bruce's John Randolph of Hoanoke, 17?3~1®33 (Mew York and London,
1922).

John Gilllea' tlawoira of Bevoronri Gooi-ge I'M-tefield (Middletown, 1036),

and Janos P. Gladstone ’e George Whltefleld. M.

Plaid Preacher (Hew Tork,

n.d.) leave much to be desired as biographies.

For the Presbyterians, apart

from the sources already discussed, Archibald Alexander's Biographical Sketches
of the Founder and Alumni of the Log College (Philadelphia, 1851) is still
standard.

James Blair, like Davies, suffers from the want of & good biogra

pher, or at least one who will print a book on his life.
"Life of Commissary James Blair, f

Daniel Esten Motley's

Johns Hopkins University Studies. XIX, 10

(Baltimore, 1901), Is the fullest published account, bul ls superseded In many
respects by G. IfacLaren Brydon*s "James Blair, Commissary,* In the Historical
Magaslne of the Protestant Episcopal Church. XIV, 86- H 6*
The problem of "toleration* or "religious freedom" is studied to such
works as J. H. Patton's The Triumph of the Presbytery of Banovert or Separation
of Church and State to Virginia (New York, glSS??:*), H. R. KcXlwaI*w^s#The
’
$
Struggle of Protestant Dissenters for Religious Toleration In Virginia," Johns
Hopkins University Studies, X (Baltimore, 1894), H. J. Eckesirorte's The Separation
of Church and State In Virginia (Richmond, 1909), and C. E. James' Documentary

m essz °£ Uss arsWftff, £22:
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Another group of books and articles in the present period eom m from
the renewed interest In the religious life of Colonial America.

The work

of Sweet, Ford, Eckenrode, Uaxson end others has caused a number of men to
explore the field anew, and to re-establish the meaning of the movement to

its proper place in Colonial history, and to revive the work of men for
gotten in the emphasis placed in scholarship of the last century on science,
political history, and social and industrial development.

Both published

and unpublished theses show this Interest in centers of the study of American
church history— Princeton, Yale, Chicago, and other universities.
Much of our information comes from small local histories.

Among these

are Rev. Edgar Woods1 Albemarle County in Virginia (Charlottesville, 1901),
Mary Rawlings1 toe Albemarle of Other Days {Charlottesville, 1925)» J. I*.
Peyton's History of Augusta County. Virginia (Staunton, 1882), Malcolm Harris1
History of Louisa County. Virginia (Richmond, 1936), London C. Bell's

The

Old Free State (Richmond, 1927), W« W. Scott's Histoiy of Orange County.
Virginia...1734-1870 (Richmond. 1907), Susie M. Ames* Studies of the Virginia
Eastern Shore in the Seventeenth Century (Richmond, 1940), Jennings C. Wise's
toe Early History of the Eastern Shore of Virginia (Richmond, 1911).

Rosewell

Page's Hanover County Its. History and Legends (cn*P«3 1926) unfortunately offers
very little, and none of it new.

In many cases very poorly written, in a few

cases well done and important books, these histories often present little facts
and memories from out of the way sources missed by more able historians cover
ing larger movements.
Sdme of the most valuable aid comas from books not concerned with the
problems of religion at all.

W. W* Hening's Statutes At Large Being A Col

lection Of All The Laws Of Virginia 1619-1792 (13 vols., Richmond and Phil
adelphia, 1809-1823), Journals of toe House of Burgesses of Virginia. 17521755. 1756-1758 (Richmond, 1909), edited by H. R. Mcllwaine, and Morgan P.
Robinson *s Virginia Countless Those Resulting From Virginia Legislation (a
Bulletin of the Virginia State Library, Richmond, 1916), are but a few ex
amples.

George C. Mason's Colonial Churches of Tidewater Virginia (Richmond,

1945) actually belongs in this class, as it is architectural rather than
religious.

The phenomena of the revival Is Itself the subject of study, and
several such studies bear directly on the Hanover movement.

Among

Dr. William Warren Sweet's many books on religion in American history
Revivalism in America (How York, I9AA) * More recent is Dr. Benjamin
Ta*
Laogr•a Ravlvala £a ife®. HL4gfe of^Ygayrs (Richmond, 1943). Older and cover
ing a wider territory arm F. II. Davenport's Primitive Traits In Religious
Revivals (H©w York, 1905), and Frank G. Beardsley's & History of American
Reviv ala (Umm York. I9O4).
Most disappointing from the amount of assistance one would expect
from them are the published vestry books.

The Virginia State Library has

published, under the editorship of G. G. Ch&mberlayne, the vestry books
of several parishes affected by the Dissenters of Hanover in ihiir itin
erant preaching.

The Vestry Book of St. Paul's Palish Hanover County.

71r>d.nia 1706-1786 (ilichmonci, 1910} and
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(Richmond, 1937) yield only the meet soant information, and that primarily
about the rectors.
Finally, we could not close a bibliographical dismission of the
Hanover movement, or any other comparable problem in Virginia history ^
without noting the work that makes usable tbs historical magazines of
the stats for the years before 193©,— Earl 0. Swem'a Virginia Historical
Index (Roanoke, 1934)*

APPSHDXX I.
"From a Letter from Mr. Davies, Minister at Hanover, in Virginia,
to Mr. Bellamy of Bethlem, in Hew-Shgland, dated June 27th, 1751*"
John Gillies, Historical Collections Relating to Remarkable Periods
the Success of the Gospel (Kelso. i&45)> pages 429*433» This was
also published separately as toe Substance of & Letter From Mr. Davies.
Minister of the Gospel in Hanover County. Virginia, to Mr. Bellamy
of Bethlea. in Mew England. Concerning the State of Beligjon in Virginia.
from 1 7 A ~ to June. 1751 (Printed for tfohn Grr).
H. and B. S.— If the publication of a narrative of the rise, progress,
and present situation of religion in Virginia, may not only gratify good
people, but (as you give me reason to hope) animate their prayers for us,
and also encourage preachers to come into these parts, X should charge
myself with a criminal neglect if X refused to publish the marvellous work
of the Lord among us.

X hope X may observe without the umbrage of calumny

what is but too evident to serious people ofall denominations among us,
that religion has been, and in most parts of the colony, still is, in a
very low state.

Jk surprising

negligence in attending publike worship,, and

an equally surprising levity and unconcernedness in those that attend.
Family religion a rarity, and a solemn concern about eternal things a

greater.

Vices of various kinds triumphant, <u:d even a form of godliness

not common.

But universal fame makes it needless fbr me to enlarge on

this disagreeable subject.

Before the revival in 1743, there wereafs«r who

were awakened, as they have told me, either by their own serious reflections,
suggested and enforced by Divine energy, or on reading some authors of the
last century, particularly Boston, Baxter, Havel, and Bunyan.

There was one

Mr. Samuel Morris, who had for some time been very anxious about his own
salvation, who after obtaining blessed relief in Christ became emulous for
the salvation of his neighbours, and very earnest to use means to awaken

them.

This was the tendency of his conversation, and he also read to

them such authors as had been most useful to himself, particularly
Luther on the Galatians, and his table discourses, and several piecee
of honest Bunyaa's.

By these msnas some of his neighbours were made

more thoughtful about their souls, bub the concern was not very exten
sive.

I have prevailed on my good friend Just now named, who was the

principal private instrument of promoting the late work, and therefore
well acquainted with it, to write me a narrative Of Its rise and progress,
and this, together with shat he and others have told me, I shall present
to you, without any material alteration©.*
"In the year 1740 Hr. Khitefield had preached at Williamsburg at the
invitation of Mr. Blair, our late coomlssary.

But we being sixty milee

distant from Williamsburg, he left the colony before we had an opportunity
of hearing him.

But in the year 1743 a young gentleman from Scotland had

got a book of his sermons, preached in Glasgow, and taken from his mouth
5Ln short hand, which, after I had read with great benefit, 1 invited my
neighbours to come and hear that; and the plalnmss and fervency of these
discourses being attended with the power of the Lord, many were convinced
of their undone condition, and constrained to seek deliverance with the
greatest solicitude.

A considerable number met to hear these sermons every

Sabbath, and frequently on week days.

The concern of some was so passion

ate and violent, that they could not avoid crying out, weeping bitterly,
etc.

And that, when such indications of religious concern were so strange

and ridiculous, that they could not be occasioned by example or qympahhy^
*

—
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* X have divided this account into paragraphs, although t|dLs is not ao
divided in the text.

and the affectation of them would be so unprofitable an Instance of
hypocrisy, that none could be tempted to It.
*S!y dwelling-house at length was too small to contain the people,
whereupon wo determined to build a meeting-house, merely for reading.
And having never been used to social extempore prayer, none of us durst
attempt it.

By this single means several were awakened, and their con

duct ever since is a proof of the continuance and happy issue of their
impressions.

Hhen the report was spread abroad, X was invited to several

places to read these sermons, at a considerable distance, and by this
means the concern was propagated.

About this time, our absenting ourselves

from the Established Church, contrary, as was alleged, to the laws of the
land, was taken notice of, and we were called upon by the court to assign
our reasons for it, and to declare what denomination we were of.

As we

knew but little of any denomination of dissenters, except Quakers, we were
at a loss what name to assume.

At length recollecting that Luther was a

noted reformer, and that his books had been of special service to us, we
declared ourselves Lutherans, and thus we continued till providence sent
us the Rev. Mr. William Robinson.
"This Ur. Robinson was a zealous, laborious minister of Christ, who
by the permission of the Presbytery took a Journey through the new settle
ments in Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North Carolina.
gation at Lunenburgh.

He fbunded a congre

In Amelia also, a county somewhat nearer us than

the former, his labours were extensively blest; and while he was there, some
of our people sent him an invitation to come and preach at our readinghouse. Being satisfied about the soundness of his principles, and being
informed that the method of his preaching was awakening, we were very
eager to hear him.

»0n the 6th of July 1743, he preached his first sermon to us from
Luke xlil. 3, and continued with us preaching four days successively.
The congregation was large the first day, and vastly increased the three
ensuing.

It is hard for the liveliest imagination to fora an image of

the condition of the assembly on these glorious days of the Son of Man.
Such of us as had bean hungering for the IVbrd before, were lost in an
agreeable surprise and astonishment, and seme could not refrain from
publicly declaring their transport! we were overwhelmed with the thoughts
of the unexpected goodness of God, in allowing Us to hear the Goap®l
preached in a manner that surpassed our hopes.

Many that case through

curiosity were pricked to the heart, &hd but few in the numerous assemblies
on these four days, appeared unaffected.

They returned alarmed with ap

prehensions of their dangerous condition, convinced of their former entire
ignorance of religion, and anxiously inquiring what they should do to be
saved.

And there Is reason to believe there was as much good dense by

these four sermons, as by all the sermons preached in these parts bo fare
or since.

Before Mr. Robinson left us, he successfully endeavoured to

correct soma of our mistakes, and to bring us to carry on the wofshlp of
God more regularly at our meetings.
"After this we met to read good sermons, and began and concluded with,
prayer and singing of psalms, which till then we had emitted,

toe blessing

of God remarkably attended these more private means, and it was really
astonishing to observe the eoleatn impressions begun or continued in many
by hearing good discourses read.

X had repeated invitations to come to

many places round, some thirty or forty miles distant, to read.

Considerable

numbers attended with eager attention and awful solemnity, and several were
in a Judgement turned to God, and thereupon erected meeting-houses, and
chose readers among themselves, by which the work was more extensively

carried on.
"Boon after Mr. Robinson left us, the Rev. Mr. John Blair paid
us a visit; and truly he came to us in the fullness of the Gospel of
Christ.

Former impressions were ripened and m m ones made on many

hearts.

One night in particular a whole houseful of people were quite

overcome with the power of the fkxrd, particularly of one pungent sentence,
and they could hardly alt or stand, or keep their passions under any
proper restraints.

So general was the concern during his stay with us,

and so ignorant were we of the danger of apostacy, that we pleased ourselves
with the thoughts of acre being brought to Christ at that time, than now
appears to havebeen, though there is still the greatest reason to hope that
several bound themselves to the Lord In an everlasting covenant, never to
be Jbrgotten.

Some time after this, the Rev. Mr. Roan was sent us by the

Presbytexy of Newcastle.

Be continued with us longer than any of the

former, and happy effects of his mini atrations are still apparent.

He was

instrumental in beginning and promoting the religious concerns in several
places where there was little appearance of it before.

This, together with

his speaking pretty freely about the degeneracy of the clergy in this
colony, gave a general alarm, and some measures were concerted to suppress
us.

To incense the indignation of the government the more, a perfidious

wretch deponed he heard Mr. Roan utter blasphemous expressions in his
sermon.

An indictment was thereupon drawn up against Mr. Roan (though by

that time he had departed the colony), and some who had invited him to
preach at their houses were dted to appear before the general court, and
two of them were fined. While my cause was upon trial, 1 had reason to
rejoice that the throne of grace Is accessible in all places, and that
helpless creatures can send up their desires unseen in the midst of aj
crowd.

Six witness were cited to prove the indictment against Mr. Rhhn,

but their depositions were in his favour; and the witness who accused
him of blasphemy, when he heard of the arrival of Messrs. Teraient and
Finley, fled, and has not returned since; so that the indictment was
dropped.

But I had reason to fear being banished the colony, and all

circufsstances seemed to threaten the extirpation of religion among the
dissenters in these parts.

In these difficulties, having no person of

a public character to appear In our favour, we were determined to acquaint
the Synod of New York with our case.

Accordingly four of us went to the

Synod, May 1745, M u m $fae Lord favoured us with success.

The Synod drew

up an address to our governor,the honourable Sir William Gooch, and
sent it with Messrs. Tennant and Finley, who were received by the gov
ernor with respect, and had liberty granted them to preach among us.
By this means the dreadful cloud was scattered for a while, and our
languid hopes revived.

They continued with us about a week, and though

the deluge of passion In which we were at first overwhelmed, was scattered
for a while, and our languid hopes revived.

They continued with us about

a week, and much good was done by their ministry.

The people of God were

refreshed, and several careless sinners awakened.

Some that had trusted

before in their moral conduct and religious duties, were convinced of the
depravity of their nature, and the necessity of regeneration, though,
indeed, there were but few unregene rate persons among us at that time,
that could claim so regular a character, the most part indulging themselves
in criminal liberties, and being remiss in the duties of religion, which,
alasi is too commonly the case stiH in such parts of the colony as the
late revival did not extend to.
"After they left us, we continued vacant for a considerable time,
and kept up our meetings for reading and prayer in several places, and

the Lord favoured us with his presence.

X was again repeatedly

presented and fined in court for absenting syself from church, and
keeping up unlawful meetings, as they were called; 'but the bush flour
ished in the flames.f The next that were appointed to supply us, were
the Rev* Messrs. William Tennant and Samuel Blair.

They administered

the lord's supper among us, and we have reason ever to remember it aa
a most glorious day of the Bon of Itam.

The assembly was large, and

the novelty of the manner of the administration did peculiarly engage
their attention.

It appeared as one of the days of heaven to some

of ue$ and we could hardly help wishing we could, with Joshua, have
delayed the revolution© of the heavens to prolong it.

After Messrs.

Tennent and Blair were gone, Mr. Whitefleld came and preached four or
five days, which was toe happy means of giving us farther encouragement,
and engaging others to the Lord, especially among the church people, who
received the Gospel more readily from him than from ministers of the
Presbyterian denomination.
"After his departure, we were destitute of a minister, and followed
our usual method of reading and prayer at our meetings, till the Hev.
Mr. Davies, our present pastor, was sent us by the Presbytery to supply
us a few weeks in the spring, 1747, when our discouragements from the
Government were renewed and multiplied; for, upon a Lord1s-day, a proS^a**
mation was set up at our meeting-house, strictly requiring all magistra
tes to suppress and prohibit, as far as they lawfully could, all itiner
ant preachers, etc., which occasioned us to forbear reading that day,
till we had time to deliberate and consult what was expedient to do;
but how Joyfully were we surprised before the next Sabbath, when we

unexpectedly heard that Mr. Davies was some to preach so long among
us, and e specially that he had qualified himself according to the law,
and obtained the licensing of four meeting-houses among us* which had
never been done before.
ity-

Thus, man1a extremity Is the Lord1® opportun

For this seasonable interposition of Divine providence, we desire

to offer our grateful praises, and we importunate the friends of 2ion
concur with us."
(Thus far Mr. Morris* narrative.

Then the Rev. Mr. Davies proceeds

to give account of the state of their affairs since he came among them
in April, 1747).
Upon ay arrival, I petitioned the General Court to grant me a lic
ense to officiate in and about Hanover, at four meeting-houses, which,
after some delay, was granted, upon ay qualifying according to the act
of toleration.

I preached frequently in Hanover, and some of the adjac

ent counties; and though the fervour of the late work was considerably
abated, and my labours were not blessed with success equal to those of
my brethren, yet I have reason to hope they were of service in several

instances.

The importunities they used with m to settle with them were
V*

invincible; and, upon my departure, they sent a call for me to the
presbytery. — After X returned from Virginia, X spent near a year under
melancholy and consumptive languiehments, expecting deat£i; In the spring,

1748, 1 began slowly to recover, though I then looked upon it only as
an intern!salon of a disorder that would finally prove mortal.

But, upon

the arrival of a messenger from Hanover, X put my life in my hand, and
determined to accept of their call, hoping X might live to prepare the
way for some more useful successor, and willing to expire under the fat4
igues of duty, rather than in voluntary negligence.

The horn Sir William Gooch, our late governor, always discovered
a ready disposition to allow us all claimable privileges, and the greatest
aversion to persecuting measures; but, considering the shocking report©
spread abroad concerning us by officious malignant©, it was no great wonder
the council discovered a considerable reluctance to tolerate us.

Had it

not been for this, I persuade myself they would have shown themselves the
guardians of our legal privileges, as w e H as generous patriots to their
country, which is the character generally given them.
In October, 1748, besides the four meeting-housea already mentioned #
the people petitioned for the licnesing of three more, which, with great
difficulty, was obtained.
time.

Among these seven, 1 have hitherto divided my

Three of them lie in Hanover county, the other four in the counties

of Henrico, Carolina, Louisa, and Goochland.

The nearest are twelve or

fifteen mile© distant fro© each other, and the extremes about forty.

My

congregation is very much dispersed, and, notwithstanding the number of
the meeting-houses, some live twenty, some thirty, and some forty miles
from the merest.

Were they all compactly situate in one county, they

would be sufficient to form three distinct congregations• Many of the
church people also attend when there is a sermon at any of these house?.
This I looked upon at first a© mere curiosity after novelty, but as it
continues, and, in some places, seems to increase, I cannot but look upon
it as a happy token of their being at length thoroughly engaged; and I
have the greater reason to hope so now, as experience has confirmed my
former hopes.

Fifty or sixty families having thus been happily entangled

in the net of the Gospel by their own curiosity, or some such motive.
There are about three hundred communicants in my congregation, of whom
the greatest number are, in the judgment of rational charity, real
Christians.

Besides some, who, through excessive scrupulousness, do

not seek admission to the Lordfs table.
negroes*

There Is also a number of

Sometimes X see an hundred and more among my hearers*

(Psal. Ixviii. 31.)

X have baptized about forty of them within these

three years, upon such a profession of faith as X then judged credible,
gome of them, X fear, have apostatised, but others, X trust, will perservere to the end,

X have had ae satisfying evidences of the sincere

piety of several of them, as ever X had from any person in ay life, and
their artless simplicity, their passionate aspirations after Christ,
their incessant endeavours to know and do the will of God, have charmed
me.

But, alas! while my charge is so extensive, I cannot take sufficient

pains with them for their instruction, which often oppresses my heart.
— There have been instances of unhappy apostasy amongst uss but, blest
be God, not many in proportion to the number brought under concern. At
present there are a few under promising impressions; but, in general, a
lamentable security prevails*

Oh for a little reviving in our bondage!

X might have given you a particular account of the conversion of some
persons here, as Indeed there are some uncommon instances of it, but X
shall only observe in general that abstracting from particular circum
stances, the work of conversion has been carried on in such steps as
are described by experimental divines, as Alleine, Shepherd, Stoddard,
Havel, etc.

And nothing confirms me more in the truth of their opinions

concerning experimental piety, than this agreement and uniformity' as to
the substance, In the exercises of those that can make the fairest claim
to saving grace.
There is one Isaac Oliver here, whose history, could X write it
intelligibly to you, would be very entertaining.

He has been deaf and

dumb from his birth, and yet X have the utmost reason to believe he is
truly gracious, and also acquainted with most of the doctrines, and many

of the historical facts of the Bible.

1 have seen him represent the

crucifixion of Christ in such significant signs, that I could not but
understand them.

Those that live In the house with hi© can hold conver

sation with him very readily.

There Is so much of the devout ardour of

his soul discovered at times, as is really affecting, and I have seen him
converse in signs about the lovo and sufferings of Christ, till he has
been transported into earnestness and dissolved in tears.

The above Mr.

Morris, with whom he lives, has told me, that eight years ago he appeared
remarkably changed, and ever cince is very conscientious In the whole of
his behaviour; generally delights to attend both public and family-worship,
though he cannot hear a word; and is observed sometimes to retire to se
cret prayer, though ho signifies he is praying with his heart, when about
hie business, or in company, which is peculiarly practicable to him, as
in all places he enjoys retirement.

I could relate several peculiarities

about him; but as they are unintelligible* to myself, or might seem incred
ible to those that are unacquainted with him, 1 omit them.

So much, how

ever, I know of hitt, that I cannot but look upon him as & miraculous mon
ument of Almighty grace, that can perform its purposes on men, notwithstanding
the greatest natural or moral impediments; and I submit it to the judgement
of others, whether a person incapable of external instructions, could be
brought to know the mysteries of the kingdom of Heaven any other way than by
immediate revelation.

Besides the people here, several of my brethren who

have been here, particularly Messrs. Samuel Blair, and John Eo&n, can attest
this relation.
I forgot to inform you, in its proper place, that the Rev. Mr. Daven
port was sent by the synod to Hanover last summer, and continued here about
two months.

And, blest be fiod, did not labour in vain.

Some were brought

under concern, and many of the Lord*s people much revived, who can never forget

the instrument of it.
Thus, dear Sir, X have given you a brief account of what X am per
suaded you will readily own to be the work of the Lord,
Infallibility, but we oust not fall Into scepticism.

Wo claim no

If we could form

no judgment of such a work, why should we pretend to promote the conver
sion of men, if we cannot have any satisfying knowledge of it, when it
appears?

Indeed the evidence of its divinity here is so Irresistible,

that it has extorted an acknowledgment from some, from whom It could
hardly be expected.

Here you. Sir, a narrow bigot, you would, no doubt,

rejoice to hear that there are now some hundreds of dissenters in &
place where, a few years ago, there were not ten$ but X assure myself
of your congratulations on a nobler account, because a considerable
number of perishing sihners are gained to the blessed Eedeemer, with
whom, though you never see them here, you may spend & blissful eternity.
After all, poor Virginia demands your compassion, for religion at present
Is but like the cloud which Elijah’a servant saw, Oh that it may spread
and cover the land2
•»

w
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[This letter continues for another two columns, but the remainder
is devoted to a relation of the revival in other parts of Virginia and
her neighbouring Colonies. Although interesting from the standpoint of
the Great Awakening, they add nothing to our knowledge of the Hanover
congregation.}

APPENDIX *1.
[In the Journal of the §gv. John deader, 4. **.... (Hew York, n.d.),
as edited by MehesiahOarm ek, are recorded three letters from Samuel
Davies. I shall not include the first, hut shall give the second and
third letters. The first mas dated 2 March 1756 and If found on Pag©
149# volume Itour of that edition, the other on page 194 of that volume
was dated 20 January 1757.1
When the books arrived I gave public notice after sermon, and
desired such negroes as could read, and such white people as would
make good use of them and were not able to buy, to come to my house.
For some time after the poor slaves, whenever they could get an hour’s
leisure, hurried away to me, and received them with all the genuine
Indications of passionate gratitude.

All the books were very acceptable,

but zione more so than the Psalms and hymns, which enabled them to gratify
their peculiar taste for psalmody.

Sundry of them lodged all night in
at
my kitches, and sometimes, when 1 have awakened two or three in the morning,
a torrent of sacred psalmody has poured Into my chamber.

In this exercise

some of them spentI the whole night.
The good effects of this charity are already apparent.

It convinces

the heathen that, however careless about religion the generality of the
white people are, yet there are some who think it a matter of importance.
It has excited some of their masters to ©mulatation, and they are ashamed
that strangers on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean should be at such
pains to teach their domestics, while themselves are negligent about it.
Such of the negroes as can read already are evidently improving in know
ledge.

It has excited others to learn to read, for as I give books to

none but such as can read, they consider them as a reward for their ind
ustry.

And I am told that, in almost every house in my congregation,

and In many other places, they spend every leisure hour in endeavouring

to leant. Many do this from a sincere desire to know the will of God,
and If some should do It from the meaner principle of vanity or curiosity,
yet I cannot but rejoice that it renders them the more capable of receiving
Instruction.

TP all this I may add that the very distributing these books

gives me an opportunity of speaking seriously, and with particular applica
tion, to many who would not otherwise come in ray way.
There are thousands of negroes In this colony who still continue in
the grossest ignorance, and are as rank pagans now as they were in the wilds
of Affica.

Mot a few of thee© are within the bounds of say congregation.

But all are not of this character.
successful.

Upon some ay ministry of late has been

Two Sundays ago 1 had the pleasure of seeing forty of their

black faces at the Lord’s Table, several of whom give unusual evidence of
their sincerity In religion. Last Sunday 1 baptised seven or ei$it, who
had been catechised for some time. Indeed, many of them appear determined
to press into the kingdom, and, 1 am persuaded, will find an abundant entrance
when many of the children of the kingdom are shut out.
I have distributed some of the books among the poor white people, with
a charge to circulate them among such of their neighbours as would seriously
read them, that they might be as extensively serviceable as possible, and
some of them have sine© discovered to m© what solemn impressions they re
ceived in reading the®.
v .

•

[The second letter, dated 28 January 1757, from Hanover.}

Though you and X may differ in some little things, 1 have l&ng loved
you and your brother, and wished and prayed for your success, as zealous
revivers of experimental Christianity. If X differ from you in temper and
design, or in the essentials of religion, I am sure the error must lie

on ay side. Blessed be 'God for .hearts to love one another2

I a® endeavouring» in my poor manner* to proiaote. the same cause in
this part of our guilty globe.

My success is not equal to my wishes, but

it vastly surpasses both my deserts and my expectation.

1 have baptized

near cane hundred and fifty adult negroes, of whom about sixty are com
municants.

Unpolished as they are, X find some of them have the art to

dissemble.

But, blessed by God, the generality of them, as far as X can
i
.

learn, are real Christians, and X have no doubt but sundry of them are
genuine children of Abraham.

Among them in the first place, and then

among the poor white people, X have distributed the books you sent me.
X desire you to communicate this to your brother, as equally intended
for him,

And let me and my congregation, particularly my poor negro

converts, be favoured with your prayers.

In return for -sftieh I hop#

neither you nor your cause will be forgotten by,
Reverend sir.
Your affectionate fellow labourer
And obliged servant,
SAMUEL DAVIiSS.
[Finally, X should like to give part of the letter from Davies
which was printed In Benjamin Fawcett *& J, Compassionate Address to th6
Christian ffegroes in Virginia, and Other Brltish Colonieg in fforthAmerica. With an Appendix, dontainlng some Account of the Else and
Progress of Christianity Among that Poor People diondon. 1756), as
quoted in the Evangelical and literary Magazine... XX, 535-7.
Though there are very few of the white people in this colony in
abject poverty, yet there are many in such, low circumstances, that they
cannot spare money to purchase good hooks, and many more so stupidly

ignorant and insensible of their want of instruction, are to esteem it an
unnecessary charge, and so excuse themselves from it as a needless ex
pense.

On one or other of these accounts, there are few houses in Virginia

well furnished in this important respect.

Multitudes are without any

assistance of this kind, and even Bibles are not always to be ibund among
them.

To some of these I have distributed The Compassionate Address,

Dr. Doddridge’s Else and Progress, Mr. Baxter’s Call, etc., with the best
advice I could give them, and hope 1 shall be able to send you an agreeable
account of the happy effects of the distribution.

But the poor neglected

negroes, who are so far from having money to purchase books, that they them
selves are the property of others; who were originally African savages,
and never beard of Jesus or his gospel, till they arrived at the land of
their slavery In Smsrioa; whom their masters generally neglect, and whose
souls none care for, as though immortality were not a privilege common to
them with their masterss — these poor unhappy Africans are objects of my
compassion, and I think the most proper objects of the society’s charity.
The inhabitants of Virginia are computed to be about 300,000 men, the onehalf of which number are supposed to be negroes.

The number of those who

attend my ministry at particular times is uncertain, but generally about
300 who give a stated attendance; and never have I been so struck with the
appearance of an assembly, as when I glanced ay eye to that part of the
meeting-house where they usually sit, adorned. for so It has appeared to
me, with so many black countenances eagerly attentive to every word they
hear, and frequently bathed in tears.

A considerable number of them (about

one hundred) have been baptised, after a proper time for instruction, and
having given credible evidences, not only of their acquaintance with the
important doctrines of the (Kristian religion, but also a deep sense of

piety and holiness.

As they are not sufficiently polished to dissemble

with a good grace, they express the sentimente o f their souls so much In
the language of simple nature, and with such genuine indications <®f sin
cerity, that it is impossible to suspect their professions, especially
when attended with a truly Christian life and exemplary conduct. My
worthy friend, Mr. Tod, minister of the next congregation, has near the
same number under his instruction, who, he tells me, discover the same
serious turn of mind.

In short, Sir, there are multitudes of them in dif

ferent places, who are willing and eagerly desirous to be instructed, and
embrace every opportunity of acquainting themselves with the doctrines of
the gospel, and though they have generally very little help to learn to
read, yet, to my agreeable surprise, many of them, by the dint of appli
cation, in their leisure hours, have made such a progress, that they can
intelligibly read a plain author, and especially their Bibles, and pity
it is that any of them should be without them.

Some of them have the

misfortune to have irreligious masters, and hardly any of them so happy
as to be fhrnished with these assistances for their improvement • Before
I had the pleasure of being admitted a member of your society (1) they
were wont to frequently come to me with such moving accounts of their nec
essities in this respect, that I could not help supplying them with books
to the utmost of my small abilities; and when X distributed those amongst
them, which my friends, with you, sent over, I had reason to think that
I never did an action in all my li#e which met with so much gratitude from
the receivers.

X have already distributed all the books that X brought

over which were proper for them; (2) yet still, on Saturday evenings, the
(1) wMr. Davies here means the Society for Promoting Religious Knowledge
among the poor, which was first begun in August 1750.® (536)
(2) Davies is referring to his return from the trip he made to Great Britain
with Gilbert Yeiment in 1753-4
raise money for Princeton.

only time they can spare, my house is crowded with numbers of them, whose
countenances still carry the air of importunate petitioners for the same
favours with those who came before them.

But, alas, my stock is exhausted,

and 1 must send them away grieved and disappointed.

Permit me, Sir, to

be an advocate with you, and by your means with your generouc friends, In
their behalf.

The books I principally want for them are, Watt1a Psalms

and Hymns, and Bibles.

*fhe two first they cannot be supplied with any

other way than by a collection, as they are not among the books which your
society give away.

I am the rather importunate for a good number of these,

as X cannot but observe that the negroes, above all the human species that
I ever knew, have an ear for music, and a kind of extatic delight in psalmody;
and there are no books they learn so soon, or take so much pleasure in,, as
those used in that heavenly part of Divine worship.

Some gentlemen in

London were pleased to make me a private present of these books for their
use, and from the reception they met with, and their eagerness for more, X
can easily foresee how acceptable and useful a larger number would be among
them. Indeed, nothing would be a greater inducement to their industry to
learn to read, than the hope of such a present, which t hey would consider
both as a help and a regard for their diligence.

I hardly khow of any

modern institution which bears so favourable an aspect on the declining
interests of religion, as your society,

they deserve the pleasure of hearing

the happy effects of their generosity at the distance of 4000 miles, in these
ends of the earth; and it Is no small happiness to ms, that the strictest
veracity allows me to transmit so agreeable an account,

thus may the inhab

itants of Great Britain receive blessings In answer to prayers put up fbr
them in America, where I am sure they have many affectionate intercessors—
amongst whoa be pleased to number your sincere and much obliged friend,
S. Davies.

APfODXX in
CKeverend Patrick Henry, St. Paul*s Parish, Hanover County, to
Commissary $UHaGi 'Dawson, 13 February 174/*/5 • Dawson MSS. ]
Ksverend Sir,
1 would have wrote you before now concerning.. 1(1)preachers

that have lately seduced some unwary people In this parish, had I not
expected to be more distinctly informed of some of their principles and
practices whi ch I thought might render my account of them and their
followers mo re full and satisfactory.

Which please take as follows,

There is in Pennsylvania a Synod of Protestant Dissenters consisting
of about 40 members, one of whom vis. Mr John ThomCsoul came to a certain
gentleman’s house in our parish on Thursday the first of this month, intending to preach the Sunday following in the meeting-house lately erected
here; but when he, with a few that accompany’d him, came to the house on
Sunday fercming, the followers of Bobinson, Blair and Roan (whom I mentioned
to you when at !%aburg) shut the doors against him, alledging he was an
ojjpoeer of those three, the last of whom had wrote to some of them, request
ing. them in the name of the Lord, and Ibr the sake of Christ Jesus, not to
allow Hr. Thomson to preach in their hou.se because he is-an enemy to Christ
and true religion.

On hearing of this difference among them, I sent and

invited Thomson to my house; he entertained me with a distinct account of
these new light men, their peculiar tenets, and practices with their rise
and progress to this time,

He is, in ay opinion, a man of learning and good

sense, a strenuous opposer of these new preachers and ilhitefield, having
(1) The omissions in this letter are not deletion® of the text, but ‘
.indicated
.inability to decipher the text, or where ^•eBSext -~MiiiutiIated or missing.

published two small treatises against the© (which I think are very well performed)
and X believe he is a man of piety and veracity, so that his information
may be looked upon as true. The substance of which, with what I have upon
other...is as follows?
There is one Gilbert Tennent lately a leading man in the Synod of
Presbyterians &n Pennsylvania, who, with one Mr. Freelenhausen a Dutch
sinister of Staten Island, had, several years before Mr. ffhltfiald [sicj
appeared in America, preached some strange notions about religious matters,
which some other younger preachers imbibed from them, coming over joined
them, and then their notions and opinions were everywhere published, and
being espoused by T1hitefield and his followers, became the current doctrines
of that joint party; and at a meeting of the abovementioned Synod of Phil
adelphia in May 1741 this Tennant and eight more of the meidaers openly
declared their separation from the Synod, and have ever since that time
continued to meet by themselves, to exercise a discipline of their own
framing,and have ordained a good many young preachers, idiom they sent
into all parts of America, to disturb the established churches of all denom
inations, requiring almost no other qualification in candidates for orders,
than, what they call, experiences of a work of grace in their hearts? and
the preachers who lately came into Hanover were three of those ordained
by the Separatists abovementioned. The new doctrines these Schlsmaticks
are at great pains to propagate and which their missionaries publiokly
taught among us here [werol chiefly these following, vis
I. That antecedent to the very first beginning of a work of grace,
there Is a necessity, of, what they call, a ... convictions, whereby the
sinner must be brought to despair, by way of preparation for gospel grace,
and some of them assert that men must -be willing to be damned before they
can obtain an interest in saving grace or mercy.

And Hoan, who preached

in Hanover about Christmas last, asserted in one of his public discourses

(as X was informed by one who heard him) that a ainner, before he can be
thoroughly converted, mx&t experience this Laws work £?3in such a degree
as to disbelieve the very being of a God.
XX* That every true convert Is able to give

an historicalnarrative

of the time and maimer of his or her conversion.
III. that every converted person Is as assuredly sensible of the
Spirit of God woriding In him as he would be of a wound or stab, or any
thing else that he knew by his outward senses.
IV. That all true believers, and especially converted ministers,
have the Spirit of discerning, whereby they can distinguish an hypocrite
or a formal professor from a sincere Christian.

And this Spirit Is

claimed by some her© in Hanover, particularly by Samuel Morris and Thomas
Green two of sa& neighbours.
V*

That a true Christian m y know whether a Minister be converted

or not fey hearing hi® preach or pray.

This wild notion prevails among

our Enthusiasts here, and X have been condemned by some of them as a
stranger to true religion, and what they call the work of God, particularly
by on© Hager Shackleford who having ecaae to church last Sunday, in his way
home told those about hi®, that 1 had preached damnable doctrine, and that
he pitied me as being an unconverted graceless man*

And now that I have

mentioned ShackXeford, 1 cannot omit informing you of another piece of his
conduct.

I sent him one of the Bp of London?s letters for his perusal, and

before he had read it half over he returned it to the person fey whom© I sent
it, and told her that he was sure the Bishop was an unconverted man, and
wished God would open his eyes to see the truth!

VI. That a minister being unconverted hath no call or authority from
God to preach the Gospels and such a minister’s preaching, tho* he preach
sound doctrine, can be of no saving use to the hearers, and thus by their
pretended spirit of discerning they apply the sentence of condemnation to
all ministers who are not of their way, and persuade as many as they can
to forsake their own pastors as carnal graceless wretches, thor men of good
principles and blameless lives.
VII. That a regular ordination of a man to the holy ministry, after
due txyal and examination, Is not the call of God, but men only; the call
of God With them being wholly inward by the Spirit: and that therefore, none
ought to be admitted into the ministry, but such as are sure of their conversion.
¥111.

That Christians are not obliged to adhere to their own respective

pastors, but ought to go to hear the word preached where they think they
receive the greatest benefit, or where they meet with the greatest gift®
in the preachers.
IX. They make little or no account of a sound profession of doctrine
joined with a regular Christian conversation as a ground of judging cfcaribably
concerning a man's gracious state, unless one can give a narrative of the
work of the Spirit of God in his heart; to judge charitably of a man's
i

•

state on any other account is called by the® a murdering, barbarous charity.
X.

They claim a right to examine who® they please concerning their

spiritual state, and take upon then to pronounce such as don#t please then
In their answers, to be in a carnal damned condition* (These are their own
words) This right to examine is common to both preachers and people.
XI.

Both preachers and people are great boasters of their assurance of

salvation. They are so full of it here that the greatest number of those who
have left the church, and followed those Hnthusiastick preachers, do

confidently assert that they are as sure of going to heaven [mutilated
through here} at last as if they were there already? nay some people
here who have always been Justly (reported) guilty of several immoralities
such as cheating, lying, and even theft, and whose practices (I well know)
are the same now as before, these very men do boast as much of their
assurance, as others who are reckoned blameless in their conversations
when such as these are so confident or rather impudent, you*l [sic} be
surprised at what follows, via That their preachers publickly tell their
. hearers, .that they shall stand at the right hand of Christ in the day of
Judgement, and condemn all of them who do not come to him at their call.
Having given you an abstract of their doctrines, I beg leave to add
a few sentences relating to their practice especially of the three Enthu
siasts who preached lately in this parish.
These have been at great pains to vilifie the clergy of this colony
and have told their followers, both in public and in private, that they
can never reap any benefit by going to hoar them, because they are not the
servants of God, and have no authority to meddle with Holy things; they
endeavor to give them a mean opinion of our liturgy, but this I believe
they have done chiefly in private, for 1 did not hear that they spoke
against it in their sermons, however I know that their adherents generally
despise It, and one of them (Thomas Green.) told one of his neighbors that
it contained abundance of lies, and mentioned that sentence in the Te Deum
(All the earth doth worhip theej as one.

These three that were with us,

as well as their brethren elsewhere, strive with all their might, to raise
in their hearers what they call convictions, which is thus performed. They
thunder out in awful words, and new corn'd [combined? 1 phrases, what they
caH the terrors [?} of the law [7J...ing and scolding, calling the old
peop&e grey headed devils, and all promiscuously, damned double damned,

whose [sould? ] are in hell though they are alive on earth, Imps of
hell fire, incarnate devils, 1000 times worse than devils, etc, and all
the while the preacher exaults his voice puts .himself Into a violent
agitation, stamping and beating his desk unmereifully, until the weaker
/sort of his hearers being seared, cry out, and fall down and work like,
people in convulsion fits, to the amassment of spectators, and if a few
only are thus brought down, the preacher gets into violent passion again,
calling out Will no more of you em m to Christ? thundering out as before
till he has brought a quantiia sufficit of his congregation to this condition,
and these tilings are extoled lay the preachers as the mighty power of God's
grace in their hearts, and they who thus cry out and fall down are caressed
and commended as though pentitent souls who come to Christ, whilst they who
don't are often condemned by the lump as hardened wretches almost beyond
the reach of mercy, in so much that some who are not so seasoned [?], Impute
it to the hardness of their own heart, and wish and pray to be in like*
condition.,
Ton may probably think, Sir, that I am a little hyperbolical in this
last relation, but I beg leave to assure you, that I have unquestionable
authority for the truth of it, and that they acted In this parish in the
same manner as I have now described.

I. am told that then©' are two or three

of these Enthusiastic preachers expected In Hanover next month, to, administer,.{
the sacrament of the Lord's Supper; I wish'they could be prevented, or,
at least, ...(obliged 1 to show thair credentials, for they maybe Jesuits
for (anything} we know.
Tou have here inclosed some notea of a sermon preached by the last of
these missionaries; 1 was to have transcribed it but have rx>t been at lei,sure

to do it.

I purpose to wait on you at llasburg— as soon as my parochial

and other business will allow, that I may have some further directions about
my conduct with respect to these wild and wicked m&n, and am very respectfully

■Reverend Sir
Tour mo st obedient humble
Servant

Pat. Henry.
Please sir excuse some interlining, etc. I being necessarily in haste.
#•

#

#

#

#

APPENDIX IV.
£William Stevens Perry, Historical Collection® Relating to the American Colonial
Church (cBartford3, 1870)* I, 381-33.

To the Worshipful The Speaker &
Giwitlemen of the House of Burgesses.
The humble Petition of m m e of
the Clergy of this Dominion.
.SBjBBMFFRs
That there have been frequently held in the Counties of Hanover, Henrico,
Goochland, & some others, for several years past, numerous Assemblies, especially
of the common People, upon a pretended religious Accountj convened sometimes
by merely lay Enthusiasts, who, in those meetings, read sundry fanatical
Books & used long extempore prayers and Discourses; sometimes by strolling
pretended Ministers; and at present by one Mr. Samuel Bevies, who has fixed
himself in Hanover;.''and in the Counties .of7Amelia and Albemarle, by a person
who calls himself Mr. Cennick well known in England, by hi© strict Intimacy
with the Rovd Mr. Whitefield.
That tho* these Teachers, and their Adherents (except the above mentioned
Cennick), assume the Denomination, of Presbyterians, yet, we think, they have

no Just claim to that character; as the Ringleaders of the Party were,
for their erroneous Doctrines, and Practices, excluded the Presbyterian
Synod of Philadelphia, in May, 1741 (as appear® by an Address of said
Synod to our' Covemour), nor have they since that time, made any Recan
tation of their Errors, nor been readmitted as Members of the Synod
which Synod, tho* of many years standing, never was reprehended for
Errors in Doctrine, Discipline or Govemement, either by the established
Kirk of Scotland, the Presbyterian Dissenters in England, or m y other
bocfcr of Presbyterians whatsoever; whence we beg leave to conclude, that
the distinguishing Tenets of these Teachers before mentioned, are of a
dangerous consequence to Religion in general; and that the Authors and
propagators thereof, are deservedly stigmatized with a name unknown, tlH
of late in this part of the Ibrld.
That your Petitioners further humbly conceive, that ^ho* these
excluded ^embers of the Synod of Philadelphia were really Presbyterian®,
or of any of the other sect® tolerated in England, yet there is no Law
of this Colony by virtue whereof they can be entitled to a License to
preach, far less to send forth their Emissaries, or to travel themselves
over several Counties (to m m y place® without invitation), to gain Proselytes
to their way; f*to inveigle ignore*!* and unwary People with their Sophistry, **
and under pretence of greater Degrees of Piety among them, than can be
fouaife.among the Members of the Established Church, to seduce them from
their lawful Teachers, and the Heligion hitherto professed in this
Dominion*
Tour petitioners therefore, confiding in the Wisdom It Piety of this
Worshipful house, the Guardians of their religious as well as Civil Privilege®,
and deeply sensible 6$ the inestimable Talus of the sould committed to their
Charge, of the infectious and pernicious tendency, Mature, and Consequences

of Heresy mid Schism; and of the sacred and solemn obligations they are

under, wTo be ready, with all faithful diligence, to punish and drive
away all erroneous and strange Doctrines, contrary to God’s Word; mid to
use their utiaost care, that the flock of Christ may bo fed with the sincere
Milk of the word only;" humbly pray that the good laws, formerly in that
Case mad© and provided, may be strictly put in execution; particularly that
©ntituled "Ministers to be inducted.u And as we humbly think, this law
still retains its primitive Force and Vigour, so we pray that it may, on
tjte

present occasion, effectually exert the same; to the end, that all

Hovel notions, and perplexing uncertain Doctrines, and Speculations, which
tend to the subversion of tree Religion, designed by its adorable author,
to direct the Faith and Practice of reasonable Creatures, may be suitably
check’d and discouraged: and that this Church, of which we are members, and
which our Fore fathers Justly esteemed a most invaluable Blessing, worthy,
by all prudent and honorable means, to be defended and supported, being by
us, in the same manner, regarded, say remain "the Pillar and Ground of
Truth," and Glory of this Colony, which hitherto hath been remarkably happy
for uniformity of Religion.
And your Petitioners as in duty bound shall ever pray, &c.
D. MGS8GM,

JO Iff TK)BERYSOH,

PAT. HEHHY,

ROBY BAHRETY.

JOIff BRUBSKXLL.

APPENDIX V.

(The following charge of Governor Gooch was printed in the Virginia
Gazette, from which it was copied by John Daly Burke in his the History
of Virginia (Petersburg, IBG4 -I6), III, 1X9ff, and from him by Foote

in sketches of Virginia. I, 135~7)*
"Williamsburg, April 25th£X?45J.

Thursday last being the fourth day

of General Court, his Honour the Governor was pleased to deliver the following
charge to the gentlemen of the grand Jury; which they afterwards requested
his Honour to permit to be published—
"Gentlemen of the Grand Jury. Without taking notice of the ordinary
matters and things, you are called to attend, anti sworn to make inquisition
for, I must on this occasion turn to your thoughts and recommend to your
present service another subject of importance, which I thank God has been
unusual, but, X hope, will be most effectual, X mean the Information I have
received of certain false teachers that are lately crept into this government;
who, without order or license, or producing any testimonial of their education
or sect, professing themselves ministers under the pretended influence of new
light, extraordinary impulse, and such like satirical (Satanical, qu„?) and
enthnsiastical knowledge, lead the innocent and ignorant people into all
kinds of delusion; and in this frantic and prophane disguise, though such
is their heterodox;.' that they treat all other modes of worship with the, utmost
scorn and contempt, yet a© if they had bound themselves on oath to do many
things against the religion of the blessed Jesus, that pillar and stay of
the truth and refonaed church, to the great dishonor of Almighty God, and the
discomfort of serious Christians, they endeavour to make their followers
believe that salvation is not to be obtained (except, qu.?) in their communion.
lfAs this denunciation, If X am rightly advised, in words not decent to

repeat, has been by one of them publicly affirmed, and shows, what manner of

spirit they all of them are of in a country hitherto remarkable for
uniformity in worship, and where the saving truths of the gospel are
constantly inculcated, I did promt©© myself, either than their preaching
would be in vain, or that an insolence so criminal would not long be
connived at.
"And therefore, gentlemen, since the workers of a deceitful work,
blaspheming our sacraments, and reviling our excellent liturgy, are ©aid
to draw disciples after them, and we know not ^hereunto this separation
may grow, but may easily foretel into what a distracted condition, by
long forbearance, this

colony

will be reduced, we are called upon by

the rights of society, and,what, I am persuaded will be with you &a‘>
i

prevailing an Inducement,- by the principles of Christianity, to put.
ipiacidlate stop to the devices and intrigues of these associated soiam&ilca,
who having, no doubt, assumed to themselves the apo^tacy >f our weak.,bre
thren, we may be assured that there is. not any thing so abmird but what
they will assert and accorsmodate to their favourite theme, railing against
our establishraent; for which in any other country, the British- deomniocs
only excepted, they would be very severely handled.
"However, not meaning to inflame your resentment, as we may without
breach fo charity pronounce, that ’tie not liberty of conscience, but freedom
of speech, they so earnestly prosecute; and we are very sure that they have
no manner of pretence to any shelter under the acts of toleration, because,
admitting they have had regular ordination, they are by those act© obliged,
nor can they be ignorant of It, not only to take the oaths, and with the
test to subscribe, after a deliberate reading of the®, same of the articles
of our religion, before they presume to officiate.

But that in this in

dulgent grant, though not expressed, a covenant is intended, whereby they
engage to preserve the character of conscientious men,— to that X say,

Allowing their ordination, yet as they have not, by submitting to these
essential points, qualified themselves to gather a congregation, or if
they had, In speaking ail manner-of evil against us, have forfeited the
privilege due to such compliance; insomuch, that they are entirely without
excuse, and their religious' professions' are very justly suspected to be
the result of Jesuitical policy, which also is an Iniquity to be punished
by the judges,
*1 must, as in duty bound to God and man, charge you in the most

solemn manner, to make strict enquiry after those seducers, and if they,
or any of them, are still in this

government ,

by presentment or indictment

to report them to the court, that we, who are in Authority under the
defender of our faith, and ithe appointed guardians to our constitution
an) state, exorcising our power in this respect for the protection of the
people committed to our care, aay show our seal in idle maintenance of the
true religion5 not as the manner of some is, by violent oppression, but
In putting to silence by such method as our law directs, the calumnies and
invedtives of these bold accusers, and in dispelling as we are devoutly
di sposed, so dreadful and dangerous a combination.
’In short, gentlemen, we should deviate from the pious path we profess
to tread in, and should be unjust to God., to our king, to our country,
to ourselves and to our posterity, not to take cognisance of so great a
wickedness, rhereby the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, is turned Into
lasciviousne ss.’*
.,

tThis charge to the jury by Gooch opening the trials of Boon, Morrisami
?r?bably
led
3y ™ d of ^biladelphia to send the, letter to Virginia
x-wxwrrea
t,o pn jmge
I/o. "he source from which this was copied is unknown,
and there is m known copy of the Virginia Gazette for 25 April I745. the
parenthetical «xpressions are probably those of John DalyBurke, j
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